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health care practitioners; the broadening interpretation of what is a “reasonable” accommodation. A practical approach to navigating the interplay
between the ADA, FMLA, workers’ compensation and disability benefits laws.
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Presenter: US EDNY MAGISTRATE LOCKE
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handbook rules and how certain rules may infringe on workers’ rights in violation of the NLRA.

B. PUBLIC SECTOR WORKSHOP
Moderator: David Cohen; Panel: Phil Maier and Mike Krauthamer
In this session, the panel will address: 1) “protected activities” under the Taylor Law; 2) whether a “work rule” can be unilaterally
implemented or must be negotiated; and 3) surveillance of employees in the workplace and use of recording devices by employees in the
workplace.
3:00 p.m. Ethics (focus on Technology)
Presenter: James Ryan
Ethical issues regarding social media and technology in the workplace.

Domenique Camacho Moran, Esq.
Farrell Fritz, P.C.
Employment Law Update

Once again, the United States Supreme Court and Second Circuit have decided a
variety of labor and employment cases, tackling everything from pregnancy discrimination to
compensable work time to administrative agency procedures. While some decisions provide a
roadmap for compliance with complex employment laws, others demonstrate the importance of
reviewing the totality of the circumstances in most workplace disputes.

Mach Mining v. EEOC, 135 S. Ct 1645 (2015)
Employment discrimination cases routinely begin with a charge of discrimination,
submission of position statements, and a preliminary finding by the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission (“EEOC”). When the EEOC finds probable cause that discrimination
has occurred, conciliation is the next administrative step in the litigation process. In fact, Title VII
of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, requires that before the EEOC sues an employer, it must first
“endeavor to eliminate [the] alleged unlawful employment practice by informal methods of
conference, conciliation, and persuasion.” 42 U. S. C. §2000e-5(b). In Mach Mining v. EEOC,
135 S. Ct 1645 (2015), the conciliation process was put under a microscope.1
After the EEOC investigated a sex discrimination charge and found reasonable cause to
believe Mach Mining had engaged in unlawful hiring practices,2 the EEOC sent a letter inviting
Mach Mining and the complainant to participate in informal conciliation proceedings.3 Although
the EEOC indicate a representative would contact them, Mach Mining heard nothing until a year
later when the EEOC sent another letter finding the conciliation efforts had been unsuccessful.4
In response to the EEOC’s complaint in federal court, Mach Mining asserted the EEOC had not
attempted to conciliate in good faith.5 The EEOC argued that its conciliation efforts were not
subject to judicial review and, in any event, the two letters sent to Mach Mining fulfilled its
statutory obligation.6
While the District Court found that it could review the adequacy of the EEOC's
conciliation efforts, the Seventh Circuit reversed, finding that the EEOC's statutory conciliation
obligation was unreviewable by the court.7
Writing for the Court, Justice Kagan held courts have the authority to review whether the
EEOC has complied with its statutory duty to attempt conciliation.8 Relying on the statutory
language, the Court explained Congress had imposed a mandatory duty on the EEOC to
attempt conciliation and made that duty a precondition to filing a lawsuit.9 Moreover, though
Congress gave the EEOC wide latitude to choose which methods it would use to attempt
conciliation, it did not preclude judicial review of the conciliation process.10 The Court observed
that Title VII’s conciliation requirements mandate that the EEOC notify an employer of the claim
against it, providing information about the specific allegation and which employees have
suffered.11 Then, according to the Court, the EEOC must engage the employer and offer a
chance for the employer to remedy the allegedly discriminatory practice.12 The Court noted a
sworn affidavit from the EEOC stating that it has performed these obligations should suffice to
show that it has met the conciliation requirement.13 Where the EEOC fails to engage in
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conciliation, the appropriate remedy, the Court found, is to order the EEOC to undertake the
mandated conciliation efforts.14

Perez v. Mortgage Bankers Association, 135 S. Ct 1199 (2015)
Last term, the Supreme Court also considered the authority of the United States
Department of Labor to revise its interpretive rulings. At issue in Perez v. Mortgage Bankers
Association, 135 S. Ct 1199 (2015), was the Department of Labor’s 2010 Administrator’s
Interpretation concluding that mortgage-loan officers do not qualify for the administrative
exemption under the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”).15
The Department of Labor issued new regulations in 2004, including revisions impacting
the classification of employees as exempt from the FLSA’s overtime provisions.16 In 2006, the
Wage and Hour Division issued an opinion letter finding that under the 2004 regulations
mortgage-loan officers fell within the administrative exemption and did not have to be paid
overtime.17 Then, without notice or an opportunity for comment, the DOL withdrew the 2006
opinion letter and issued an Administrator’s Interpretation concluding that mortgage loan officers
do not qualify for the administrative exemption.18
The Mortgage Bankers Association sued the Department of Labor claiming that the
Administrator’s Interpretation was invalid under the D. C. Circuit’s decision in Paralyzed
Veterans of Am. v. D. C. Arena L. P, 117 F3d 579 (D.C. Cir. 1997), which held that a federal
agency was required to use the notice-and-comment procedures specified by the Administrative
Procedure Act before significantly revising an interpretive rule.19 The D.C. Circuit applied the
reasoning in Paralyzed Veterans agreeing that before changing its interpretation of the
regulations impacting mortgage loan officers, the Department of Labor needed to comply with
the notice-and-comment procedures.20
The Supreme Court reversed. Striking down the D.C. Circuit’s decision in Paralyzed
Veterans, the Court found the APA expressly exempts interpretive rules from notice-andcomment requirements, 5 USC §553(b)(A), and ruled the exemption applied equally when
agencies amend or repeal existing interpretive rules.21

Young v. UPS, 135 S. Ct. 1338 (2015)
During the past term, the Supreme Court also reviewed the Pregnancy Discrimination
Act of 1978 (“PDA”). While most are familiar with the fundamental notion that the PDA prohibits
discrimination on account of pregnancy, the PDA also requires employers to treat women
affected by pregnancy, childbirth, or related medical conditions the same as non-pregnant
employees who are “similar in their ability or inability to work.”22
Peggy Young was a part-time driver for United Parcel Service (“UPS”).23 While
pregnant, her doctor advised that she should not lift more than 20 pounds.24 UPS, however,
required drivers to lift up to 70 pounds and told Young she could not work while under a lifting
restriction.25 Young sued claiming UPS acted unlawfully by refusing to accommodate her
pregnancy-related lifting restriction.26
Young alleged a disparate-treatment claim of
discrimination.27 Opposing UPS’s motion for summary judgment, Young pointed to evidence
that UPS had accommodated workers who had similar restrictions but were injured on the job,
had disabilities covered by the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (“ADA”), or had lost
Department of Transportation (“DOT”) certifications.28 Thus, she argued, UPS’s policies
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allowing light duty for others, but not for pregnant workers, evidenced pregnancy
discrimination.29
Although the District Court granted summary judgment dismissing Young’s claims, and
the Fourth Circuit affirmed, the Supreme Court disagreed.30 First, the Court set forth the
framework to be used when analyzing claims under the PDA.31 To establish a prima facie case,
a plaintiff must show (a) that she belongs to the protected class; (b) that she sought
accommodation; (c) that the employer did not accommodate her; and (d) that the employer did
accommodate others “similar in their ability or inability to work.”32 Then, the employer must
articulate “legitimate, nondiscriminatory” reasons for denying the accommodation; something
more than the accommodation is “more expensive” or “less convenient.”33 If the employer
states a “legitimate, nondiscriminatory” reason, the burden shifts to the plaintiff to show that
reason is a pretext for unlawful discrimination.34 According to the Court, a plaintiff can create a
genuine issue of material fact by providing evidence that the employer accommodates a large
percentage of non-pregnant workers while failing to accommodate a large percentage of
pregnant workers.35
Applying this framework, the Court found a genuine dispute as to whether UPS provided
more favorable treatment to at least some employees whose situation cannot reasonably be
distinguished from Young’s and remanded the case.36

EEOC v. Abercrombie & Fitch Stores, Inc., 135 S. Ct. 2028 (2015)
Reasonably accommodating employees was also analyzed in EEOC v. Abercrombie &
Fitch, Inc.37 There, the Supreme Court ruled that Title VII’s prohibition against religious
discrimination and its mandate that reasonable accommodations be made for religious practices
may apply even when an applicant does not specifically notify the employer of the need for an
accommodation.38
Here, Abercrombie refused to hire a practicing Muslim because the headscarf she wore
conflicted with Abercrombie’s employee dress policy.39 The EEOC filed suit on the individual’s
behalf, alleging a violation of Title VII which prohibits a prospective employer from refusing to
hire an applicant because of his/her religious practice so long as the practice can be
accommodated without undue hardship.40 Although the EEOC prevailed in the District Court,
the Tenth Circuit granted Abercrombie summary judgment holding that failure-to-accommodate
liability attaches only when the employer has actual knowledge an accommodation is needed.41
The Supreme Court, in a decision written by Justice Scalia, reversed and remanded,
finding that to prevail in a disparate-treatment claim, an applicant need only show that his need
for an accommodation was a motivating factor in the employer’s decision, not that the employer
had knowledge of his need.42 The Court explained that Title VII’s disparate-treatment provision
requires the individual to show that Abercrombie (1) “fail[ed] . . . to hire” her (2) “because of ” (3)
“[her] religion” (including a religious practice). 42 U. S. C. §2000e–2(a)(1).43 The “because of”
standard is understood to mean that the protected characteristic cannot be a “motivating factor”
in an employment decision. §2000e–2(m).44 Thus, rather than imposing a knowledge standard,
§2000e–2(a)(1) prohibits certain motives, regardless of the actor’s knowledge.45 Simply put, an
employer may not make an applicant’s religious practice, confirmed or otherwise, a factor in
employment decisions.46 Further, the Court held, Title VII’s definition of religion clearly indicates
that failure-to-accommodate challenges can be brought as disparate-treatment claims.47
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Integrity Staffing Solutions v. Busk, 135 S. Ct 513 (2014)
In Integrity Staffing Solutions, the Supreme Court considered the definition of work under
the Fair Labor Standards Act, 29 USC 201, et seq. (“FLSA”).48
Integrity Staffing Solutions required hourly warehouse workers responsible for picking
and packaging products for Amazon to pass through security before leaving the warehouse
each day.49 Former employees claimed time spent waiting and passing through screenings,
approximately 25 minutes daily, was “work” time for which they should have been paid.50
Moreover, the employees claimed the time could have been de minimis if the company had
added screeners or staggered shift times.51
The District Court dismissed the complaint finding the screenings were not integral and
indispensable to the employees’ principal activities but were instead postliminary and noncompensable.52 The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit reversed, concluding that postshift activities ordinarily classified as non-compensable are compensable if the post-shift
activities are necessary to the principal work and performed for the employer’s benefit.53
The Supreme Court, in a decision written by Justice Thomas, agreed with the District
Court holding that time spent in security screening points is not compensable under the FLSA.54
Justice Thomas explained the Portal-to-Portal Act exempts employers from FLSA liability for
claims based on “activities which are preliminary to or postliminary to” the performance of the
principal activities an employee is hired to perform. §254(a)(2).55 In the decision, Justice
Thomas relied on prior decisions holding that “principal activities” includes all activities which
are an “integral and indispensable part of the principal activities.” Steiner v. Mitchell, 350 U. S.
247, 252–253.56 An activity, the Court held, is “integral and indispensable” if it is an intrinsic
element of the employee’s principal activities and one with which the employee cannot dispense
if he is to perform his principal activities.57
Here, the Court decided the security screenings are postliminary activities that are not
compensable.58 In short, the screenings were not the “principal activities” workers were
employed to perform—i.e., workers were not hired to undergo security screenings.59 The
workers’ principal responsibilities were to pick products from warehouse shelves and package
them for shipment.60 Further, security screenings were not “integral and indispensable” to the
principal activities.61 The Court noted a 1951 Department of Labor opinion letter which also
found that a pre-shift screening conducted for employee safety and a post-shift search
conducted to prevent employee theft was not compensable.62 Finally, whether the employer
could have reduced the waiting time was an issue that could be resolved through collective
bargaining – it was not for the Court to decide.63
NOTABLE FEDERAL AND STATE CASES
Glatt v. Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc., 791 F.3d 376 (2d. Cir) and Wang v. The Hearst
Corp., 165 Lab. Cas. (CCH) P36,359 (2d Cir.) (argued in tandem w/ Glatt)
In a much anticipated decision, the Second Circuit analyzed the law governing interns in
the workplace.
Three unpaid interns sued Fox Searchlight Pictures, Inc., and Fox Entertainment Group,
Inc., in a New York federal district court, claiming they were employees entitled to overtime and
minimum-wage compensation under the Fair Labor Standards Act (“FLSA”) and New York
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Labor Law.64 The district court granted the unpaid interns’ motion for partial summary judgment
agreeing they were employees, granted a motion to certify a class of New York interns working
between 2005 and 2010, and conditionally certified a nationwide class of interns working at
those divisions between 2008 and 2010.65 The Fox defendants filed an interlocutory appeal.66
The Second Circuit vacated and remanded, finding that the proper question to consider
when determining the employment status of an unpaid intern is whether the intern or the
employer is the “primary beneficiary” of the relationship.67 In so doing, the Second Circuit
rejected the six-point test employed by the United States Department of Labor to determine the
employment status of interns.68 Instead, the court set forth a non-exhaustive list of
considerations, and directed that no one factor is dispositive.69 The factors include the extent to
which (1) the intern and employer understand that there is no expectation of compensation; (2)
the internship provides training similar to that which would be given in an educational
environment; (3) the internship is tied to the intern’s formal educational program; (4) the
internship accommodates the intern’s academic commitments; (5) the internship’s duration is
limited to the period in which the internship provides the intern with beneficial learning; (6) the
intern’s work complements, rather than displaces, the work of paid employees while providing
significant educational benefits to the intern; and (7) the intern and the employer understand
that the internship is conducted without entitlement to a paid job at the conclusion of the
internship.70
The unpaid interns have since asked the Second Circuit to reconsider.71
O'Connor v. Uber Techs., Inc., 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 116482 (N.D. Cal)
California is the first jurisdiction to consider whether Uber Technologies Inc.’s drivers are
properly classified as independent contractors.72 California drivers filed a class action claiming
the car-hailing service treats its drivers like employees without providing the necessary
benefits.73
In early September, U.S. District Judge Edward Chen certified the class and found that
the litigation will resolve the dispute for all drivers in California who didn’t waive their right to the
class-action arbitration.74 The ruling sets up a high-profile legal battle which could have farreaching implications for startups that rely on independent contractors to meet their business
needs.75
Pao v. Kleiner Perkins Caufield & Byers LLC, San Francisco County Superior Court
On March 27, 2015, the jury in Pao v. Kleiner rendered a verdict in the employer’s favor
in a case watched closely by legal analysts.76 Ellen Pao worked as a junior partner at Kleiner
Perkins Caufield & Byers, a venture capital firm in the Silicon Valley.77 Pao claimed she was not
promoted in retaliation for her ending an intimate relationship with a partner.78 Eventually,
Kleiner terminated Pao’s employment.79 Pao sued Kleiner for $16 million in lost income as well
as punitive damages.80
At trial, Pao argued male colleagues advanced faster and more often than women.81 To
the extent the numbers told a different story, Pao opined that promotions had begun to increase
following her lawsuit.82 Pao also pointed to a sexist culture to show discrimination.83 The
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employer identified non-discriminatory reasons for its decisions regarding Pao’s promotion and
ultimate discharge.84 First, Kleiner Perkins explained Pao was not suited for the role of
investing partner and did not have the requisite skill set.85 Second, Kleiner Perkins purportedly
gave Ellen Pao more than a level playing field, it gave her every opportunity on that playing field
or off it.86 Kleiner also denied any pattern of sexism and pointed to Pao’s bad attitude as one
reason she was not promoted.87
The jury believed Kleiner Perkins and Pao was ordered to pay approximately $275,000
in legal costs.88 Pao has since filed an appeal.89
Coats v. Dish Network, LLC, 2015 Colo. 44 (2015)
Twenty-three (23) States and the District of Columbia have legalized the use and
possession of marijuana for medical purposes while four states also allow marijuana for
recreational use.90
In June 2015, the Colorado Supreme Court decided that even though marijuana use is
lawful in some jurisdictions, employers have the right to terminate employees who violate their
drug free workplace policies.91 In Coats, the employer terminated a quadriplegic employee who
tested positive for marijuana.92 The Colorado Supreme Court rejected Coats’ argument that
Colorado’s lawful activities law prevented his employer from taking any action.93 Instead, the
Colorado court concluded that because medical marijuana is illegal under federal law, the
activity could not be “lawful” for purposes of the Colorado lawful activities law.94 Thus, the
employer could lawfully terminate the employee for marijuana use, even if the use was for
medical purposes during non-working hours.95
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RECENT PERB DECISIONS1

1

We would like to extend our appreciation to Monte Klein, Esq., Director of Public Employment Practices and
Representation, for granting us permission to use these materials for this presentation.

The definition of a past practice:

1. The duty to bargain exists

where the practice is noncontractuat, the subject is
mandatorily negotiable and it was unequivocal and uninterrupted for a period of
time sufficient to create a reasonable expectation of its continuance. Town of
Blooming Grove,47 PERB 113010 (2014), citing to Chenangao Forks Cent Sch
Díst, 40 PERB f13012 (2007).

2.

The burden rests with the respondent to prove a contract reversion defense in a
charge alleging a failure to bargain. City of Wateftown, 47 PERB ft3o1 5 (2014).

3.

Negotiations concerning the procedures for preapproval of paid time off are
bargainable where there are options to further the employei's mission. City of
Wateñown,47 PERB f13015 (2014). ln the case the Board analyzes and
declines to follow City of White Plains, 5 PERB tl3OO8 (1972); Siafe of New york,
38 PERB f[3018 (2005) and Town of Carmel,31 PERB fl3006 (1998), confirmed
sub nom. Town of Carmel PBAv PERB267 ADzd 858, 32 PERB 1l7O2A (3d Dept
1999); to the extent that they hold that all procedures by which emþbyees may '
obtain pre-approved tirne off are not negotiable. The Board now holds that suäh
procedures are mandatorily negotiable provided they do not interfere with the
em p loyer's p redeterm ined staffing req u rements.
i

4. A Town Law's prohibition of negotiating police discipline does not apply to civilian
employees of a police depaftment. Town of lJlster,4T PERB fp92é'liOl+¡.

5.

PERB clarifies the defenses of duty satisfaction and waiver in Orchard park Cent
Sch Drsf, 47 PERB 13029 (2014).

Charter Schools:

1. Hyde

Leadership chafter schoot,4z PERB 1lg0z2 (2014). pERB wiil
conditionally dismiss all matters involving charter schools because of the
pendency of an NLRB investigation. Likewise, New Visions Charter School, 47
PERB f13023 (2014).

The dutv to baroain:

1.

Unilateral changes in mandatory subjects

A. Jurisdictional

1.

questions:

PERB is divested of jurisdiction over unilateral change charges where the
agreement provides a source of right concerning the subject. City of New
Rochelle,4T PERB f13004 (2014), citing sfafe of New york,30 pÊRB
t13019 at3Q42 (1997); County of Nassa4 23 PERB fl3O5S (1990).

2.

The transfer of unit work

A. lnitialtests

are exclusivity and whether the reassigned tasks are substantially
similar. lf yes to both, there is a duty to bargain unless the qualifications
changed significantly. County of Seneca. 47 PERB fl3OO5 (20ß); citing to
Niagara FrontierTranspo¡tation Authority,lS PERB fl3OB3, at 3t'92 (1gb5).

.
B.

PERB applies a past practice analysis to determine exclusivity. Seneca
county, supra, citing Manhasset union Free sch Dist, 41 PERB ft3oos
(2008), confd and mod, in paft, sub nom. Manhasset tJnion Free-Sch Dist v
PERB, 48 AD2Ð 1231 (3d Dept 201 1).

Practice and Procedure:

1.

w
circumst
State of
PERB

4).

ulations only in extraordinary
eo1Ð; citing to Hattock v

2.

The Board will not consider exceptions which raise defenses not contained in the
party's answerto the charge. Town of Blooming Grove,47 PERB
113010 (2014),
citing to New York City Transit Auth,20 PERB f13037 (1987); confrrmed sub nom.
NYCTA v PERB, 147 AD2d s74, 22 PERB fr/001 (2d Dept 1989).

3.

The refusal to participate in a PERB proceeding because of an adverse ruling is
a failure to prosecute. UFT (Gray). 47 PERB f13011 (2014).

4.

lnterlocutory exceptions are typically denied. DAs/vy, 47 PERB ft3o12 (2014).

5.

A withdrawn petition is not "processed to completion" within the meaning of
PERB's Rules of Procedure. Village of Chatham,4T PERB f13014 (2014).

6. PERB will strictly enforce

its Rules concarning the requirement that a party serve
a copy of its exceptions upon all other parties. Sfafe of New York, 47 ?ERB
11301e (2014).
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A party's exceptions must speciff the grounds for them uFT, 47 PERB T3020
(2014).

8. City of Canandaigua, 47 PERB fJ3002 (2014). The Board reaffirms earlier

holdings that deferralto arbitration is not appropriate where a party raises
procedural obstacles to the resolution of the grievance. See Town of Carmel, Zg
PERB ff3073 (1996), suöseguent history omitted.

Remedies in unilateral chanqe cases:

1- The remedial

orders are designed to put the parties in the position they would
have been had there not been a breach. New Rochelle, supra, citing to Sfafe
New York,26 PERB fJ30O2 (r993).

of

lnterference and reprisal:

1.

Cha

it,

of
(201

activity, knowledge
il, 47 Éene 1¡aooT

The dutv of fair representation:

1. ln CWA,47

PERB f13003 (20141, the Board reiterated its standard that the duty is
breached only on arbitrary, improperly motivated or bad faith conduct. CSEA
PERB and Diaz, 132 ADzd 430 20 PERB 117024 (3d Dept 1987), affd on other
grounds, T3 NY2d 796,21 PERB Í17017 (1988). See a/so, Cairo-Durham Cent
Sch Drsf, 47 PERB ff3008 (2014).

i

2- A union violates its duty when

it maintains a senioriÇ system for the employe/s
bidding of bus runs based on date of membership in thã union. TWIJ,47 PERB
f[3033 (2014).

Representation issues:
lnclusion of supervisors in rank and file unit.

1.

County of Monroe, 47 PERB 113001 (2014). PERB offers its longstanding
practice not to place high level supervisors into rank and file bargaining ùnits.
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Leeislation
CSL $209-a.1(g), signed and effective July 18,2007, makes an employer's denial of an
employee's request for representation at a disciplinary interview an improper practice which can
be defended by proof of the existence of another forum available under law, collective
bargaining agreement, interest arbitration award or employer policy or practice in which an
employee can raise a denial of representation and obtain a remedy ordering the exclusion of any
evidence obtained from questioning without a representative present. 2007 N.Y. Laws
ch.244.
Agency shop fee was made a permanent feature of the Act in 2008. 2008 N.Y. Laws ch. 338

Suffolk County Park Police granted interest arbitration. 2008 N.Y. Laws ch.234, $4.
Subsection (m) added to $205.5 of the Act having PERB assume the power and functions of the
State Mediation Board, SLRB and SERB that are abolished. 2010 N.Y. Laws ch. 56, Pt. O, gl.
Interest arbitration for transit employees in New York City extended to June 30,2015. 2013
N.Y. Laws ch.72.

Taylor Law injunctive relief provisions extended to June 30,2015. 2013 N.Y. Laws ch. 73, $1.
Interest arbitration extended through June 30, 2016 with changes for proceedings involving
"fiscally eligible" municipalities. 2013 N.Y. Laws ch. 67, $4

Optional interest arbitration before State Financial Restructuring Board on consent of employer
and union for "fiscally eligible" municipalities. 2013 N.Y. Laws, ch.67, $2.

1

We would like to extend our appreciation to John Crotty, Esq. for granting us permission to use these materials for
this presentation.

Good Faith Nesotiations
Cit), of New York,40 PERB T3017
Cohoes conversion theory of negotiability is not applicable to nonmandatory bargaining
demands that relate to contract terms that are nrandatorily negotiable. The contract term and thç
demand must both be nonmandatory for Cohoes to apply. Accord Village of Canton,44 PERB
fl3019; Citv of Albanv, 47 PERB 1Ì3016.

of bullet proof vests held mandatory

under

Work schedule demand calling for the establishment of tours different from

those

Demand calling for the replacenrent
traditional balancing test of negotiability.

piescribed by law held mandatorily negotiable.

Premium pay demand made as a result of the prohibition on bargaining police discipline
for New York City officers held mandatory, conf d. 4l PERB T7001 (Sup. Ct. Albany County
2008), appeal dismissed as moot,54AD3d 480,41 PERB n7004 (3d Dep't2008), lv. denied, 12
NY3d 701,42 PERB T7001 (2009).
Countv of Suffolk and Sheriff, 40 PERB n3022
Construing Act $209.4(h) that extends interest arbitration to Suffolk County corrections
officers except for "issues relating to disciplìnary procedures and investigations," Board held a
management proposal that included sanctions for sick leave abuse could not be submitted to
arbitration. Without the qualifying word "directly", the exclusion from arbitration ntust be read
broadly. Disciplinary aspect of the demand predominates over sick leave aspects.

Village of Tarrvtown, 40 PERB fl3024

Bill of Rights demand covering Westchester County village police officers held to be a
prohibited subject under NYCPBA because employees are subject to a special, targeted state law
concerning police officer discipline in Vy'estchester County villages.
PBA of NYS Troopers v. PERB. 40 PERB 17003 (Sup.Ct. Albany County 2007), annullins 39
PERB fl3023 (2006)

Troopers' representation aI critical incident interviews not prohibited subject of
bargaining under Executive Law $215 NYCPBA 6 NY3d 563 (2006) not applicable. The
processes leading up to decision as to whether or not to d iscipline is not discipline.
Representation does not fall within category of discipline. Investigatory process through which
decision is made as to whether or not to punish is not "within the legal description of discipline."
Statutes which impinge on the duty to bargain must be construed narrowly. Court of Appeals
holds that parties' agreement to representation rights during disciplinary investigations waived
any right to representation at non-disciplinary "critical incident interviews." I I NY3d 96,41
PERB fl7sl1(2008)
PERB Taylor Law Update August 2015 (8/l l/15)
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Town of Oranqetown v. PERB, 40 PERB

117008 (SLrp.

Ct. Albany County 2007), conf g

40

PERB 13008

Unilaterally imposed prohibition on audio/visual taping of physical examinations
regarding GML $207-c injuries/illnesses constitutes refusal to bargain as taping is mandatory
subject of bargaining.
CSEA v. PERB , 46 AD3d 1037, 40 PERB T7009 (3d Dep't 2:007)

Union entitled under Act to quality assurance documents in connection with union's
defense of unit employees in disciplinary proceeding. PERB's remedy requiring production of
records to arbitrator for in camera inspection entitled to deference and not arbitrary.

Civil Service Technical Guild v. NYCOCB, 40 PERB n7527 (Sup.Ct. N.Y. County 2007)

No duty under NYC Collective Bargaining Law to bargain mechanical timekeeping
system which replaced paper system. Rounding procedures, however, had "practical impact" on
compensation but no injunctive relief as no irreparable hann.
Lake Mohegan Fire District.

4l

PERB 13001

Manner in which fire vehicle is dispatched to service calls is non-mandatory subject
despite presence of safety issues. Predominant characteristic is staffìng and deployment of
personnel.

of New York-Unified Court Svstem, 41 PERB 13009, rev'd, Pfau v. PERB, 42 PERB
117003 (Sup. Ct. Albany County 2009), afld,69 AD3d 1080, 43 PERB 17001 (3d Dep't 2010).
State

PERB held employer had duty to produce information relevant to defense of disciplinary
of not producing such infonnation. Courts reverse. No Taylor
Law right to disclosure in conjunction with UCS disciplinary proceeding as opposed to grievance
proceedings.
charges notwithstanding history

Hampton Bavs Union Free School District,4l PERB 13008, confd, 62 AD3d 1066,42 PERB
17005 (3d Dep't 2009),Iv. denied, 13 NY3d 711 (2009).
Employer required to provide information relevant to grievance pertaining to discharge
probationary teacher.

New York City Transit Authorit),,41 PERB

of

113014

Employer satisfied any duty to bargain imposition of rLrle requiring employees to wear
uniforms. Demand for impact bargaining not made. Failure to brief issue concerning bullet
proof vests does not constitute an abandonment of that claim.

PERB Taylor Larv Update August 20 I 5 (8/ I I /l 5)
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Dutchess Community College,

4l

PERB fl3029

conduct of irnpact
irnpact
claims.
Duty
to
negotiate
issues
arises
from
valid
request.
negotiations are separate

Refusal

to meet for impact negotiations and bad faith in the

Ci 1v o f New York v. PRA of the Cilv of New York- 56 AD3d 70, 41 PERB fl7514
l4 NY3d 46, 42 PERB I751 I (2009)

(l't

Dep't

2008), rev'd,

Drug testing by hair sample instead of urinalysis is a mandatorily negotiable subject.
Issue is not discipline within rneaning of NYC PBA, 6 NY3d 563 (2006). Commissioner's
authority arises after written charges have been preferred. NYCPBA applies to "formal
disciplinary proceeding" not to "matters that are ancillary or only tangentially related to [the]
disciplinary function." Court of Appeals reverses upon conclusion that dlug testing is
sufficiently related to discipline to trigger NYCPBA
Town of Wallkill,42 PERB 13006

Charge alleging employer failed to respond to union's inquiries about whether the
employer would honor police officers' contractual disciplinary provisions dìsmissed. Because
union deemed a non-response to be an admission by the Town that the contractual provisions
would not be followed, the Town's silence constituted a "reasonable and substantive response"
to the requests for a position statement. Moreover, the stipulated record did not establish
relevancy and need for information.
Villaee of Highland Falls, 42 PERB T3020
Multi-paragraph demand for creation of GML $207-c procedure held to be unitary in
nature. As a few parts of the demand were nonrxandatory, entire demand held nonmandatory.
Board, therefore, avoided deciding whether de novo arbitration of disability disputes is a
mandatorily bargainable subject. See Villaee of Baldwinsville, 44 PERB 13031
Cit), of Middletown,42 PERB n3022

Union's disciplinary bill of rights demand and demand pertaining to disciplinary
procedures mandatory only as to unit police offìcers who are honorably discharged military
veterans and volunteer firefighters notwithstanding City Charter. Demands prohibited as to
others for whom CSL $75 is not applicable. GML $207-c procedure demand calling for
specified time limits for claim plocessing and decisions and an arbitrator's decision as to the
"reasonableness" of the municipality's decision held mandatorily negotiable. Revel'sed as to
negotiability of discipline as to veterans and volunteer firefighters. Citv of Middletown v.
PERB,43 PERB n7002 (Sup. Ct. Albany County 2010), affd, 8l AD3d 1238,44 PERB f7003
(3d Dep't 2011). Bargaining prohibited as to all of the City's police officers.

PERB Taylor Law Update August 20 I 5 (8/ I I /l 5)
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County of Greene and Sheriff, 42 PERB 1303 I

Employer's intentional withholding during negotiations of information about effects of
the employer's proposals concerning health insurance is bad faith and not considered by ALJ.
Therefore, case remanded for consideration of that allegation.
City of Niagara Falls, 43 PERB

1Ì3005

Proiedure to appeal from employer's determination as to whether employee maintains
city residency is mandatorily negotiable as a contractual alternative to CPLR Article 78 review.
Town of Wallkill, 43 PERB n3026, app: dismissed, 44 PERB n7004 (Sup. Ct. Albany County
2011)
Police union did not violate the Act by presenting for negotiations a demand to continue
disciplinary terms of expired collective bargaining agreement. Demand is not a prohibited
subject. Town violated the Act by conditioning its willingness to continue negotiations on
union's withdrawal of discipline demand. Parties' subsequent entry into agreement upon some
terms and conditions of employment did not moot the charge.
County of Tompkins and Sheriff, 44 PERB n3024
Employer''s demand limiting retroactivity of wages and benefits to those employed at
or interest arbitration award is rendered is not prohibited. Case affirms
unitary demand principles. Proponent of demand must indicate by wording or presentation
during negotiations a willingness to separate mandatory from non-mandatory subjects and
arbitrable subjects from the nonarbitrable.
date contract reached

Count), of Chemune and Sheriff, 44 PERB fl3026

GML $207-c hearing

procedure calling

for hearing officer's decision subject to CPLR

Article 78 review mandatory.
Countv of Erie, 44 PERB fl3027
County, as corxponent of unique statutory joint ernployer relationship with Erie County
Medical Center Corporation, was required to sign an agreement between union and EMCC
because the County had previously acquiesced and the County never notified union or EMCC it
would refrain in future from signing agreements negotiated by EMCC. As remedy, Board orders
full make-whole relief, including lost wages and interest.
County of Livinqston, 44 PERB'1J3036

Union violated the Act by refusing to sign an agreement containing terms the Board held
had been agreed upon during negotiations.

PERB Taylor Law Update August 20 1 5 (8/ I l /l 5)
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Villaee of Baldwinsville, 44 PERB

1J3031

Demand for continuation of GML $207-c benefits pending appeal of order to employee
to return to Iight duty is mandatory. Non-discrimination clause held mandatory. Demands for
release from work upon completion of call-in task and prohibition of call-in assignment to
employees on days off held nonmandatory. Procedures for obtaining needed staff held
rnandatory.

County of Clinton and Sheriff, 44 PERB T3039

Rate and amount of paid leave time are not directly related to compensation, but
monetization of leave time (cash out, incentive pay) is directly related to compensation.
Village of South Glens Falls, 44 PERB 13041
Tours of duty, shift assignments and days off work are mandatorily negotiable subjects.
Training cost recoupment demand mandatory because demand on its face did not deny
employees FLSA minimum wage.

Countv of Tompkins and Sherift 44 PERB T3048

The method for distributing overtime hours is mandatorily negotiable only after

an

employer decides to make oveftime available.

Countv of Montsomerv, 44 PERB 1J3045

Employer required to produce information relevant to disciplinary proceeding arising
v. PERB,69 AD3d 1080,43 PERB 1[700] (3d Dep't 2010)

under contractual procedure. Pfau
distinguished.

Adirondack CSD. 44 PERB fl3044
Employer privileged to end practice under which employees' children were permitted to
be in school late in day as a type of childcare because facts established that children were
sometimes disruptive and distracting to delivery of instruction.
Town of Bethlehem, 44 PERB 13043

Employer is obligated on demand to bargain the impact of vacancy in unit position
caused by promotion.

PERB Taylor Larv U pdate August 20 I 5 (8/ I I /l 5)
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Countv of Greene and Sheriff, 44 PERB n3042

Act by not disclosing that insurance change would cause
visits. Record did not prove union demanded information. Board
did not decide whether there exists an affirmative obligation to disclose material information
Employer did not violate

increase in co-pay for doctor

even without a demand.

City of Middletown. 45 PERB T3030, rev'd, 45 PERB T7013 (Sup. Ct. Albany Co.2012)

City had duty to negotiate impact of decision to replace two person tiller truck with oneperson ladder truck. Union need not prove existence of actual impact as condition to right to
bargain. Employer does not have right to refuse to meet on belief no impact exists or is minor.
Court reverses. Sèe next page.
Counl¡ of Erie and Medical Center Corp., 45 PERB T3036
Information pertaining to incidents of workplace violence ordered produced as needed for
union to determine enrployer's compliance with contractual health and safety clause.
Vilfaee of Bath.45 PERB n3ß7 (2012)
Parties did not have a meeting of the minds on ìump sum adjustments to base salary
notwithstanding their inclusion in signed memorandum of agreement. Ernployer's refusal to sign
a collective bargaining agreement containing the Iump surn adjustments not improper.
Employer's sending of wage statements to unit employees with direction for them to sign and
return held improper. Wages were in dispute and addressing those issues with persons not on
union's negotiating team violated $209-a.1(a) and (d).
Town of Walkill v. PBA. l9 N.Y. 3d 1 066,45 PERB 17508 (2012)

Discipline of town's police officers is a prohibited subject of negotiation. Provisions in
collective bargaining agreement affording town police officers arbitration of disciplinary charges
void. Provisions of Town Law $ I 55 govern. Local law enacted to implement Town Law $ 155
valid.
Count)¡ of Nassau. 45 PERB fl3047

Ernployer refused to negotiate when County Executive failed to submit tentative
agreement to legislature for ratification/approval. County Executive's belief contract would not
be accepted by legislature is immaterial.

PERB Taylor Larv Update ALrgust 2015 (8/l l/15)
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Citv of Middletown v. PERB, 45 PERB I7013 (Sup. Ct. Albany Co.2012)

City not required to irnpact bargain decision to replace a two-person tiller fire truck with
a one-person ladder truck. Employer is not obligated to bargain impact on demand as court
concludes purchasing decision had no "legitimate" impact.
State of New York, 46 PERB 1[3003

Deployment of staff is not mandatorily negotiable
Sisulu -'Walker Chafier School of Harlem, 46 PERB ll30l0

Employer has duty to negotiate notwithstanding appeal from inclusion of al'leged M/C
employees in broader unit for which certification and bargaining order have issued. Duty to
bar:gain as to all in unit as appeal does not stay bargaining obligation as to any and certainly not
as to those in unit not alleged by employer to be M/C.
Plainview

-

Old Bethpase Cent. Sch. District, 46 PERB 16601 (ALJ)

Payments to employees for waiving health insurance under NYSHIP plans remains
mandatorily bargainable despite NYSHIP's policy memo 12213 prohibiting buyouts when
insurance coverage for the employee dropping coverage would be continued under spouse's plan
carried under NYSHIP.

City of New York v. OCB, 107 AD3d 612 , 46 PERB'117503 (l't Dep't 2013) Requirement to
submit fit for duty MD note after three or more days of absence bargainable. Bargaining not
preempted by federal regulations re safety on ferry systems or by "public policy".
Citv of Albany,47 PERB

11

30r 6

Cohoes conversion requires that otherwise non-mandatory subject sought to be negotiated
relate to a contract term that is also non-mandatory by nature. Term in contract is held
mandatory, therefore, no Cohoes conversion of non-mandatory demand.
Roberts v. NYCOCB, 1 13 AD3d 97, 47 PERB 17503

City's Charter reserving dìscipline of fire depafiment employees to Commissioner
renders discipline of EMS personnel regarding drug tests nonbargainable as matter of public
policy. Decision relies upon decisions by Court of Appeals concerning the negotiability of
police discipline issues.

PERB Taylor Law Update Âugust 2015 (8/l l/15)
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lJniformed Firefishters Ass'n of
PERB n7s04 (2014)

ter New York v. Citv of New York.

It4AD3d5t0,47

Contractual minimum staffìng provision sunsetted. Cohoes conversion theory of
negotiability inapplicable after sunset date. Thereafter, negotiability analysis is according to
subject nature and by nature, minirnum staffing is not mandatorily bargainable.

Representation

State of New York (Division of Parole). 40 PERB I3011

Parole officers are not properly fragrnented from an existing unit of professional
scientific and technical ernployees on the basis of law enforcement duties. Employees were not
police officers, nor were their predominant duties criminal law enforcement. Decision suggests
that employees must hold police officer status as a condition to a separate unit as of right.
Town of Ramapo.40 PERB I301 6
Managerial/confidential status of individuals must be resolved as a condition to a union's
certification as the representative for a unit in initial uniting situations.
Incorporated Villase of Lake Success v. PERB,
confg 38 PERB T3013

4l AD3d

599, 40 PERB 117004 (2d Dep't 2007)

Police Dispatchers appropriately placed into existing blue-collar unit. Dispatchers shared
community of interest, no conflict of interest and no administrative inconvenience.

Fashion Institlrte
County 2008)

of Technolosv, 40 PERB

113018,

confd, 41 PERB 17003 (Sup. Ct. N.Y

An employee who fornrulates policy is properly designated managerial even if the policy
being made affects only one aspect of an enrployer's mission. Student health services is a part of
FIT's "mission."
Mount Morris Central School District. 4l PERB

1T3020

Two principals and one assistant principal in a small school district were held managerial
based on their participation in executive sessions of the board of education and their substitution
for superintendent when superintendent absent.

PERB'faylor Law Update
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St. Paul Boulevard Fire District, 42 PERB f3009

Fire lieutenant was placed into rank and file unit. Community of interest shared despite
differences in wages and benefits. There was no substantial conflict of interest because
supervisory duties were minor.
Fashion Institute of Technology, 42 PERB 13018

Lengthy discussion about managerial status. Board overrules Dormitor)¡ Authority, 38
PERB n3029 (2005), conf d, 34 AD3d 884, 39 PERB 'l]70l I (3d Dep't 2006) to the extent it
makes organizational structure or culture a factor in designation. Deputy Director not
managerial as he did not have "substantial and unfettered discretion in making daily decisions
with respect to femployer's] pregrams and operations." Program Director not managerial as
does not establish employer's mission. Health and Safety Director managerial as broad authority
to formulate and implement employer's policies and procedures.
County of Washinshon,42 PERB n3021
Unsigned mail ballots voided by the Director. Voiding was reviewed by Board even
though aggrieved pafty did not file objections to conduct of the election. Challenges were
sufficient to affect outcome of the election and, therefore, had to be resolved. Aggrieved party
can file exceptions pursuant to Rules $213 to Director's decision to void the challenged ballots.
PERB election agent can challenge unsigned ballot envelopes as challenge went to eligibility of
the person to parlicipate in the election. Director corectly voided. All parties could have agreed
to waive objections to all unsigned ballots provided waiver is in writing, but only one pafty
sought to void.
Sachem Central School

District,42 PERB T3030

School Communication Aide most appropriately placed into Aides' unit, not a clerical
unit.

Town of Southampton,42 PERB I4018 (ALJ 10-1-09)

Police supervisors fragmented from long-standing wall-to-wall police unit as strong
evidence of actual conflicts and Town support for fragmentation.

Town of lslip, 43 PERB 13003
Petition to fragment airporl security guards and Park Rangers frorn long-standing blue
collar unit denied. Employees vr'ere not police officers and did not have enforcement of State's
criminal laws as their exclusive or primary function.

PERB Taylor Law Update AugLrst 2015 (8/l l/15)
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Town of Walworth,43 PERB I3013
Deputy Highway Superintendent inch-lded in unit of full and paft-time Motor Equipment
Operators. Filling in as necessary for Highway Superintendent does not require unit exclusion
and the employee's duties and responsibilities did not make him managerial or confidential.
Hudson River Park Trust. 43 PERB

'1J3040

Mail ballots received after stated deadline are void and not counted. Ballots in unsigned
mailing envelopes can be counted if the parties enter into a written agreement to waive the
signature requirement.

Brookl),n Excelsior and Büffalo United Charter Schools,44 PERB T3001 (2011), rev'd in part,
45 PERB 1J7005 (Sup. Ct. 2012), rev'd andiurisdiction held, 107 A.D. 3d 1437,46 PERB 17009
(3d Dep't 2013), motion for lv. to app. dismissed, 22 NY 3d 1082,47 PERB 17001 (2014).
Charter schools are public employers notwithstanding management by private company.
Charter School Act eliminates any joint employer relationship and any possibility of M/C
designation. Chafter schools are political subdivisions under NLRA and, therefore, are not
subject to NLRB jurisdiction. Court annuls that part of PERB's decision conceming M/C
designations. Chafter schools to be treated like other public employers for M/C purposes.
Appellate Division holds decision pending NLRB's jurisdictional determìnation.
Town of Southampton,44 PERB 1Ì3018

Petition to add part-time/seasonal police officers to full-time unit dismissed because
union's constitution did not permit pprt-time officers to be members of union.
Niasara Frontier Transportation Authorit),, 44 PERB 13028

Unit placernent petition may not be used to fragment a unit except in very limited
circumstances (i.e. to challenge employer's initial placement of position into a different unit or if
UP petitioner is intentionally not notified by employer or other union of earlier relevant
representation or UC/UP proceedings).

Kipp Academy Charter School, 45 PERB I3013
Lengthy discussion of representation issues associated with conversion charter schools.
PERB has the right and duty to interpret Education Law. The 21 ernployees of this conversion
chafter included in UFT unit. Decertification petition without showing of interest from 30% of
UFT unit is deficient. Employees covered by UFT contract. Fragmentation from UFT unit not
presented by the petition which individuals could not file.

PERB Taylor Larv Update August 2015 (8/l l/15)
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Niasara Frontier Transportation Authorit)¡, 45 PERB 13020

ln UP proceeding, community of interest is most impoftant. Not

outweighed by

employer's articulated preference for a placement different from one ordered.
Sisulu-Walker Charter School of Harlem. 45 PERB I30l 9
Representation petitions must be processed expeditiously. Employer's request for
adjournment of hearing properly denied by ALJ. Cannot designate M/C employees in charter
schools, but can consider M/C status in making an appropriate unit determination.
SisulLr-V/alker Charter School of Harlem v. PERB, 45 PERB n7012 (Sup. Ct. NY Co. 2012)
PERB has the power to determine M/C status of charter school employees. On facts and
law, however, at-issue employees were not M/C.
Hoosick Falls Central. School District, 46 PERB 13015
Managerial and confidential criteria are strictly applied. Employees in issue were
supervisors lacking duties, responsibilities and relationships necessary to either a managerial or
confi dential desi gnation.

City of Buffalo.46 PERB fl3023
Community of interest is most impoftant factor in unit placement proceeding.
Plainedee Union Free School District, 46 PERB n3022
Separate unit for teacher aides and school monitors held most appropriate. ALJ's
decision including the employees in cafeteria unit reversed. Aides and monitors have distinct
duties and work locations. District in past has "acquiesced in the proliferation of negotiating

units along non-instructional occupational lines."
Weedspofi Central School District, 46 PERB 1Ì3030
Head Building Maintenance position placed into existing unit notwithstanding contract
excludes the title and regardless of whether the composition of the unit would be rnandatorily
negotiable. Supervisory duties not significant and shared comrnunity of interest which is the
most important factor in unit placement.

Countv of Monroe, 47 PERB T3001
Head Nurses not placed into rank-and-file unit as record established thatthe Head Nurses
had significant supervisory functions creating a conflict of interest and the absence of
community of interest with rank-and-file employees.

PERB Taylor Larv Update August 20 I 5 (8/l I /l 5)
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State of New York, 47 PERB

I3009, confd, 47 PERB 17005 (Sup. Ct. Albany County 2014)

State bound by settlement made by GOER. State not permitted to withdraw frorn
settlement adding employees to unit and causing union to withdraw other representation
petitions. GOER had actual and apparent authority to enter stipulation despite objection to
agreement by certain state agencies.

Hvde Leadership Chaner School-Brookl)¡n, 47 PERB fl3022
Representation petition and irnproper practice charge conditionally dismissed pending
on jurisdiction over charter schools. Accord New Visions Charter Hieh School
for the Humanities. 47 PERB n3023 & Imasine Me Charter School, 47 PERB T3036.

NLRB's decision

Unilateral Changes In Terms,And Conditions
Of Rmnlovm ent/T)iscon ti n ua f i on Of Bxnired Contract Terms

Chenanso Forks CSD, 40 PERB n3U2,43 PERB I3017 affld, 95 AD3d 1479, 45 PERB T7006
(3d Dep't 2012), af?d,21NY 3d 255,46 PERB 17008 (2013).

Employer's abolition of a practice of reimbursing Medicare Paft B premiums held a
refusal to bargain. Extensive discussion of "past practice concepts." An expectation of
continuation of a practice may be presumed from the duration of the practice. Mutuality of
agreement andlor knowledge or acquiescence by a managerial or high level sLrpervisor is not
required to establish a past practice. All prior decisions holding otherwise were overruled.
Reimbursement of the Medicare Paft B premiums was held to be a benefit of current employees,
not just retirees.
Cit)¡ of Kingston, 40 PERB I3015

City violated the Act by discontinuing its practice of paying for food and veterinary care
for police canines after the dogs were taken out of service.
County of Sullivan and Sherifi 41 PERB

113006

Ernployer violated $209-a.l(d) and (e) by unilaterally irnposing debt recoupment
methodology upon a unit employee and by deducting from that employee leave time that was
due tlie employee under the terms of the parties' expired collective bargaining agreement.
Cit), of Albany, 41 PERB 1Ì3019
Procedures and conditions applicable to employees' use of compensatory time and other
City raised duty satisfaction sufficiently in its answer. Under

leave time mandatorily negotiable.

agreement,

City permitted to impose a procedure that delays notification of approval or

PERB Taylor Law Update August 2015 (8/l l/15)
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disapproval of request for leave Lrntil 48 hours before shift. The
express terms of the agreement."

48 hour rule "stenls from

the

Erie County Medical Center Corporation v. PERB,41 PERB 117002 (4th Dep't 2008), confg 39
PERB 13006

Unilater'al imposition

of drug testing and crirninal

background checl<s

is reflusal to

bargain.

City of Oswego,4l PERB 1Ì301l

City violated the Act by discontinuing longstanding practice Lrnder which firefighters
were allowed to wash and wax their personal vehicles on City property during work time. Fire
Chief s knowledge binds City to practice.
Fashion Institute of Technoloev,

4l

PERB

1J3010

Practice by which pay is calculated was improperly changed unilaterally.

County of Columbia,4l PERB fl3023
County violated the Act when it unilaterally established a new shift and assigned a unit
shift. Duty satisfaction and waiver defenses resting on contract langr.rage
were not established because the contract was not clear. Shifts are mandatory subjects of
bargaining.
ernployee to work that

North Colonie CSD, 41 PERB T3028

No unequivocal past practice of a maximum number of instrLrctional days. Rather, the
practice was to use multiple factors to determine the number of instructional days.
Vy'erner v.

Town of Niska),una, 41 PERB f7518 (Sup. Ct. Schenectady County 2008)

Discipline of town police officer properly processed under procedures in collective
bargaining agreement NYCPBA 6 NY3d 563 not applicable to town because there is no
legislation targeting the municipality that specifically vested it with power over discipline to the
excl usion of negotiated procedures.

Citv of Albany, 42 PERB 13005

City's unilateral promulgation of a work rule prohibiting any consumption of alcohol
within eight hours of a police officer's tour of duty violated the Act. Rule was held mandatorily
negotiable under balancing test. Rule is not a prohibited subject of negotiation notwithstanding
Second Class Cities Law and a local code vesting Chief of Police with power over discipline.

PERB
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New York Citly Transit Authorittr, 42 PERB n3012, confld, 78 AD3d 1184, 44 PERB T7001 (2d
Dep't 2010), aff d. 19 NY3d 876, 45 PERB fl7007 (2012)
Right reserved to employer in a unilaterally issued policy is not duty satisfaction. Here,
right to act was only "as warranted" that requiled fact-based analysis and action that was not
undertaken by the employer. New dual employment restrictions violated the Act.

Town of Wallkill v. CSEA, 84 AD3d 968, 44 PERB n7506 (2d Dep't 2011), rev's 42 PERB
fl3017, as confd, 43 PERB 17005, affd. 19 NY 3d 1066, 45 PERB 17508 (2012)

Town Law $155 as implemented by local law renders police officer disciplinary
procedures prohibited subjects of bargaining.

Accord Town of Goshen v. Goshen PBA, Index No.724412013 (Sup. Ct. Orange County 2013)
Niasara Frontier Transit Metro System. Inc., 42 PERB n3023
Employer satisfied any duty to negotiate alleged expansion of physical exarninations for
return to work purposes to include Workers' Compensation purposes. There was "direct
interrelationship" between contractual supplemental leave from work provision and WCL claim.
Submission of medical reports to'WC Board was "inherently and inextricably" inteltwined with
contractual provision

s.

Incorporated Village of Hempstead, 42 PERB fl3024
Settlement agreement of UC/UP proceeding never approved by legislative body was not
repudiated as employer had a "colorable clailn" agreement not binding. But by unilaterally
altering unit created by that agreement employer violated $209-a.l(a) and (d) because agreement
was binding. Accretion of titles to existing unit is not a legislative function and agreement did
not require legislative approval.

Board of Education Cit)¡ of New York, 42 PERB I3019
Contract reversion requires a specific contractual provision which is reasonably clear on
the sLrbject presented by the irnproper practice charge.

Unilaterally imposed policies cannot form the basis for a contract reversion defense.
Employer violated the Act by limiting the amount of leave time available to ernployees for blood
donations. Adherence to past practice is not a gift of public funds.
Villaee of Catskill, 43 PERB T3001
Employer violated the Act by unilateraìly implernenting procedures and restrictions on
dual employment opportunities. Actual practice of ten years prevailed over inconsistent prior
rule that was held "abandoned".
PERB Taylor Law Update August 2015 (8/l l/15)
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County of Erie and Medical Center Corporation, 43 PERB

113008

Ernployer violated Act when it unilaterally increased the contractual wage rate for per
diem registered nurses. No compelling need defense to $209-a.l(e) charge. Wage increase is
not a reallocation or reclassification.
SNY

- Unified

Couft System, 43 PERB I30r

r

OfÊduty employment restrictions mandatory and represented a chánge fi'om prior policy
that was general in nature. Employees ordered made whole for lost wages.
Count)¡ of Erie, 43 PERB 113016, conf d, 8 AD3d 1313,44 PERB n7002 (4th Dep't 2011)

Replacement of full-time personnel with less than full-time-employees is a change in a
mandatorily negotiable subject. Duty satisfaction defense based on general management rights
clause rejected.

NYC Board of Education, 44 PERB

20ll), motion to rearque denied,44

1T3003,

confld, 44 PERB 1[7007 (Sup. Ct. Albany County

PERB 17010 (2011), aff d, 103 AD3d 145,46 PERB 17001

(3d Dep't 2012)

Parking permits are mandatorily negotiable subjects even though permit does not
guarantee a parking spot. Employer reduced number of permits and changed method for
distribution. Order restoring practice does not violate public policy as parking enforcement laws
not affected by permits.
Town of Fishkill. 44 PERB T30r

3

CBA satisfied Town's duty to negotiate tours and hours of work. Contract

was

reasonably clear that Town acquired right to change the number of hours worked by detectives
even when change applies to only some detectives. Waiver standard is not applicable to duty
satisfaction defense.

Townof Islip,44PERBI30l4,confd, 1044D3d778,46 PERB117004(2dDep'T2013), lv.to
app. sranted. 2l NY3d 861 ,46 PERB 17010 (2013), affd, _N.Y.3d _,47 PERB n7002
(2014)

Unilateral change in ernployees' use of Town vehicles for conrmuting unlawful. Local
law and a policy manual did not permit changes to subsequent past practice embracing a
mandatorily negotiable subject. Use of vehicle not illegal under local law. Order requiring
purchase of vehicles after their sale unduly burdensome. Remand to PERB on remedy to fashion

"commensurate, practical relief to employees".
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Citv ofNiaera Falls, 44 PERB I3015, confld,45 PERB n7004 (Sup. Ct. Albany County 2012)
Unilateral elimination of a procedure allowing re-establishment of required residency
with reinstatement to position improper. Even if residency itself could be imposed unilaterally
pursuant to Public Officers Law $30.4(3), procedures relating thereto are mandatory as
equivalent to preferential recall procedures.

Ci ¡ of S.vracuse,44

PERB

113017

Requirement to file affidavit proving compliance with residency requirement mandatory.
Deer Park UFSD.44 PERB

n3ß2

Veftical step advance on expired salary schedule not required as contract referred to step
advance on specified dates within duration of contract.
Nanuet Union Free School District, 45 PERB 13007

Installation of workplace surveillance systems generally
bargaining. Charge dismissed as untimely filed.

a

mandatory subject of

Cortland Enlareed Citv School District, 45 PERB n3022
Salary step increments not sunsetted.

Countv of St. Lawrence. 45 PERB 13ool
Employer violated the Act by freezing the level of Medicare Part B premiums for unit
employees who retire on or before December 31,2010 and discontinuing the benefit for those
retiring after December 3 l, 2010.

NYC Board of Education, 45 PERB 13004
Shift properly eliminated as decision was based upon service reduction

IBT (Ro-ias), 45 PERB

1J3031

Individuals may not file $209-a.l (e) charges.
Shelter Island UFSD, 45 PERB fl3032

Contract reversion/duty satisfaction requires an agreement to provisions upon a specifìc
subject. Contract ambiguous and extrinsic evidence did not establish that employee's attendance
at meetings of board of trustees of health plan was personal business or union business.
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State of New York (Racins &'Waeerine Board). 45 PERB T3041 confld,46 PERB fl7006 (Sup

Ct. Af b. County 2013), rev'd, Kenr v. Lefkowitz, _AD3d_, 47 PERB 117003 (3d Dep't 2014)

Tenns of side letter agreement regarding per diem compensation of seasonal employees
gave State Budget Director discretion to make reductions. Duty to bargain satisfìed. Appellate
Division reverses. Agreement not sufficiently clear. as to Director's right to effect wage
reduction. Two judge dissent.
Springs Union Free School District. 45 PERB

1J3040

District could revert to contractual work schedLrle provisions and provisions legarding
excused absences notwithstanding past practice under which employees who elected not to
attend a luncheon on the last day of school were given early, paid release from work.
Yonkers Cib¡ School District. 45 PERB

113039

District's unilateral imposition of
their retirement improper.

a health insurance

contribution upon employees after

Countv of Nassau, 46 PERB T3002

Duty to bargain restrictions placed on shift swaps not satisfied by management rights
clause giving employer a right to "regulate work schedules". Not reasonably clear clause was
intended to apply to shift swaps. Board notes that duty satisfaction, contract reversion and
contractual waiver defenses in a given case are not likely helped or hindered by other Board
decisions construing other parties' contracts.
Duchess Count)¡

& Communitv Colleqe, 46 PERB

1J3009

Contractual waiver and duty satisfaction are separate and distinct defenses. Employer
raised only waiver. Therefore, cannot consider duty satisfaction defense. ALJ's dismissal of
charge reversed and violation found.
Chenanso Forks

Sch. Dist. v. PERB.

2l NY3d 2ss,46

PERB 17008 (2013)

Medicare Paft B reimbursement is mandatorily bargainable. Stoppage violated Act
notwithstanding arbitrator's decision holding stoppage did not violate contract. Court endorses
PERB's past practice concepts for analysis of Taylor Law unilateral change cases. Payrnent
required by Taylor Law is not an unconstitutional gift. Contractual past practice clause does not
extinguish Taylor Law right to continuation of status quo. Taylor Law past practice does not
require mutual understanding and agreement.
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City of Schenectady. 46 PERB fl3025, confld,47 PERB n7004 (Sirp. Ct. Albany County 2014)

City refused to bargain by abandoning contractual disciplinary procedure applicable to
police officers and substituting unilaterally a different disciplinary procedure. Police officer
discipline in City is mandatory subject of bargaining notwithstanding Second Class Cities Law
and Unconsolidated Law $891.
State of New York (DOT), 46 PERB n3029

Unilateral termination of past practice under which employees could listen to music on
personal radios and other electronic devices violated Act notwithstanding employer's settlement
of EEOC discrimination charge filed by hearing impaired employee. Employer failed to
establish that its interests outweigh the employees'.

City of New Rochelle, 47 PERB

I

3004

Employer violated Act by ordering an employee on contractual sick leave to submit to a
fitness for duty medical examination and by ordering that employee to return to work on the
basisofsuchexamination. Contractclausesnotapplicabletotheactionatissueunderthecharge
and, therefore, City's jurisdictional and duty satisfaction defenses were rejected. Denied remedy
requiring employee be paid at an overtirne rate for work done under return to work order.
Town of Blooming Grove,47 PERB 1[3010
Tour swaps intra-unit are mandatorily bargainable. Cancellation is refusal to bargain.
Waiver and duty satisfaction not alleged and not considered.
Citlz of Wateftown, 47 PERB 113015
Practice by which unit battalion chiefs selected vacation rnonthly for vacation time off
the following month embraced mandatory subject. Unilateral change to practice violation.
Practice need not apply unit wide to be cognizable under the Act. No contract reversion as
relevant contract provisions inapplicable to battalion chiefs. Procedures for selection of vacation
mandatory provided employer's pre-determined minimum staffing levels are not impaired.
Orchard Park Central School District, 47 PERB n3029

Duty satisfaction and waiver distinguished. Duty to bargain change in work schedules
was not satisfied, but right to bargain was waived by contractual management rights clause.
New York State Thruwav Authoritv, 47 PERB

n3ß2

Change in employees' recording of use of employer vehicles for commuting violation
That the change was motivated by legitimate business reasons is not relevant to negotiability.
Change not de minimLrs.
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State of New York (DEC), 47 PERB

I3035

State lawfully laid off full-time employees and assigned work to pool of seasonal
employees in the same unit. Action was not a conversion of full-tirne positions into part-time
positions notwithstanding the State offered the laid off ernployees the seasonal positions. An
improper conversion of full-time positions to part-tirne would necessitate a direct relationship
between tl-re eliminated positions and the new positions. V/ithout a direct substitution of parttime employees for full+ime employees, it is immaterial whether the layoffs effected a reduction

in service.

Town of U

47 PERB

113028

Unilateral recording of disciplinary interview of civilian dispatcþers violation.
Dispatchers are not "members" of town police department for purposes of Town Law $155.
Decision to record mandatorily negotiable.
Impasse Procedures

Villase of Wappinsers Falls,40 PERB n3020
Party permitted to submit a demand to arbitration that was not frrst presented until
mediation. Board held this is not a "new" demand within meaning of its Rules. Demand might
be regarded as "new" if the proposal at mediation is not reasonably related to demands raised by
either party during negotiations or if there is evidence of bad faith.
PBA o1'the Cit)¡ of New York, 40 PERB

113019

Declaratory ruling petition is not appropriate to raise questions as to the legality of
alleged parity provisions in contracts with other City unions. DR petition is limited to scope of
negotiations questions between the parties to the impasse.

Buffalo Professional Firefishters v. Masiello, 50 AD3d 106, 4l PERB n7506 (4th Dep't 2003)
An interest arbitration award was confirmed

as

to wage increases, but vacated as to health

insurance.

The majority, with a two-judge dissent, holds that a panel need not specify each and
every statutory criterion as long as it considers them all. Dissent insists that each criterion be
discussed and evaluated in the award.

As to health insurance, all judges agree fhaf health insurance was not a "matter in
dispute" because the parties had an MOA withdrawing the demand. The Court reâches this
result despite the union's claim the MOA was not ratified. The Couft holds the union must
establish either that the MOA was "invalid" or that parlies had otherwise consented to have the
panel decide the issue.
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Court of Appeals vacates entile award because wages and health insurance terms of the
award were inextricably linked. l3 NY3d 803, 42 PERB 117509 (2009).

New York State Correctional Officers & PBA v. State of New York,

4l

PERB I75 I 0 (3d Dep't

2008)
Interest not properly awarded on an interest arbitration award. Courl concludes that State
did not enjoy the "use of another person's money for a specifìed period."

Op. PERB Counsel,4l PERB 15002
PERB without jurisdiction to decide whether Eric County Fiscal Stability Authority can
disapprove a legislative imposition that resolved an impasse in negotiations.
Anastacio v. Putnam County and Sherifl 41 PERB

117519

(Sup. Ct. Putnam County 2003)

Former ernployees who left service before interest arbitration award issued not entitled as
a matter of law to terms of award that were retroactive to date the former employees were
employed.
Contra
chiorre v. Whittles
lndex No. 1655-81 (Sup. Ct. Orange County 1982), affd.
without opinion, _ ADzd- (2d Dep't 1983) (award denying retroactivity to certain former
employees vacated).
State of New York, 43 PERB fl3046

For those ernployees and employers with compensation only interest arbitration, a pafty
cannot condition negotiations about issues related to compensation upon a prior agreement to
issues not related to compensation. Therefore, union could demand and receive negotiations on
compensation issues for period after expiration of interest award, even though negotiations on
non-compensation issues were still open and unresolved and pending at fact-finding.
Watt v. Roberts, Tg AD3d 525, 43 PERB 1[7511 (1't Dep't 2010)
Interest arbitration award confirmed. Award made upon good faith consideration of
Taylor Law criteria and has a "plausible basis in the evidentiary recol'd." References to matters
outside record were developments known to the parties and widely reported publicly.
County of Tompkins and Sherift 44 PERB n3024

If a demand is unitary in nature and it contains arbitrable and non-arbitrable demands, the
demand is not directly related to compensation. Demands regarding the timing and posting of
on-call assignments and GML $207-c medical release form are not directly related to
compensation. Health insurance waiver compensation is arbitrable. Work schedule not
arbitrable.
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Countv of Oranse and Sheriff,, 44 PERB n3023
Demands to increase amount of leave time that can be taken without a loss of pay held
not directly related to compensation. However, demands for monetary payrnents in exchange for
employees surrender of leave time or for nonuse or limited use of paid leave are arbitrable.
"Potentiality" of compensation immaterial. Prior Board decisions to the contrary were reversed.
Demand to have paid leave run simultaneously with unpaid FMLA leave is not arbitrable.

County of Madison and Sherift 44 PERB 1Ì3035
Demand for paid disciplinary suspension held not arbitrable. Board holds the demand is

"inextricably intertwined" with disciplinary procedures. Employer's demand

to

limit

retroactivity to persons employed on date award issued held arbitrable.
Countv of Broome and Sheriff, 44 PERB n3A46
Demands to increase anrount of paid leave not arbitrable, but demands for cash payment
for surrender of time arbitrable. Demands mixing arbitrable and nonarbitrable subjects are not
arbitrable if unitary in nature. GML $207-c procedure at issue not arbitrable.

County of Chenanso and Sheriff, 45 PERB T3003

Agency shop fee demand is directly related to compensation and arbitrable. Countv of
Ulster 38 PERB |T3033 reversed. Unitary holiday demand not arbitrable. GML $207-c
procedure that could prevent employer from making initial eligibility determination not
arbitrable.

Countv of Genesee,45 PERB'1Ì4513
Legislative imposition for 2009 cuts off duty to bargain for 2009 notwithstanding union's claim
that imposition was "flawed" because Chief executive officer had allegedly not complied with
his statutory duties regarding recomnrendations for dispute resolution.

NYC Board of Education 45 PERB

113026

Reopener agreernents can revive duty to negotiate and trigger statutory impasse
procedures. Scope and duration of such obligations can be set byterms of the reopener.
Town of Ulster 45 PERB 11302e
Demands raised for the first time at nrediation that are not reasonably related to demands
raised earlier in negotiations are not properly submitted to interest arbitration.
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Villaee of South Glens Falls v. PBA,45 PERB T7505 (Sup. Ct. Saratoga County 2012)
Interest arbitration award confirmed despite PBA's claims award did not cornply with
law, rested on evidence outside the record and was the product of a panel chair who was not
impartial.

Accord PBA of Mt. Kisco. NY. Inc. v. Village/Town of Mt. Kisco. (Sup.Ct. Westchester
County) Indêx No. 6389212012 (May 2013).

City of Yonkers,46 PERB n3027 (2013)
Reaffirming Citv of Kingston, l8 PERB 1T3036 (1985), PERB declines
employer's petition for interest arbitration because union declined to waive Act
$209-a. 1 (e) protections.

to process

Subcontracting/Transfer of Unit Work

Sf

iker v. PERB, 40 PERB 17006 (3d Dep't 2007)

No violation of the Act because unit employees did not have exclusivity over the lawn
and landscaping duties that were subcontracted to a private contractor. Non-unit supervisor did
work regularly and openly despite that the work was done by him only as needed and not under
any schedule.
CountyofErieand Sheriffv.PERB,43 AD3d l31l,40PERB
NY3d 72,42 PERB n7002 (2009)

117007

(4thDep't 2001),rev'd,72

Transfer of work of guarding prisoners violation. Statutory provisions did not reflect
clear intent to pre-empt duty to bargain. Court of Appeals holds transfer was, on the facts, the
exercise of a managerial, mission-related decision under Correction Law $500-b.
Manhasset Union Free School District 41 PERB 1J3005,
(3d Dep't 2009).

conld, 61 AD3d 1231,42 PERB n7004

Board will utilize "past practice" concepts to analyze subcontracting issues including
definition of unit work, exclusivity, discernible boundary etc. Lengthy, detailed discussion of
prior Board precedent.
Courl confirms PERB's use of past practice analysis in subcontracting cases and PERB's
finding of violation. Remedial order was modified. That part of the order requiring restoration
of work to unit might necessitate taxpayer approval because employer had sold its school buses
and leased its bus garage. Remitted to PERB to fashion remedy to meet "contingencies that
could prevent fdistrict's] compliance." Decision on remitter aI42 PERB T3016.
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County of 'Westchester, 42 PERB 13025
Subcontract to U.S. Marshalls Service of exclusive unit work of transporting out-of-state
prisoners for extradition by air unlawful. Work is substantiaìly the same; qualifications not

significantly different. Difference

in aircraft

used

for extradition irnmaterial

because the

equipment change did not change the work performed on behalf of the employer.

Town of Riverhead 42 PERB n3032
Resumption of use of volunteers in animal shelter no violation as no unequivocal policy
or practice of using only unit employees. Transfer of certain duties performed by civilian animal
control officer to police officers was inherent change in job qualifications and there being no
detriment to unit em-ployees, balance of interests favored Town.
Incorporated Village of Rockville Centre, 43 PERB

1T3030

Transfer of work of collecting parking meter coins held a violation. Work was
substantially similarbefore and aftertransfer, there was no curtailment of service and no change
in job qualifications. Unilateral action itself is improper. No duty on union to demand
negotiations.' Make whole remedial order is fully consistent with agency decisions and policy.
Yonkers CSD. 43 PERB T3036

Board uses a past practice analysis in determining exclusivity
significant change in qualifications proven by employer.

of unit work.

No

Citv of New Rochelle,44 PERB 13002

City improperly transferred special duty details from rank-and-file police officer unit to
superior officers unit. Court annuls on ground PERB should have dismissed charge on
jurisdictional grounds. 45 PERB n7014 (3d Dep't 2012),Iv. to app. denied, 46 PERB I70l l
(2013).

New York Citv Transit Authority, 44 PERB n3025
Charge dismissed as no exclusivity over unit work in question

Buffalo City School District, 45 PERB T3oo2
Employer irnproperly subcontracted exclusively perforrned on-site computer desk help
services. Nine month period sufficient to establish exclusivity.
County of Columbia, 45 PERB fl3024 and t13025

Exclusivity tested under past practice concepts. Transfer of unit work to prison inlnates
was violation.
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Sprinss Union Free School District. 45 PERB'113040 (2012)

Education Law $3602-e renders the transfer of teaching assistant duties in a universal
prekindergaften prograrn created underthat law a nonmandatory subject of negotiation when the
transfer of work is to "an eligible agency or agencies" as defined in the Education Law.
Town of Stony Point,45 PERB T3045
Security for night couft was discernible boundary fronr morning and afternoon court
sessions. Assignment of non-unit employees to night couft did not disestablish exclusivity over
morning and afternoon couft work. Past practice ana.lysis used. Look to nature and frequency of
work, geographic locations, employer's t'ationale for practice and other facts establishing at-issue
work treated differently from other work done by non-unit employees. Civilianization of police
work is a change in job qualifications that need not be raised as affirmative defense. As no
detriment other than loss ol-unit work, charge dismissed.
Countv of Monroe/Sheriff, 45 PERB T3048

Work location is relevant to determining exclusivity within a discernible boundary.
Work is security screening at jail facilities. That non-unit personnel did screening at separate
facility does not defeat exclusivity over work at jail. Installation of new equiprnent did not
change nature of the work.
Countv ofSeneca & Sheriff, 47 PERB 13005

use

Transfer of security functions to non-unit part-time deputy sheriffs improper'. Limited
of non-unit personnel in defined circumstances does not defeat union's exclusivity over the

work.
Cit), of Canandaisua, 47 PERB fl3025

City's assignment of fire inspection duties to new civilian part-time code enforcement
officer violation. Although there was a significant change in qualifications by transfer from
uniformed firefighters to civilian, balance of interests favored bargaining as employer's decision
was essentially economic and unit employees lost stipend paid to them for work that was
transferred. Past practice analysis used to determine unit work. Board rejects revival of core
corîponent analysis. Action by non employer (Town) not relevant. Therefore, perfonnance of
similar work by non-unit personnel on behalf of Town does not breach exclusivity over work
done by unit employees for the ernployer (City). Mutual aid does not breach exclusivity.
Countv of Suffolk & Sheriff, 47 PERB n3024
Transfer of work from deputy sheriffs to correction officers is change in qualifications
requiring balance of interests. No violation as only detriment was loss of unit work. In that
circumstance, no violation of duty to bargain even if the decision to transfer the work is solely
econom ic.
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Associati

47 PERB

I 3034

Frnployer improperly transferred work of departrnent chairpersons to non-unit
administrators. Core component analysis no Ionger used. Discernible boundary between
chairpersons' work at high school and similar work done by non-unit administrators at lower
schools. Chairpersons had exclusivity over work in question.

Practice and Procedures
NYS Thruwav Aurhority, 40 PERB

1T3014

The time to file a charge runs from the charging party's actual or coustructive knowledge

of the facts constituting the alleged charge, not upon the charging party's compìetion of an
investigation to determine whether the elements of the alleged irnproper practice charge are
present.
Parties cannot agree to

toll or suspend the four-month filing period.

State of New York (Division of Parole), 40 PERB 13007

No appeal as of right from an interim ruling or decision. State of New York, 39 PERB
reversed.
Appeal of a non-final order is only with Board's permission that must be sought
n3ß2
on motion with notice.
l\fon hattan

& Bronx

Surface Transit O nerqtino

Â

nfhnrifr¡ 40 PERB fl3023

Extensive discussion of application of res ìudicata principles. Board holds res udicata
not applicable to the Director's deficiency dismissal of an earlier charge. Suggests that the
withdrawal of a charge even with prejudice is not a basis for application of res iLrdicata despite
Town of Scriba, 35 PERB 11301 l.
Niagra Charter School, 41 PERB T6501
Declaratory ruling petitions limited to scope of bargaining questions and qLrestions as to
whether Act applies, i.e. issues as to whether have public employees; public ernployer; public
employee organizations. DR is not a broad declaratory judgment process.
Countv of Sullivan and Sheriff,

4l

PERB

1T3006

Board declined to defer merits of $209-a.1(d) and (e) under charge that presented (a) and
(c) allegations that were dismissed by ALJ. Case contains a fairly detailed discussion concerning
agency's merits deferral policy which is to be applied on a case by case basis. Board will not
defer (e) allegations when the parties "have evidenced their mutual preference for PERB to
determine the contract issue." E.g., when no grievance filed; grievance held in abeyance or
when respondent does not seek deferral. Will not defer (d) or (e) allegations on Board's own
motiol.l when the (d) and (e) allegations have been heard and decided by an ALJ. Parties should
have available the "forum of their choosin " but "onl one forunl."
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Manhasset Union Free School District, 4l PERB 113005, remand on remedv,
PERB n7004. Decision on remand 42 PERB 113016 (2009)

6l AD3d

123,42

Accrual of claim for notice of claim purposes is when school district made a final
decision to subcontract after the parties had reached an impasse in negotiations on that subject.

Moreover, no notice of claim is ever required in improper practice proceedings that all
vindicate the public interest.
Cit), of Osweso,

4l

PERB T3011

Proof of damages or a request for reimbursement is unnecessary duringthe litigation of a
charge. Damages litigated as necessary after merits determination.
Mount Morris Central School District, 41 PERB 13020

ALJ's credibility detenninations based on review of transcript and exhibits not entitled to
any substantial deference, unlike those based on witnesses' demeanor.
Citv of Elmira,4l PERB 13018
Charge filed more than four months after "fìnal" employer action dismissed. ALJ
permitted to stop hearing after close of charging party's direct case during which evidence
related to the timeliness of the charge was introduced.

Middle Isìand Administrators Association (Mclntyre). 4l PERB T3030
DFR claim based on allegedly discriminatory CBA accrued when employee had actual
knowledge of the terms of the CBA in issue.
Dutchess Community Collese,4l PERB n3029

Director's decision to process a charge does not preclude an ALJ's dismissal of a charge
as legally deficient before a hearing. Charging party is, however, entitled to the benefit of all
favorable inferences that can be drawn from alleged facts.
State of New York (Division of Parole), 41 PERB 13033

Board may defer to an arbitrator's fìndings regarding the motivation for an action if the
fully litigated, the arbitration was procedurally fair, and the award is not repugnant.

issues were

New York Citv Board of Education (Grassel), 41 PERB 13031
Lengthy discussion about when a motion for leave to appeal from an ALJ's interlocutory
rulings will be granted. Case reaffirms extraordinary circumstances standard.
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Unified Couft System (McConnell),41 PERB

1T3038

Board granted an appeal fi'om an ALJ's ruling and reversed the ALJ's refusal to schedule
a hearing. A hearing should have been held unless there was a mutual request to adjourn, even if
some facts in a pending disciplinary proceeding before a hearing officer rnight be relevant to the
disposition of the improper practice charge.

NYC Bd. of Education (Gray), 42 PERB

1Ì3011

Charge can be dismissed for failure to appear at a hearing.
Manhasset UFSD,42 PERB

113016

Board denied employer's request for evidentiary hearing'regarding remedy. Employer
waived hearing when it did not raise ALJ's refusal to take evidence in its exceptions. Moreover,
issues are generally decided in compliance proceeding after judicial enforcement of PERB order.

Countv of Westchester, 42 PERB fl3027 and 44 PERB T3020, confld,
lÌ701 1 (3d Dep't 2012)

_AD3d_, 45 PERB

Charges alleging unilateral changes and changes to expired contract tenns were deferred

on merits under maintenance of standards clause in parties' expired collective bargaining
agreement.

Board of Education of the Citv of New York, 42 PERB n3037

Employer's time to file exceptions extended over union's objection upon demonstration
of extraordinary circumstances. The failure to timely file was caused by a breakdown of the
employer's internal procedures concerning the receipt and distribution of PERB decisions, not by
any neglect or delay.

UFT (Goldsr.ein\. 42 PERB 1303s
Pro se employee's DFR charge dismissed for failure to prosecute. Last minute e-mail
request to adjourn, failure to file affidavit as directed by ALJ and failure to address UFT's
motion to dismiss constituted abandonment of,claim.
Sullivan County Cornmunity College, 42 PERB

,113034

College's decertification and UC/UP petitions disrnissed. Employer, or any component
paft of a joint employer, cannot file a decertifìcation petition after window period has expired.
UC/UP cannot be used to fragment an existing unit.
CSEA (Abrahams), 43 PERB T3007
Employee's request for extension of time to file exceptions granted due to extraordinary
circumstances. Employee's attorney had been suspended fi'om practice of law; attorney did not
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tell employee decision had been issued and request for extension was filed within a few days of
the employee learning a decision had been issued.

AFSCME Local 650 (Serafin),43 PERB'113019

ALJ.

Parties did not sufficiently manifest an agreement to stipulation of facts drafted largely by
'
Therefore, ALJ erred in dismissing DFR charge on the basis of the stipulation.

County of Livinsston, 43 PERB T301 8

Employer's Ietter simultaneously announced and implemented new holiday work
schedule. Charge filed more than four months after issuance of letter dismissed as untimely.
Chenango Forks Central School District, 43 PERB I301 7
Hearsay evidence can form sole basis
Countv of Erie, 43 PERB 113016

CSEA (Davitt), 43 PERB

for decision if relevant and probative. Accord

1J3015

Interlocutol'y appeal fi'om ALJ's denial
permitted as no extraordinary circumstances.

of request for subpoenas and ALJ's recusal not

CSEA (Aredondo), 43 PERB n3021
Employee's "exception" to Director's deficiency notice treated as an application for leave
to file interlocutory exceptions and denied as no extraordinary circumstances.

NYC Bd of Education (Ruizl, 43 PERB fl3022
Adverse parTy may be presumed hostile allowing charging party to lead witness and
irnpeach.
Count)z of Monroe, 43 PERB n3023

Employer's interlocutory appeal from Director's deficiency notice denied as no
extraordinary circumstances.
Gray v. PERB,43 PERB fl7054 (Sup. Ct. N.Y. County 2010)

Appeal from PERB decision dismissed as untimely. Service occurs upon mailing of
PERB's final decision and order, not receipt even though mailing \ryas l'eturned by postal service
as "unclaimed." Court notes result is not unjust because petitioner actually received decision and
order one week before appeal period expired.
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UFT (Elgalad),43 PERB 113028 (2010)

Pro se litigant's failute to serve exceptions requires dismissal of exceptions. Rules
applicable to the filing and service of exceptions are strictly construed.
Town of Wallkill,43 PERB ß026 (2010)

Notices of violation ordered posted on physical and electronic locations used to post
notices for employees.

Pfau v. PERB,43 PERB T7006 (Sup. Ct. Albany Co.2010),
'1T7009 (3d Dep't 2011)

affd, 89 AD3d 1205,44 PERB

Appeal from PERB's unit placement order dismissed as CPLR Aft. 78 ploceeding
instituted more than 30 days from senyice of PERB's decision. PERB's UP determination was
not in excess of its jurisdiction.
State of New York. 43 PERB T3035 (2010)

Motion

to modiff

remedial

order. No specific rule applicable. Under unique

circumstances, Board will reconsider a final decision and order. Motion does not extend time to
appeal pursuant to Act $213. As the issue is remedial and within agency's rights and duties,
PERB clarifred its original order.

County of Suffolk, 44 PERB 13007 (201 1)
Motions to file amicus briefs granted. General discussion of Board's policy
Town of V/allkill v. PERB, 44 PERB n7004 (SLrp. Ct. Albany County

20ll)

(appeal filed)

Appeal of PERB decision and order dismissed because it was not timely served upon
PERB and no service upon Attorney General. Motion for extension of time to serve denied.
Countv of Ontario and Sheriff, 44 PERB

1J3010

No right to file exceptions to interirn ruling. Granted only with permission under
extraordinary circumstances standard. Expense of defending charge is not extraordinary
circumstance. IndividLral's filing of civil action with inconsistent claims of ernployer motivation
does not divest PERB of jurisdiction and does not waive right of union to file discrimination
improper practice.

Villaee of Canton. 44 PERB 1l30r e
Objections to arbitrability need not be fìled simultaneously with the response to a petition
for interest arbitration so long as objections are otherwise timely.
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f

44 PERB n3026

Charge raising objections to arbitrability need not be filed simultaneously with the
to a petition for interest arbitration so long as it is otherwise tirnely. Omission of
necessary facts from charge is not a "fundamental defect" requiring dismissal. Omission can be
corrected by amendment that relates back to origirral fìling date so long as the amendment does
not add a new claim. A second unti¡nely amendment that added a new claim was dismissed as
untimely. Party must file objections to arbitrability or it waives any objection to arbitrability and
bestows power upon the arbitration panel to decide the dispute even if the demands are not
of Broome and Sh
44 PERB n3046.
directly related to compensation. Accord
response

State of New

York (SUNY) (Scourakis), 44 PERBI3037

Hospitalization of a family member of charging party's attorney constituted extraordinary
circumstances sufficient to warrant extension of time to file exceptions.

Cit)' of Canandaigua, 44 PERB fl3047
One aspect of charge deferred on jurisdictional grounds while remainder of refusal to
bargain charge deferred on the merits.
PEF (Stewaft), 45 PERB 13005

Charging party can withdraw a withdrawal of a charge before the withdrawal is approved
by the Director. Charge remanded for processing.
Sprines Union Free School District. 45 PERB 13009

Amicus participation discussed and granted.

Buffalo United Charter School v. PERB, 45 PERB 17001 (Sup. Ct. Erie Co. 2011)
Article 78 proceeding properly commenced with delivery of all papers and fees to County
Clerk despite fact papers never filed by clerk's office.
Cooper v. PERB, 45 PERB fl7002 (Sup. Ct. AIbany County 2011)

No right to oral argument before the Board. Charge untimely as filed more than four
months after employee knew his position was designated M/C. Filing grievance with employer
does not toll filing period for charge.
Citv of Niaeara Falls v. PERB, 45 PERB T7004 (SLrp. Ct. Albany County 2012)
Notwithstanding allegation in CPLR Article 78 proceeding that PERB's decision u/as not
supported by substantial evidence, no transfer to Appellate Division as parties stipulated facts.
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TV/U of Greater New York (Edwards), 45 PERB I3014 (2012)
Four-month filing period is applied "strictly."
Dansville Suppot Staff Association,45 PERB n3012

Employer must be a party to DFR charge arising out of the processing or failure to
process a contract grievance. Ernployer added by Board after ALJ found DFR breach against
union. Failure to add employer initially is not a jurisdictional defect, but affects remedy.
Solvay UFSD,45 PERB fl3023
Charge is untirnely if filed more than four months after charging party has actual or
construÇtive knowledge of the act or acts that constitute the basis forthe charge.
Notice of claim is not a prerequisite for any irnproper practice charge

NYC Board of Education.45 PERB f30r

8

On appeal from Director of Conciliation's determination an impasse exists, PERB
without power to order a parly to proceed to mediation. Case preference granted given
importance of issue. Oral argument denied as papers were of high quality making oral argument
unnecessary.

Westchester Counî¡ PBA v. PERB. 99 AD3d 1155,45 PERB T7011 (3d Dep't 2012)

PERB's merits deferral policy upheld as against claim policy violates Act $205.5(d).

Town of Tuscarora,45 PERB fl3044
On motion to disrniss a charge, charging party must be given all reasonable inferences to
the evidence presented which must be assumed as true. On exceptions, Board conducts de novo
review of a "liberal standard." ALJ should not have deferred to fact fìndings made by CSL $75
hearing officer. When adverse party is called to testify, hostility is assumed. Leading questions
perrnissible.

City of New Rochelle v. PERB,
denied, 46 PERB T7011 (2013).

_

A.D. 3d _, 45 PERB n7014 (3d Dep't 2012),lv. to

app

An existing contract was a reasonably argr.rable source of right to charging party with
respect to work that was allegedly transferred unilaterally. Act's jurisdictional restriction in
$205.2(d) applied. PERB's merits detennination in favor of the charging party was annulled.
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UFT (West),46 PERB T3001
Extension of time to file exceptions requires extraordinary circumstances. Failure to
make timely request must not be the result of neglectful error or the burdens of other obligations.

City of New York v. PERB, I 03 AD3d 145, 46 PERB 17001 (3d Dep't 2012)

City could not appeal decision against City School District. City was not aggrieved
party. Court questions whether City could even have intervened in PERB proceeding as not the
employer of the at-issue employees and could not intervene as of right in court proceeding as
PERB's decìsion and order did not apply to the City.
Rockland Countv PBA. Inc. v. Town of Orangetown, 46 PERB 117005 (Sup.Ct. Albany County

20t3)
PERB granted PBA pennission to seek injunction against Town's alleged unilateral
change to vacatìon pick system. Application denied. PERB merits opinion entitled to "some
deference". Proofofirreparable harm not sufficiently established. Irreparable injury found to be
a "mere possibility". Coult notes it also has "sound discletion" to deny injunction on equitable
grounds.

City of White Plains, 46 PERB'lT301l
Negative inference drawn against employer for failure to call employees' supervisors
who likely knew of pay practice in-issue.
Chenango Forks Cent. Sch. Dist. v.

PERB, 21 NY3d 255, 46 PERB T2008 (2013).

No deferral to arbitrator's opinion required because arbitrator did not decide statutory
if arbitrator ruled on statutory
question. Credibility of witnesses for ALJ and PERB, not court. Testimony of union witnesses
not hearsay which would be admissible anyway. Deference to PERB's decision required and
past practice issue. No identity of issues. Award repugnant as and

appropriate.

Countv ofNassau,46 PERB 1[3014

County's motion for reconsideration of a prior decision holding County in violation of
Act granted. Prior decision was withdrawn because PERB was infonned by the motion about a
prior decision not previously considered that was relevant to County's defense.
Bd. of Education of Citv of New York, 46 PERB fl3012
Discussion of expedited treatment of scope of negotiations charges. Board orders ALJ to
issue decision within 60 days and will grant calendar preference if any exceptions to ALJ's
decision are filed.
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City of Schenectadv, 46 PERB n302s

A

party's failure

to file exceptions or cross-exceptions to an ALJ's ruling

or

determination results in the issue not being preserved for the Board's review.

Buffalo United Charter School v. PERB, 107 AD3d 1437,46 PERB 117009 14tl'Dep't 2013), lv.
to app. dismissed, 22 NY3d 1082,47 PERB 17001 (2014)
Questions presented were arguably within jurisdiction of NLRB which has primary
jurisdiction to determine whether PERB',s julisdiction is preernpted. Case held pending NLRB's
determination as to whether NLRA applies.

City of Canandaisua, 47 PERB 13oo2
No deferral (merits or jurisdictional) to contractual grievance arbitration procedures if an
employer raises any objections to the processing and disposition of the grievance on the merits or
reseryes a right to do so. Such defenses are in "direct opposition to the purpose of deferral."
count)¡ of Seneca & Sheriff , 47 PERB '1Ì3005
Make-whole relief appropriate notwithstanding absence of evidence regarding damages.
Who is owed and how much, if anything, under a make-whole order are issues addressed in
compliance proceedings.

UFT (Grav), 47 PERB T3011
Charging paÍy's refusal to participate in hearing is failure to prosecute resulting in
dismissal of charge.

Villaee of Chatham, 47 PERB T30r4
No interlocutory appeal fi-om ALJ's order directing an election as petition not barred by
Rule 201.3(g) as earlier petition was withdrawn and, therefore, not "processed to completion".
Petition otherwise timely. Although withdrawal of prior petitions was pursuant to settlement
agreement, it was not "manifestly clear fì'om the tetms of that agreement" that petitioner agreed
not to file a petition of the type that was filed.
Villaee of Endicott.4T PERB

I

3017

ALJ's credibility resolutions entitled to great weight and not reversed unless record
shows conclusion manifestly incorrect Accond Dutchess Communit), College, 47 PERB fl 3018;
State of New York (Commission of Correction), 47 PERB 1[3019
State of New York (Commission of
served dismissed
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Hyde Leadership Chafter School-Brooklyn, 47 PERB n3022
Review of ALJ's interim ruling glanted as extraordinary circumstances present in
questions concerning PERB's and NLRB's jurisdiction over charter schools. Accord New
Visions Charler High School for the Humanities, 47 PERB fl3023
Count)¡ of Clinton

& Sheriff, 47 PERB \3026

ALJ credibility determinations are afforded great weight.
Citv of Canandaigua, 47 PERB n3025
In deciding PERB's jurisdiction, arbitrators' findings are given substantial weight. No
jurisdiction over certain claims as arbitrator ruled employer actions violated existing contract.
Jurisdiction possessed over claims arbitrator held were not covered by contract.
New York State Thruwa), ALlthorit)¡, 47 PERB

n3ß2

Exceptions must be specific and contain references to ALJ's decision. "Blunderbuss"
exceptions not considered.

NYS Thruwav Authority, 47 PERB n3ß2
Remedial order requiring employer to destroy mileage logs that contained information
held to have been obtained in violation of the Act necessary and appropriate.
I

nterferen ce/Di scri mi n ation

Rochester Teachers Association (Danna), 41 PERB 1Ì3003 (2008)

Union breaches its dLrty of fair representation only by arbitrary, discriminatory or bad
faith conduct. A wide range of reasonableness is afforded a union in grievance processing,
including a decision not to proceed to arbitration.

,4I

PERB

1Ì7501 (1't Dep't 2008)

An action taken against a union officer out of personal animosity and not union status or
activity does not constitute an actionable interference or discrimination.
Citv School District of the City of New York (Jenkins), 41 PERB ï3007
Prima facie case of interference or discrimination can be established by circumstantial
evidence. Charging pafiies' burden is to show that an unlawful motive was "a factor in the
enrployer's conduct." Evidence need only be enough to give rise to "an inference of improper
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motivation." Respondent must then show a lawful basis for its action. Roswell Park

Cancer

lnstitute; 34 PERB T3040 (2001) was overruled.

If Resporident carries its burden, then the charging party must establish that the given
reason is pretextual. ALJ's credibilityresolutions based on demeanorofwitnesses are entitled to
"substantial deference and great weight" and set aside only if "manifestly incorect."
Section 209-a.1(g) regarding representation rights is not retroactive.
DC37 AFSCME (Maltsev),

4l PERB fl3022

Retiree had standing to pursue DFR claim over union's failure to pursue a grievance
becausg there was a nexus between the grievance and the employee's prior employment.

DC37 AFSCME, 41 PERB n3027

Union may agree not to pursue statutory or contractual claims against an employer so
long as union is not irnproperly motivated. No DFR breach.
Dutchess Community Colleee. 41 PERB fl302e

Direct dealing claim must establish bypass of union with intent to reach an agreement
State of New York (Division of Parole), 41 PERB T3033

Employee's e-mail held protected. Content was not intentionally false or malicious or
undeniably frivolous, impulsive, overzealous, confrontational or disruptive. Disciplinary charges
for the e-mail violated Act. Failure to explain a negative comment rnade by supervisor about a
union steward perm its a negative inference against the employer.
Seabrook v. City of New York , 57 AD 3d 232

(l't Dep't

2008)

No right of employees to confer with their representative at a disciplinary interrogation
before answering any particular question. Construes Mayoral Executive Order No. 16, Civil
Service Law $75(2) and NLRB v. J. Weinjarten. Inc., notAct $209-a.1(g).
Calkins v. PBA of NYS Troopers. lnc., 55 AD3d 1328, 4l PERB n7517 (4th Dep't 2008)
Union did not breach duty of fair representation by agreeing to exclude "special troopers"
(i.e. retirees rehired on temporary basis) from CBA wage and longevity increases even when the
reason was to obtain rrore money for other unit employees.

SEIU I I 99. United Healthcare Workers East, 42 PERB I3010
Union did not breach its duty of fair representation. Union need not respond to every
employee inquiry particularly when they are "redundant and onerous."
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District Council 37, 42 PERB 13008

Union did not breach duty of fair representation. Unions are afforded wide range of
in grievance processing and there was insufficient evidence that any of the
union's decisions were improperly motivated. Accord Nassau Qqmmunity College Fed'n of
reasonableness

Teachers, 42 PERB 113007
State of New York (Bieeel), 42 PERB 1Ì3013

Section 209-a.l(g) of the Act is entitled to a liberal construction

United Steelworkers, Local 9434-00,43 PERB

113002

Union did not breach its duty of fair representation by refusing to file lawsuit on behalf of
retired employee whose health insurance was cancelled by his former employer. No general
duty to pursue litigation and decision was not arbitrary or discriminatory.

City of Oneonta, 43 PERB T3006
City violated the Act by conditioning union president's promotion upon union agreeing to
modify contractual salary schedule.

NYC Board of Education (Grassel), 43 PERB'1Ì3010
A decade between claimed exercise of protected activity and alleged retaliation was "too
long" to create an inference of improper motivation even though there is a "relatively low initial
evidentiary threshold for establishing a prima facie case of improper motivation under the Act."
Efwood UFSD,43 PERB n3012

Discussion of burdens of proof in cases with direct and circumstantial evidence of
improper motivation. Position elimination held unlawful as suffìcient evidence of improper
motive and business justifìcation held to be pretext. Soliciting union for assistance with work
schedule, reporting supervisor's anti-union comments and urging the filling of vacant positions
are protected activities.
Amalgamated Transit Union. Local 1056 (Lefevre), 43 PERB

113027

Union did not breach duly of fair replesentation despite employee's allegation that a brief
submitted to a disciplinary arbitrator was of poor quality.
CoLrntv of Monroe, 43 PERB n3025,

conld, _AD3d_, 44 PERB T7006 (3d Dep't 2011)

Employer's polling of represented employees' continuing interest in being represented by
incumbent union was per se interference with employees' protected rights. Contract did not
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clearly waive PERB Rules regarding the filing of decertification petitions by employers nor did it
provide a colorable right for the conduct of the poll.
State of New York, 43 PERB ï3031

Taylor Law $209-a.1(g) extends

to all public employees,

including probationary
employees. Extensive discussion of burdens of proof and'legislative history. Taylor Law does
not require advance notice from ernployer of right to representation. Request for representation
need not be stated explicitly.

,

Totality of circumstances, including the employee's "subjective perception" is relevant to
action. Denial
of representation by itself is not an unlawful interference in violation of $209-a.l(a). Broad
remedial order including destruction of writings containing information obtained from interview.
a determination as to whether the employee is a potential subject of disciplinary

Town of Spafford,43 PERB n3ß7

Town voted to increase employees' health insurance premium contribution before
demand for recognition and before it became aware of any organizing. That increase becanre
effective after the demand for recognition does not make the increase unlawful.
New York Cit), Transit Authorit)¡, 43 PERB 1Ì3038

Agency does not recognize a "pattern and practice" claim except as
pursuant to Education Law $2855.1(d).
State of New

to chafter

school

York (POCSI,43 PERB T3039

Improper denial of representation at disciplinary interrogation is properly remedied by
reinstatement with back pay, suppression of evidence obtained and destruction of records.
UFT (Zarinfar), 44 PERB 113012

Union may decline to accede to a unit member's preference as to how best to handle
investigation of a possible grievance.
Count)¡ of Tiosa, 44 PERB T3016

On facts, wearing of pink ribbons at work not a protected activity as not sufficiently
related to union activity. Activity was concerted but not related to forming, joining or
parlicipating in a union. Symbolic speech expressing only a shared personal animus against
employer supervisor. Adverse inference drawn against union by it not calìing ceftain witnesses.
Harsher penalties against union officers were not improperly motivated.
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Lahendro v. NYSUT, 88 AD3d 1142,44 PERB 17509 (3d Dep't 201

l)

No civil action grounded upon DFR breach against unions that are unincorporated
associations unless each member of the union has authorized or ratified the conduct giving rise to
the claimed breach. No negligence cause of action. Motion to disnriss granted.
Mercone v. Monroe Countv Deputv Sheriffs' Association.
Dep't 2011)

AD3d

45 PERB ,ll750l

(4th

Employee's DFR lawsuit disrnissed as untimely. Action commenced mol'e than four
months after employee knew union had not filed a grievance to contest the employee's
discharge. No tolling urider continuous representation doctrine that does not apply to union
representati ves.

l)ansville Sunnort Staff Association, 4 5 PERB fl3012

DFR claim can be raised under Act $209-a.2(a) andlor (c). Discretion re

grievance

processing, although broad, is not unlimited.

IBT (Ro-ias), 45 PERB 13031

For DFR purposes, union need not provide unit member with periodic status reports
about grievance; can place grievance on hold; need not initiate contact with ernployee about
filing a grievance or pursuing alegal action; need not act without employee's request. Need not
take legal action unless discrimination.
Rochester Teachers Association (Falso), 45 PERB 1J3033, confld, 46 PERB f7003 (Sup. Ct
Albany County 2013)
Board will not "second guess" a uniol.l's declination to proceed to grievance arbitration
when decision is based on "disintel'ested review and recommendation" of an outside attorney.
Town of Tuscarora.45 PERB fl3044
Employee engaged in protected activity when union representative represented employee
in CSL $75 hearing, processed disciplinary grievance and prosecuted court litigation concerning
employee's discharge and the arbitrability of the related grievance. Prima facie case established
by circumstantial evidence giving rise to an inference that improper rnotivation was a factor in
employer's decision. Timing and context of action, disparate treatment, pre-textual rationale all
relevant. Timing is "highly probative" in determining improper motivation.
CSEA (Munroe),46 PERB

1T3013

Union may have a duty to present CSL $75-b whistleblower defense upon employee's
request in a contractual disciplinary arbitration proceeding. Refusal to do so sets fonh arguable
breach of duty of fair representation.
PERtS TayJor
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New York Citv Board of Education (Guttman), 46 PERB 13008

Supervisor's colnment to employee that union cannot protect "bad" employees not
unlawful. In context, statement was an opinion and not attempt to dissuade ernployee from
seeking union representation or to persuade employee that union representation would be futile.
State of New York (SUNY Buffalo), 46 PERB n3021

Inference of knowledge of protected activity refuted by employer's evidence. Negatìve
inference against employer not drawn from employer's declinatioh to call a particular witness
whom union also declined to call as a witness.
Rochester Teachers Ass'n (Hirsch), 46 PERB

113035

Charging partyrs secret recording of PERB hearing is misconduct warranting sanction.
Abusive conduct is grounds for dismissal of charge.

NYC Board of Education (Rodrieuez), 46 PERB T3033 ALJ erred by denying employer's
request to review documents used by charging party during testimony to refresh his recollection

CWA T,ncal | 104

G

Qf

r

rr{enf Em nlnr¡c es

ljnion 47 PERB,lT3003

Union did not breach its duty of fair representation by settling an improper practice
charge. No evidence to establish that union's decision was arbitrary, discriminatory or in bad
faith.
Hudson Vallev Comm. Collese & County of Rensselaer, 47 PERB

1T3007

Employees' advocacy of overtime pay for second jobs is protected activity no matter the
employer's disagreement with the asserted position or correctness of employees' claim.
Employer's stoppage of second jobs because of advocacy improper.
Cairo-Durham Teachers Association, 47 PERB 13008

No DFR breach as no arbitrary, discriminatory or bad faith action in union's honest
mistake re appropriate layoff unit. Union without duty to pursue employee's discrimination
claim to State agencies.

Villase of Endicott,47, PERB

113017

Union president's expletive

-

laden tirade at fire chief not protected

CSEA (Bienko),47 PERB n3027
Settlement of improper practice charge disadvantageous to a unit employee is not a DFR
breach
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CSEA (Munroe), 47 PERB ll 3031
Union did not breach its duty of fair representation in its defense of disciplinary charges
against employee. Conclusory allegation that union colluded with employer does not state a
claim. Failureto raise retaliation defense at most a good faith errorornegligence, neitherof

which establishes DFR breach.
Transpon Workers Union (Asamoah), 47 PERB T3033

Union's reduction in employee's seniorityused to assign overtime and vacation because
of employee's nonpayment of dues held an unlawful interference.
Buffalo CSD 48 PERB T3001
Board of Education member's email to employees harshly critical of Superintendent of
Schools, other Board members and other school district officials not attributable to District as
employer. Language and tone of the "tirade" precluded finding that writer was acting as agent of
District or that District ratified the views being expressed. Discussion of agency principles.

Miscellaneous

Seidemann v. Bowen (PSC/CUNY),40 PERB n7526 (2d Cir.2007)

Union's agency fee procedures held unconstitutional insofar as the procedures required
objections annually and required objections to specify the percentages of expenditures in dispute
as a condition to arbitration of the dispute. Both requirements were held to constitute an
unreasonable burden on non-members' First Amendment rights.

Objectors can make a "continuing objection" and need not object with any
"particularity." Unions are also requiled to provide enough information regalding expenditures
to enable objectors to make accurate objections to the non-chargeable porlions of agency fee
payments.

of all fees because it could not by
that action satisfy its "formidable burden of showing that it is absolutely clear the allegedly
wrongful behavior could not reasonably be expected to recur."
Case was not moot despite union's voluntary refund

On remand, the couft must also consider a state law duty of fair representation claim

County of Westchester,40 PERB fl3021
Westchester County mini-PERB abolished effective December 4, 2007
transferred to PERB.
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Citv of Binghamton & IBT,41 PERB 13021

Arbitration award rendered by PERB's Assistant Director under agency's MED/ARB
program cannot be reviewed under exceptions. Awards are not agency decisions. Review is
under CPLR Afticle 75.
New York State Law Enforcement Officers Union v. Cit), of Alban),,
2008)

4l

PERB n7512 (3d Dep't

' Grievance settlement agreement giving employees representation rights when questioned
as witnesses was superseded by a subsequent collective balgaining agreement. Arbitrator's
award that relied on settlement agreement vacated as arbitrator exceeded his powers under CBA.
Nabors v. Town of Somers & CSEA, 54 AD3d 833,

4l

PERB T75l 3 (2d Dep't 2008)

DFR cause of action under CPLR 217(2) accrues from employee's knowledge of breach
or actual harm, whichever is later. Latest date was date employee attended hearing without legal
representation as she had demanded. Action filled more than four months from date of harm
dismissed as untimely.
Locke v. Karass. 555 US 207 , 129 Sup. Ct.798,42 PERB 17501 (2009)

Local union may charge nonmembers as part of agency shop fee for contribution to
national affiliate's litigation expenses if the expenses are related to collective bargaining and
reciprocal such that services may inure to benefit of the local union.
PBA of Lone Beach v. City of Long Beach,57 AD3d 499,42 PERB n7502 (2d Dep't 2008)
Grievance settlements between union and employer CEOs binding without legislative
approval. City ordered to comply. Settlements did not change CBA, they only defined how
CBA would be interpreted and applied.
Russian Samovar. Inc. v. MTA , 43 AD3d 499, 42 PERB 117503

(l't Dep't 2007)

No cause of action for damages stenrming from MTA's negotiations tactics that allegedly
caused illegal strike by transit employees.
14 Penn Plaza

LLC v. Pyett, 556 US 247,42 PERB n7504 (2009)

Clear agreement in collective bargaining agreement to arbitrate federal and state age
discrimination claims is valid and enforceable.
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Spano v. Kinss Park Central School District,

6l AD3d 666, 42 PERB

117505 (2d

Dep't 2009)

Former employee had a cause of action for breach of contract against employer and for
breach of union's duty of fair representation arising out of claimed eligibility for retirement
bonus. Union's deterrnination that employee was not eligible for bonus rnay have been arbitrary.
Triable issue of fact presented.
Town of Wallkill v. PBA, 56 AD3d 482, 42 PERB fl7506 (2d Dep't 2008)

Petition to vacate arbitration award that ordered employee returned to full duty from
restricted duty and paid for overtime earnings lost while on restricted duty denied. Award did
not violate public policy, was not irrational nor did award exceed arbitrator's powers. Leave to
appeal denied _ NY3d _, 42 PERB n7507 (2009).
Villase of Garden Cit),, 43 PERB 16501
Declaratory ruling procedure cannot be used to obtain a ruling with respect to the validity
of an existing contractual provision.

Town of Harison PBA v. Town of Harrison, 68 AD3d 639,43 PERB f7501 (2d Dep't 2010)
Employee's claimed right to representation at disciplinary interview resting on provisions
of collective bargaining agreement that incorporated Civil Service Law $75 superseded by
special Westchester County Police Act. Couft does not address right of representation under Act
$209-a.1(g) that was not in effect when questioning took place.

NYS Office of Children & Family Services v. Lanterman, l4 NY3d 275,43 PERB T7503
Dismissal of employees who lacked credentials required for holding positions is not
discipline. Therefore, union cannot arbitrate dismissal under discipline article of CBA. Stay of
arbitration granted. Contractual interpretation argument raised under grievance definition in
separate article of CBA held to be not even colorable.
Johnson City Professional Firqfiebtçrs Local92l v. Village of Johnson Ciry,72 AD3d 1235 ,43
PERB T7505 (3d Dep't 2010), r'ev'd, l8 NY3d 32, 44 PERB 11751 0 (201 I ).

Abolition of positions properly subjected to arbitration under contractual no-layoff
clause. No public policy prohibition to arbitration that is "rare." CSL $80 re abolitions does not
createanon-delegabledutytoabolishjobs. CourtofAppealsreverses. Ambiguityinno-layoff
clause makes it void as against public policy.
Scheffer v. CSEA, 610 F. 3d 782,43 PERB n7506 (2d Cir.2010)

Union cannot charge public sector agency shop fee payers (probation officers) for the
costs of organizing private sector workers who do wholly unrelated work in the fields of
developmental disabilities, food service and courier industries. Presumption that affiliated
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unions' non-chargeable costs do not exceed the non-chargeable costs of the state union

is

constitutional.

PERB n750UA)

& (B) (3d Dep't

'

2010)

-AD3d -'
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Couft grants stays of arbitration re the designation of disciplinary hearing officers and the
elimination of assistant fire chief position. Couft holds the CBA did not contain an agreement to
arbitrate either dispute. Contractual interpretation not even colorable such that no reasonabìe
relationship exists between the subject matters of dispute and the general subject matter in the
CBA.
N),sard v. Count)¡of Vy'arren,79 AD3d1354,43 PERB I7510 (3d Dep't2010)

No right under CSL $75 to representation by attorney at disciplinary interview. Right to
representative
union
and had one. Court did not consider Act $209-a.l(g).
Kowaleskiv. NYS DOCS, l6 NY3d 85,43 PERB n7512 (2010)
Disciplinary arbitration award discharging employee vacated because arbitrator did not
consider employee's claim that charges were filed to retaliate for whistle-blowing in violation of

csl-

$75-b.

John Doe vs. City of Schenectad)¡,

_AD3d_,

44 PERB T7006 (3d Dep't 2011)

Civil Rights Law $50-a does not bestow a private right of action upon individual police
officers. Neither CRL $50-a nor Public Officers Law $$89 or 96 require police officer
disciplinary hearings to be held in private. Couft does not decide whether police disciplinary
matters are prohibited subjects of negotiation as issue is within PERB's exclusive jurisdiction.
County of Broome v. AFSCME Council 82.

_AD3d_,

44 PERB T7505 (3d Dep't

20ll)

Public policy bars arbitration of a dispute regarding UCS direction to ernployer to remove
corrections officer fi'om coufthouse assignment. Award would impinge upon courts' right and
duty to manage judicial functions.
Schuvfer CounW v. Count)¡ Highwav Unit. CSEA Local 1000,
(3d Dep't 2011)

_AD3d-,44

PERB 17503

Arbitration of employer's refusal to pay step increases not bared by public policy
Meesan v. Brown,

8l AD3d 1403,44 PERB

1[7504 (4th

Dep't 2011)

Arbitration of grievance seeking benefits extended by past practice to GML Ç207-c
recipients permitted undermaintenance of benefits clause in CBA. Employer's application for a
stay denied.
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ILO Committee on F
of Association Taylor Law strike prohibition and penalties do not
conform to ILO freedom of association principles. 44 PERB 1T8003 (Nov. 16,2011)
City of Osweso v. Oswego Firefishters Association, 90 AD3d 1243,45 PERB 117504 (4th Dep't
2012), rev'd,21 NY 3d 880 (2013)
Appellate Division holds Act $209-a.l(e) keeps collective bargaining agreement "in
effect" for purposes of Tier 5 pension legislation. As employees hired under contractual noncontributory plan while expired agreement remained in effect by operation of Iaw, employees
cannot be required to make pension contribution. Arbitration award confirmed. Court of
Appeals vacates award. Expired contract containing a non-contributory pension plan does not
continue "in effect" for purposes of RSSL notwithstanding Triborough Law. Therefore,
arbitration is barred as prohibited attempt to negotiate pension benefit not available by law.
Accord City of Yonkers v. Yonkers Firefighters, 90 AD3d 1043, 45 PERB 1[7503 (2d Dep't
20ll), af?d,20 NY 3d 651(2013)
Baker v. PouehkeeLsie City School District, 18 NY3d 714 (2012)

When a CSL $75 hearing officer's recommendation to discipline an employee is
reviewed for acceptance by employer's legislative body, members of the legislative body who
testified at the CSL $75 hearing must disqualify themselves unless, perhaps, their votes are
needed to effectuate a decision on the disciplinary charges or their own credibility as witnesses is
not in issue.
Knox v. SEIU,

_U.S._,

132 S. Ct.2277 45 PERB n7507 (2012)

Special assessment charged non-members of union under agency shop arrangement
unconstitutional. Non-members must consent (opt in) to special fund otherwise they are exempt
from fee unless and until it is established how much, if any, of special assessment falls within
expenses which are properly charged to non-members.

,

AD3d

_,

45 PERB n7506

Grievance award giving remedy to retirees adversely affected by City's change in health
insurance plan not vacated. Award did not exceed arbitrator's power and was not indefinite.
Santer v. East Meadow UFSD, 101
PERB fl7s02 (2014)

AD 3d 1026,45 PERB n7511, rev'd,

_NY3d _,47

Arbitration award finding building principal guilty of misconduct and imposing $500 fine
vacated. Lawful picketing was protected by First Amendment even though it caused children to
be dropped off in street. Picketing did not so threaten the school's effective operations as to
justify irnposition of discipline. Couft of Appeal's rnajority disagrees with level of threat posed
by picketing. Arbitration award confirmed.
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Subwav Surface Superyisors Ass'n v. NYC Transit Authoritv, 102 AD3d 532,46 PERB
(1't Dep't 2013), rev'd, _ NY3d _,4J PERB T7501 (2014)

1J7501

Salary disparity in two assignrnent levels of subway supervisors represented by two
different unions actionable as violation of CSL $l l5 policy of equal pay and constitutional equal
protection. Twojudgedissent. CourtofAppealsholdsCSL$115 ismerepol-icystatementthat
does not create any private right of action. Equal protection claims d'ismissed as union
'negotiated different pay levels, and to whatever extent claim could be raised, had to be raised by
employees, not union.
County of Suffolk, 46 PERB 1[3006

Mini-PERB abolished effective April 12, 2013.
Town of Goshen v. Goshen PBA, Index No. 724412013 (Sup. Ct. Orange County 2013) (appeal
filed)
Town properly invalidated contractual disciplinary system pursuant to Town Law $155.
Having done so, time for bringing charges against employee controlled by Town Law, not time
limits under contractual system. Charges time barred as brought more than 60 days after town
board had knowledge of the facts and underlying charges.
American Express Co. v. Italian Colors Rest., 133 S. Cl.2304 (2013)
Agreement (employment contract or CBA) can waive employees' right to bring civil
class action lawsuit and can waive right to proceed in arbitration on class basis. See also
Sutherland v. Ernst & Young. LLP,726F.3d290 (2d Cir.2013) & Jet Blue Airways Corp. v.
Stepheusen(l't Dep't 2011) (on state law claims, arbitrator decides whether claim must be
arbitrated individually or as a class).
Kolbe v. Tibbetts, 22 N.Y. 3d 344 (201 3)

Retiree health insurance under collective bargaining agreement is vested benefit.
Coverage and benefìts cannot be diminished. Insurance Moratorium Law limited to retiree
health insurance provided by an employer voluntarily, not benefits obtained under an agreement.
Remand to determine exactly what "covelages" and "benefits" are protected against reduction or
loss.
Â

rlinncf Fcnr rltr¡

A
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47 PERB 1Ì3006

Seven month forfeiture of dues and agency shop fee checkoff imposed for strike resulting
in cancellation ofabout 11yo ofscheduled classes over five days.
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Bnff v. Villaee of Manlius.

-AD

3d- (4tr'Dep't 2014)

Retiree could sue to enforce contractual health insurance benefits that he claimed were
owed under collective bargaining agreement. Not restricted to a grievance procedure available
only to "members." Retiree is not a "men'ìber" of the union or unit upon retirement.

Hyde Leadership Chafter School

- Brooklyn,

47 PERB 18001 (2014)

NLRB Regional Director exercises jurisdiction over New York charter school and orders

election. School is government contractor and an employer subject to the NLRA. Not
controlling at best, and immaterial, at worst, that New York legislature intended charter schools
to be public schools in many respects, including for Taylor Law purposes.
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Good Faith Nesotiations
Utica Cit)i School District, 48 PERB 13008

'

Employer ordered to provide union with names, addresses and telephone numbers of unit

employees.

Unilateral Changes In Terms And Conditions Of
Bmployment/Discontinuation Of Expired Contract Terms
State of New York (Comptroller's Office), 48 PERB 13009

Record established a practice by which wage rates

for student assistants could

be

increased, decreased or left unchanged from year to year in the discretion of State Civil Service
and Division of Budget. Union was on at least constructive notice of such practice. Therefore,
decrease in wage rate not improper because it was consistent with practice.
Su

bcontracting/Transfer of Unit Work

Lawrence UFSD. 48 PERB 13007

School District's decision to transfer pre-kindergarten teaching functions to another
institution is not mandatorily bargainable. Education Law $3602-e establishes legislative intent
to exempt school district's fi'om duty to bargain.
Practice & Procedure
East Meadow UFSD. 48 PERB 13006

ALJ's credibility determinations to be accepted unless they are manifestly incorrect.
ALJ remedial order issued upon a charge later held moot by the Board vacated
Interference & Discrimination
East Meadow UFSD, 48 PERB 13006

Leafletting in support of union held not protected because Education Law $3020-a
Hearing Officer had held action obstructed school traffic. Adopting Hearing Officer's findings,
Board holds leafleting as conducted was not protected.
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Purpose of ADA
o Prohibits discrimination against qualified individuals with
disabilities who, with or without reasonable accommodation, can
perform the essential functions of the job
Disability defined: (1) a mental or physical impairment that substantially
limits major life activity (2) a record of having an impairment or (3) being
regarded as having an impairment

Covered Employers
o 15 or more employees for each of 20 or more calendar weeks in
current or preceding year.

Enforcement by EEOC

1. Analyze job involved to determine purpose and essential
functions;
2. Consult with the individual (and/or doctor) to ascertain the
precise job-related limitations imposed by the disability and how
those limitations could be overcome with a reasonable
accommodation;
3. Identify potential accommodations and assess the effectiveness
each would have in enabling the individual to perform the
essential functions of the position; and
4. Consider the preference of the individual to be accommodated
and select and implement the accommodation that is most
appropriate for both employee and employer

What Does “Reasonable Accommodation” Mean?
o The ADA requires employers to reasonably accommodate an
otherwise qualified individual with a disability
o Reasonable accommodation is defined as a modification or
adjustment to a job, the work environment, or the way things
usually are done that enables a qualified individual with a
disability to enjoy an equal employment opportunity

Types of Reasonable Accommodation
o Making existing facilities accessible;
o Job restructuring of non-essential, marginal job functions;
o Part-time or modified work schedules;
o Acquiring or modifying equipment;
o Changing tests, training materials, or policies;
o Providing qualified readers or interpreters;
o A leave of absence; and
o Reassignment to a vacant position

A modification or adjustment is “reasonable” if it “seems
reasonable on its face,” i.e., ordinarily or in the run of
cases
It is “reasonable” if it appears to be “feasible” or
“plausible”
An accommodation also must be effective in meeting the
needs of the individual. This means it enables the
individual to perform the essential functions of the
position

A disabled employee is not entitled to the exact
accommodation requested
Employers are entitled to medical documentation if the
need for a reasonable accommodation is not obvious or
known … but the request for medical information must be
narrowly tailored
Reassignment is the accommodation of last resort
Reassignment can be temporary or permanent
Accommodation not required if doing so poses direct threat
to the health and safety of employee or others

Removing essential job functions
Diluting uniformly enforced productivity standards
Excusing or
performance

forgiving

past

misconduct

or

poor

Promotion
Bumping an employee from a job
Creating another position or job
Changing an employee’s supervisor (as compared to
changing supervisory techniques, which is required
absent a showing of undue hardship)

Telecommuting
Sixth Circuit, sitting en banc, determined that employee’s
proposed telecommuting schedule was not reasonable
In-person attendance is essential function of most jobs,
especially interactive ones
EEOC v. Ford Motor Co., 782 F.3d 753 (6th Cir. 2015)

There is no obligation to provide “reasonable accommodation” if it
would cause an Undue Hardship
What is an Undue Hardship?
o Means significant difficulty or expense and focuses on the resources
and circumstances of the particular employer in relationship to the cost
or difficulty of providing a specific accommodation
o Assess on case-by-case basis
o Factors to consider:
• Cost;
• Financial resources of agency;
• Type of business; and
• Impact on operation

ADA requires good faith, individualized interactive
process
Employer and employee clarify individual needs of
employee and the business and reasonable
accommodations
Employer must investigate employee’s request for
accommodation and determine feasibility

It’s all about the
Interactive Process

OFFER ALTERNATIVES

FMLA lawsuits saw a 26.3 percent jump from 877 in
2013 to 1,108 in 2014 according to the Administrative
Office of the U.S. Courts
o Improved job market means more employees covered by the
FMLA
o Increased awareness of FMLA rights based upon media
coverage relating to passage of the Affordable Care Act

Retaliation the bulk of claims
o Issues with front line managers

Covered Employers:
o 50 or more employees in 20 or more calendar weeks in the
current or preceding calendar year
o Department of Labor takes a broad approach to counting to 50,
by including all full-time, part-time, temps, seasonal, etc.

Covered Employees:
o 12 Months (Need not be continuous)
o New regulations: limit look-back to the last 7 years (previously it
was unlimited)
o 1250 Hours
• How to measure?
• What about exempt employees?
• Burden of proof is on employer to prove employee did not work
1,250 hours

o 50/75 Miles
o *ADA, NY State and City Human Rights Laws and NY workers’
compensation law do not have minimum service requirements

Unpaid leave for up to 12 work weeks in a 12-month period:
o For the birth, adoption, or foster care of a child
•

Applies to both men and women

o To care for a child, spouse (as defined by state law), or parent with a
serious health condition;
o For the employee’s own serious health condition that renders the
employee unable to perform the functions of his or her job;
o Due to any “qualifying exigency” under the military family leave
provisions; or
o 26 work weeks for an employee who is the spouse, parent, son,
daughter or next of kin and in order to care for an injured or ill service
member

12 weeks at one time
Intermittent or Reduced Schedule Leave
o 12 weeks of leave need not be taken all at once
o No longer has to be taken in the smallest increment that the company
uses to measure time in its payroll accounting system
o Minimum duration cannot exceed one hour and must be consistent with
other leaves
o When starting/ending work in the middle of a shift is physically
impossible, the entire time the employee is absent counts as FMLA
leave
o Employer’s obligation to track intermittent leave and inform employees
about amount of leave available, but not more than once every 30 days

30 days advanced notice when foreseeable; as soon as practicable
when unforeseeable
Employees must explain reasons for leave so as to allow an
employer to determine whether leave qualifies under the Act
Calling in “sick” is insufficient to trigger FMLA obligations
Leave may be denied if employee fails to adequately explain
Employees can be required to comply with customary notice and
procedural requirements for requesting leave, absent unusual
circumstances. Otherwise FMLA leave can be delayed or denied
Employers with constructive notice of an employee’s potential need
for leave have an affirmative duty to notify employee of right to
FMLA leave

Employers may demand more than a “simple statement”
of the ability to return to work
Fitness for duty certifications for intermittent leave may
be sought if reasonable safety concerns exist
No second or third opinions permitted
Must be applied uniformly to all “similarly situated”
employees (i.e. same occupation, same health condition)

Restoration to same or equivalent position
o Geographically proximate worksite with no significant increase in
commuting time or distance
o Employer’s right to deny job restoration
• Cannot perform essential functions of the job
• Would not otherwise have been employed at the end of the FMLA
leave (i.e., layoff, job elimination, termination for misconduct)

Workers’ Compensation may run concurrently with FMLA
Workers’ Compensation carrier decides if employee is
eligible
Employer independently decides if employee is entitled
to FMLA or other leave
Risks – just because Workers’ Compensation is denied,
FMLA or other leave cannot necessarily be denied

Like the ADA, requires employers to provide reasonable
accommodation to disabled employees unless an undue
hardship
“Disability” defined more broadly than ADA
Does not require showing that disability substantially
limits a major life activity
Accommodation needs to be effective and not cause an
undue hardship

Under ADA, NYSHRL and NYCHRL, employers must
engage in an individual, fact-specific interactive dialogue
to assess an employee’s request for a job
accommodation based on a medical condition.
An employer should consider:
o Procedures requiring an interactive process
o Using forms and letters to establish its efforts to engage in the
interactive process and explore reasonable accommodations
and to defend the outcome

Obesity as a Disability: guidelines from American Medical
Association and American Heart Association now classify obesity as
a disease
Mental Disabilities
o Approximately 1 in 5 adults in U.S. -- 43.7 million -- experiences mental
illness in a given year*
o Serious mental illness costs U.S. $193.2 billion in lost earnings per
year*
o Biggest challenges are dealing with requests for accommodation and
dealing with intermittent leave requests under FMLA
* Source: National Alliance on Mental Illness

Between 2001 and 2010, the number of Americans using
medication to treat psychological or behavioral disorders
increased by 22%
By 2010, 1 in 5 Americans was on at least one
medication to treat psychological or behavioral disorders

* Source: Medco Health Solutions, State of Mind Report

K-12 Art teacher told her contract may not be renewed gets very
stressed (“fear of firing”) and requests:
o Limit on classroom observations to 1x/week;
o Provide positive reinforcement and feedback;
o Provide specific examples in writing of how to improve;
o Divide large assignments into smaller tasks;
o Allow her to play soothing music using a computer or music player;
o Provide coverage if she becomes overwhelmed with stress from work
and needs to leave;
o Encourage her to walk away from stressful confrontations with
supervisors
o Huiner v. Arlington School District (D.S.D. September 26, 2013).

Court found:
o “A jury could find one or more of the above accommodations
reasonable and falling within the ADA”
o “Even if the accommodations requested by Huiner were
unreasonable and do not fall within the ADA, the simple act of
requesting the accommodations required defendants to initiate an
interactive process with Huiner to determine the appropriate
reasonable accommodation”
Huiner v. Arlington School District (D.S.D. September 26, 2013).

A cleaning company rotates its staff to different floors on a monthly
basis. One crew member has a psychiatric disability. While his
mental illness does not affect his ability to perform the various
cleaning functions, it does make it difficult to adjust to alterations in
his daily routine
The employee has had significant difficulty adjusting to the monthly
changes in floor assignments. He asks for a reasonable
accommodation and proposes three options:
1. staying on one floor permanently,
2. staying on one floor for two months and then rotating, or
3. allowing a transition period to adjust to a change in floor
assignments

Yes!
These accommodations are reasonable because they
appear to be feasible solutions to this employee's
problems dealing with changes to his routine
They also appear to be effective because they would
enable him to perform his cleaning duties

*DISCOVERABILITY OF SOCIAL MEDIA RECORDS*
New York Origins—Disputing Damages Claims in Personal Injury Cases
Romano v. Steelcase, Inc., 2010 NY Slip Op 20388, 907 N.Y.S.2d 650, 2010 N.Y.
Misc.
LEXIS
4538
(Sup.
Ct.
Suffolk
Cnty.
Sept.
21,
2010)____________________________________
In Romano, a personal injury case, the defendant (“Steelcase”) moved the New York
Supreme Court to permit access to the plaintiff’s “current and historical Facebook and
MySpace pages and accounts, including all deleted pages and related information upon the
grounds that [the] plaintiff ha[d] placed certain information on th[o]se social networking
sites which i[t was] believed [was] inconsistent with her claims . . . concerning the extent
and nature of her injuries, especially her claims for loss of enjoyment of life.” 907 N.Y.S.2d
at 651. The plaintiff in that case had “claim[ed] she sustained permanent injuries as a
result of the incident [forming the basis of her lawsuit] and that she c[ould] no longer
participate in certain activities or th[o]se injuries ha[d] affected her enjoyment of life.” Id.
at 653. Steelcase argued that a review of the public portions of [the] plaintiff’s MySpace
and Facebook pages reveals that she ha[d] an active lifestyle and ha[d] traveled to Florida
and Pennsylvania during the time period she claim[ed] that her injuries prohibited such
activity.” Id. Applying New York’s statutory standard for permissible discovery (CPLR
3101)—that is, “all nonprivileged matter which is material and necessary to the defense or
prosecution of an action,” id. at 652—the court held that:
The information sought by [Steelcase] regarding [plaintiff’s Facebook and
MySpace accounts is both material and necessary to the defense of this action
and/or could lead to admissible evidence. In this regard, it appears that
plaintiff’s public profile page on Facebook shows her smiling happily in a
photograph outside the confines of her home despite her claim that she has
sustained permanent injuries and is largely confined to her house and bed.
In light of the fact that the public portions of plaintiff’s social networking
sites contain material that is contrary to her claims and deposition
testimony, there is a reasonable likelihood that the private portions of her
sites may contain further evidence such as information with regard to her
activities and enjoyment of life, all of which are material and relevant to the
defense of this action. Preventing defendant from accessing plaintiff’s private
postings on Facebook and MySpace would be in direct contravention to the
liberal disclosure policy in New York State.
Id. at 654.
The court also discussed whether the plaintiff’s privacy concerns outweighed
Steelcase’s need for the information, ultimately concluding that they did not. In that
regard, the court relied upon Second Circuit precedent from United States v. Lifshitz, 369
F.3d 173 (2d Cir. 2004), which held that social media users would “logically lack a
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legitimate expectation of privacy in materials intended for publication or public posting”
and drew a direct comparison between an e-mailer who hits the “send” button and “a letterwriter whose expectation of privacy ordinarily terminated upon delivery of the letter.”
Romano, 907 N.Y.S.2d at 656 (quoting Lifshitz, 369 F.3d at 190). Thus, explained the
court, “as neither Facebook nor MySpace guarantee complete privacy” the plaintiff had “no
legitimate reasonable expectation of privacy” in the information sought to be disclosed. Id.
Indeed, the public disclosure of social network users’ information “is the[ir] very nature and
purpose . . . else they would cease to exist.” Id. at 657. And, “[w]ithout access to these
sites, Defendant w[ould] be at a distinct disadvantage in defending th[e] action.” Id.
Patterson v. Turner Construction Co., 2011 NY Slip Op 7572, 88 A.D.3d 617, 931
N.Y.S.2d
311
(1st
Dep’t
Oct.
27,
2011)__________________________________________________________
In Patterson, another personal injury case, the plaintiff claimed “damages for
physical and psychological injuries, including the inability to work, anxiety, post-traumatic
stress disorder, and the loss of enjoyment of life.” 98 A.D.3d at 618. The defendant moved
to compel access to the plaintiff’s Facebook records “compiled after the incident alleged in
the complaint, including any records previously deleted or archived.” Id. The trial court
granted the motion but the Appellate Division reversed, finding the ruling overly broad,
and remanded the matter for a more specific determination. See id. Specifically, the court
held that “it is possible that not all Facebook communications are related to the events that
gave rise to plaintiff’s cause of action” and instructed the trial court on remand to “more
specific[ally] identif[y] . . . plaintiff’s Facebook information that is relevant”—i.e., that
“contradicts or conflicts with plaintiff’s alleged restrictions, disabilities, and losses, and
other claims.” Id. In other words, the court imposed a threshold requirement—the party
seeking production of social media records bears the initial burden of making a predicate
showing as to the relevancy of those records.
Separately, with regard to private communications, the court, citing Romano,
explicitly held that “[t]he postings on plaintiff’s Facebook account, if relevant, are not
shielded from discovery merely because plaintiff used the service’s privacy settings to
restrict [public] access.” Id.
Kregg v. Maldonado, 2012 NY Slip Op 6454, 98 A.D.3d 1289, 951 N.Y.S.2d 301 (4th Dep’t
Sept. 28, 2012)_______________________________________________________________________
Subsequently, in Kregg, the plaintiff’s son was involved in a motor vehicle accident
while riding a motorcycle manufactured and distributed by the defendants. The defendants
learned through preliminary discovery that, following the accident, certain of the injured
party’s family members set up Facebook and MySpace accounts for him, and made postings
on those pages on his behalf. See 98 A.D.3d at 1289-90. Thus, the defendants sought to
compel disclosure of the “ ‘entire contents’ of those and any other social media accounts
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maintained by or on behalf of the injured party.” Id. at 1290. The trial court granted the
motion, and the plaintiff appealed.
The New York Appellate Division, Fourth Department, reversed the determination
as overly broad, and, consistent with Patterson, found that “request[s] for access to social
media sites [that are] made without ‘a factual predicate with respect to the relevancy of the
evidence’ ” are impermissible. Id. (quoting McCann v. Harleysville Ins. Co. of N.Y., 2010
NY Slip Op, 78 A.d.3d 1524, 910 N.Y.S.2d 398 (4th Dep’t Nov. 12, 2010)). Rather, further
tempering the holding in Romano, the court held that “the proper means by which to obtain
disclosure of any relevant information contained in the social media accounts is a narrowlytailored discovery request seeking only that social-media-based information that relates to
the claimed injuries arising from the accident.” Id.
Richards v. Hertz Corp., 2012 NY Slip Op 7650, 100 A.D.3d 728, 953 N.Y.S.2d 654 (2d Dep’t
Nov. 14, 2012)_______________________________________________________________________
The next appellate court to adopt this approach was Richards, where one of the
plaintiffs involved an automobile accident claimed to have sustained injuries “that impaired
her ability to play sports, and caused her to suffer pain that was exacerbated in cold
weather.” 100 A.D.3d at 729. Defense counsel searched public portions of the plaintiff’s
Facebook page, only to find that photographs of the plaintiff on skis in the snow. See id.
Consistent with Patterson, the court found this discovery a satisfactory predicate
demonstration that the plaintiff’s social media records would yield some probative evidence
of her alleged injuries, and further concluded that it was “reasonable to believe the other
portions of her Facebook profile may contain further evidence relevant to that issue.” Id. at
730.
Nonetheless, recognizing that “the likely presence in [the plaintiff]’s Facebook profile
of material of a private nature that is not relevant to th[e] action,” the court remanded
instructed the trial court to conduct an in camera inspection of “all status reports, emails,
photographs, and videos posted on [the plaintiff]’s Facebook profile since the date of the
subject accident to determine which of those materials, if any, [we]re relevant to her alleged
injuries.” Id.
Fawcett v. Altieri, 2013 NY Slip Op 23010, 960 N.Y.S.2d 592, 2013 Misc. LEXIS 82 (Sup.
Ct.
Richmond
Cnty.
Jan.
11,
2013)________________________________________________________
Fawcett involved a fistfight between two high-school students—one sued the other
after sustaining injuries to his eye during an altercation. The plaintiff claimed “that the
injuries he sustained as a result of th[e] incident w[ould] continue to [a]ffect him socially,
educationally, economically, and in the way he pursues recreation into the future.” 960
N.Y.S.2d at 595. In an effort to defend against these claims, the defendant sought access to
the plaintiff’s social media accounts (including Facebook, MySpace, Friendster, Flickr, and
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others) which had, at some point after the altercation, been made private. See 960 N.Y.S.2d
at 594. The court there concluded that “a two prong analysis [applies] before courts compel
the production of the contents of social media accounts.” Id. at 595. Specifically, “[t]he
inquiry requires a determination by the court as to whether the content contained on/in a
social media account is ‘material and necessary;’ 1 and then a balancing test as to whether
the production of this content would result in a violation of the account holder’s privacy
rights.” Id.
However, the court found that in the then-early stages of that case, the facts were
insufficiently developed to determine whether plaintiff’s social media accounts would yield
information “material and necessary” to the case, or whether it was merely a fishing
expedition. See id. at 595. Evoking Patterson, the court stated that “[t]here must be a clear
factual predicate in order to compel the production of social media records. . . .” Id. at 597.
And, in the court’s estimation, depositions were necessary to elicit information that would
allow for such a showing. See id.
It appears the Fawcett test remains the prevailing approach to this issue in the New
York courts. See, e.g., Jennings v. TD Bank, 2013 NY Slip Op 32783(U), 2013 N.Y.
Misc. LEXIS 5085 (Sup. Ct. Nassau Cnty. June 8, 2013) (citing Fawcett and stating that
“[t]he courts have further held that there is a two-prong analysis for determining whether
social media accounts are discoverable”).
Branching Out—Proving and Disproving Emotional Distress in Federal Cases
Romano and its progeny also became a resource for federal courts in this district
considering the issue in other contexts.
Reid v. Ingerman Smith LLP, 12-cv-0307, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 182439 (E.D.N.Y. Dec.
27, 2012)____________________________________________________________________________
___
In Reid, a plaintiff who alleged that she was sexually harassed by her employer
objected to disclosing information and documents relating to private portions of her social
media accounts. Magistrate Judge Go surveyed then-current caselaw from within the
Second Circuit, concluding that “the law regarding the scope of discovery of electronically
stored information” was “still unsettled” and that “social media information may be a
source of relevant information that is discoverable.” Reid, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 182439 at
*1-*2 (emphasis supplied). In that regard, Judge Go noted that while “some courts ha[d]
found that ‘Facebook usage depicts a snapshot of the user’s relationships and state of mind
at the time of the content’s posting,’ ” Reid, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 182439 at *2 (quoting
Bass v. Miss Porter’s School, 08-cv-1807, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 99916, at *3-*4
The “material and necessary” standard derives from CPLR 3101(a), which provides that, in
discovery, “[t]here shall be full disclosure of all matter material and necessary in the prosecution or
defense of an action. . . .”
1
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(D. Conn. Oct. 27, 2009)), “other courts ha[d] observed [that] the ‘relevance of the content of
Plaintiff’s Facebook usage . . . is more in the eye of the beholder than subject to strict legal
demarcations’ ” id. at *3 (quoting Bass, 2009 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 99916, at *4), and whether
shared on the internet or not, “anything that a person says or does might in some
theoretical sense be reflective of her emotional state.’ ” Id. (quoting Rozell v. Ross-Holst, 05cv-2936, 2006 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 2277, at *11 (S.D.N.Y Jan. 20, 2006)). Thus, at that time,
no clear paradigm for analyzing such information had been established.
The court conducted an in camera inspection of the publicly available photographs
and comments from the plaintiff’s Facebook page and determined that they “provide
evidence of her mental and emotional state, as well as reveal the extent of activities in
which she engages.” Id. at *3-*4. Furthermore, the court found that, based on the
probative nature of the public portions of the plaintiff’s account, her “private postings may
likewise contain relevant information that may similarly be reflective of her emotional
state.” Id. at *4.
The Court examined the plaintiff’s privacy rights under the circumstances and
concluded that she had no justifiable expectation of privacy: “Even had plaintiff used
privacy settings that allowed only her ‘friends’ on Facebook to see postings, she had no
justifiable expectation that her ‘friends’ would keep her profile private.” Id. at *5 (quotation
marks, brackets, and citation omitted). Rather, “the wider her circle of ‘friends,’ the more
likely her posts would be viewed by someone she never expected to see them.” Id.
(quotation marks, brackets, and citation omitted). Nonetheless, the court limited the scope
of permissible discovery to “social media communications and photographs that ‘reveal,
refer, or relate to any emotion, feeling, or mental state . . . and that reveal, refer, or relate
to events that could reasonably [be] expected to produce a significant emotion, feeling or
mental state.’ ” Id.at *7 (quoting EEOC v. Simply Storage Mgmt., 270 F.R.D. 430, 436
(S.D. Ind. May 11, 2010) (brackets omitted). In addition, the court ordered production of
“[p]hotographs posted by plaintiff . . . as they relate to plaintiff herself or her activities,
including social activities with third parties.” Id. at *9.
Giacchetto v. Patchogue-Medford Union Free School District, 293 F.R.D. 112
(E.D.N.Y. 2013)______________________________________________________________________
_________
Giacchetto involved alleged violations of the Americans with Disabilities Act and
New York State Human Rights Law. The defendant moved to compel access to “all records
from Plaintiff’s social networking accounts, including but not limited to her Facebook,
Twitter, and MySpace accounts.” 293 F.R.D. at 113. This sweeping request was later
tailored to seek only three categories of documents: “(1) postings about Plaintiff’s emotional
and psychological well-being; (2) postings about Plaintiff’s physical damages; and (3) any
accounts of the events alleged in Plaintiff’s Amended Complaint.” Id. at 114-15.
Specifically, the defendant contended that such information was relevant to “Plaintiff’s
claims of physical and emotional damages because it reflect[ed] her ‘levels of social
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interaction and daily functioning’ and her ‘emotional and psychological state.’ ” Id. at 114.
The plaintiff objected to such disclosure on the grounds that unnecessarily impinged upon
her privacy and constituted a speculative fishing expedition. See id.
Magistrate Judge Tomlinson applied Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(1)—i.e.,
parties may obtain discovery regarding any nonprivileged matter that is relevant to any
party’s claim or defense—and specifically noted that the analysis applicable to traditional
forms of discovery applied with equal force to social media records. See id. And, “ ‘the fact
that the information [Defendant] seeks is in an electronic file as opposed to a file cabinet
does not give [it] the right to rummage through the entire file.’ ” Id. (quoting Howell v.
Buckeye Ranch, Inc., 11-cv-1014, 2012 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 141368, at *3 (S.D. Ohio Oct. 1,
2012)). In her discussion concerning the relevance of social media records to a plaintiff’s
emotional state, Judge Tomlinson noted an important distinction between cases like
Romano (e.g., involving physical damages) and the case at bar: “While the relevance of a
posting reflecting engagement in a physical activity that would not be feasible given the
plaintiff’s claim physical injury is obvious, the relationship of routine expressions of a mood
to a claim for emotional distress damages is much more tenuous. For example, a severely
depressed person may have a good day or several good days and choose to post about those
days and avoid posting about moods more reflective of his or her actual emotional state.”
Id. at 116 (citation omitted). In that regard, the court opined that an individual’s
“express[ion of] some degree of joy, happiness, or sociability on certain occasions sheds little
light on the issue of whether he or she is actually suffering emotional distress.” Id. at 115.
Thus, the court permitted limited discovery of “specific references to the emotional distress
she claim[ed] she suffered or treatment she received in connection with the incidents
underlying” the complaint. Id. However, the court also noted that plaintiff “opened the
door to discovery” by seeking damages for such emotional distress and, accordingly, must
produce any social media postings that indicate a potential alternative source thereof. See
id.
Judge Tomlinson also: (i) permitted discovery of any accounts of the events alleged
in the plaintiff’s complaint that appear on social networking sites; and (ii) authorized the
plaintiff to file a written statement of the type of physical harm she alleged to have suffered
(the court found it insufficiently described in the Complaint), after which the scope of socialmedia-related discovery on that issue would be determined.
Caputi v. Topper Realty Corp., 14-cv-2634, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 24969 (E.D.N.Y. Feb.
25, 2015)____________________________________________________________________________
___
Caputi involved claims by a plaintiff that she worked in excess of forty hours per
week and did not receive uninterrupted lunch breaks, in violation of the FLSA and New
York Labor Law. See 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 24969, at *2. In defending against these
claims, the defendant-employer sought, inter alia, broad social-media-related discovery.
Specifically, the defendant demanded that the plaintiff:
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Us[e] the “Download Your Information” feature or other comparable
technique [to] produce a complete history of [her] Facebook account, including
without limitation all wall posts, status updates, pictures, messages,
communications to or from [her] account, and any other content displayed at
any time on [her] Facebook account.
Id. at *13-*14. The defendant sought the information for two purposes: to show that the
plaintiff was engaged in non-work-related activities during the times she claimed to be
working for the defendants and to show that the plaintiff did not, in fact, suffer emotional
distress during the relevant time period. See id. at *14, *17.
On the first point, the Court held that the information sought was too broad to
withstand scrutiny. To the degree the defendant sought all “ ‘wall posts, status updates,
pictures, messages, communications to or from [Plaintiff’s] account, and any other content
displayed’ thereon during a five-and-a-half year period,” id., at *15, it had not made a
sufficient predicate showing that the material sought was reasonably calculated to lead to
the discovery of admissible evidence—that is, that access to all of the plaintiff’s social
networking activity would establish her whereabouts during work hours.
On the second point, consistent with the holdings in Reid and Giacchetto, the Court
permitted limited discovery related to the plaintiff’s allegations of emotional distress.
However, rather than “give Defendants complete access to Plaintiff’s Facebook account for
the purpose of identifying photographs, postings or private messages that may appear
inconsistent with someone experiencing emotional distress,” the plaintiff was directed to
produce a sampling of such records for a designated time frame, which related only to
“ ‘specific references to the emotional distress [Plaintiff] claim[ed] she suffered’ in the
Complaint, and any ‘treatment she received in connection [there]with.’ ” Id. at *19 (quoting
Giacchetto, 293 F.R.D. at 155)).
Silva v. Dick’s Sporting Goods, Inc., 14-cv-580, 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 33913
(D. Conn. Mar.
19,
2015)____________________________________________________________________________
The plaintiff in Silva brought claims against his former employer, defendant Dick’s
Sporting Goods (“Dick’s”), under the Family Medical Leave Act. In discovery, Dick’s
sought—and eventually moved to compel—production of “a non-redacted complete copy of
Plaintiff’s 2,254 pages of Facebook messages.” 2015 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 33913, at *1. Dick’s
later “clarified that it was seeking communications Plaintiff made via wall posts and
private messages” to the extent they “related to Defendant, Plaintiff’s employment with
Defendant, Plaintiff’s emotional feelings or mental health, and/or the allegations in the
Complaint.” Id. at *1-*2. In response, Plaintiff produced all responsive Facebook
communications, but redacted them in a manner that Dick’s argued made them difficult to
understand. See id. at *2.
The court flatly rejected the defendant’s argument, stating that its “request for an
unredacted copy of all of Plaintiff’s Facebook communications [wa]s too broad.” Id. at *3.
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Specifically, the court discussed a particular communication between the plaintiff and
third-party wherein they “jump[] from topic to topic: Plaintiff and his friend discuss
Plaintiff’s job search in one post, and then attempt to make plans to get together in the
next.” Id. at *5. “Just based on th[at] sampling and its shifting, scattered tendencies” said
the court, “it is possible that non-relevant material would be sporadically interspersed
within the communications.” Id. Thus, the court credited the plaintiff’s assurances that
not all of the 2,245 pages of communications were relevant to the issues in the case, and,
found no reason to believe that “redactions made mid-sentence, or heavy redactions on
certain pages, [we]re an effort on Plaintiff’s part to flout discovery rules.” Id.
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RELEVANT STATUTES

NYS LABOR LAW § 203-C (2006)
1.

No employer may cause a video recording to be made of an employee in a restroom,
locker room, or room designated by an employer for employees to change their clothes,
unless authorized by court order.

2.

No video recording made in violation of this section may be used for any purpose.

3.

In a civil action alleging a violation of this section, the court may:
(a) award damages and reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs to a prevailing plaintiff, and
(b) afford injunctive relief against any employer that commits or proposes to commit a
violation of this section.

4.

The rights and remedies provided herein shall be in addition to, and not supersede, any
other rights and remedies provided by statute or common law.

5.

The provisions of this section do not apply with respect to any law enforcement personnel
engaged in the conduct of his or her authorized duties.
Conroy v. Incorporated Village of Freeport, 43 Misc.2d 608, rearg. den. 2014 WL
5410332 (Sup. Ct. Nass. Co. 2014)
Court held that workers compensation would not be a bar to a cause of action under this
statute. However, the court also held that punitive damages are not available for a §203-c
violation, although such damages may be recoverable by way of an intentional infliction
of emotional distress cause of action.

NYS PENAL LAW § 250.05
A person is guilty of eavesdropping when he unlawfully engages in wiretapping,
mechanical overhearing of a conversation, or interception or accessing of an electronic
communication. Eavesdropping is a Class E felony.
This would prohibit surveillance cameras which record audio. It does not prohibit
one party to a conversation from recording it without the consent of the other
party.
18 U.S.C. § 2510, et. seq.
Prohibits interception and disclosure of wire, oral, or electronic communications.
(Wiretap Act)
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Similar to the New York State statute, this does not prohibit one party to a conversation
from recording it without the other party’s consent.
U.S. v. Szymuszkiewicz, 622 F.3d 701 (7th Cir. 2010)
It is appropriate to charge an employee who directed her computer to intercept e-mails
sent to her supervisor.
18 U.S.C. § 2701 et. seq. (Stored Communications Act “SCA”)
Inasmuch as the Wiretap Act was enacted before the advent of e-mail, the SCA, enacted
in 1986, was intended to fill the gap. Privacy protections extended to both the
transmission and storage of digitized textual information. E-mail and voicemail are both
stored communications covered by the statute.
This statute generally does not prohibit an employer from monitoring e-mails, texts, etc.
on company issued equipment if the employer has provided advanced notice of
monitoring to employees, because the employer would then be “authorized” to do so.
City of Ontario v. Quon, 560 U.S. 746, 130 S.Ct. 2619 (2010)
Although the U.S. Supreme Court held no Fourth Amendment violation when public
employer retrieved and read employee’s private text messages on city issued pager, it did
not review the 9th Circuit’s holding that the company which provided transcripts of the
texts to the city, without the employee’s consent, violated the Stored Communications
Act.

CAMERAS

PERB CASES
City of Syracuse, 14 PERB ¶ 4645 (1981)
The unilateral installation of a camera surveillance system at a police garage was not a
violation of the duty to bargain. By virtue of its accountability to the public, the city is
obliged to supervise its employees and maintain the security of its property, and the
affected employees were not required to actively participate in the recording function.
2

Elmont UFSD, 28 PERB ¶ 4693 (1995)
The decision to utilize an investigator to videotape a bus driver, based upon parental
complaints, was not mandatorily negotiable. In this case the surveillance was for a period
of two days.
Roswell Park Cancer Institute, 34 PERB ¶ 4582 (2001)
Employer unilaterally determined to institute a security surveillance policy, the purpose
being “to provide a safe, secure environment on the RPCIC Campus for all patients,
visitors and employees.” It consisted of stationary visible cameras which monitored
entrances, exits, the main lobby, receiving area, and automatic teller machine, as well as
portable cameras used by security staff only on approval of the Administration, and in
areas where there has been criminal activity. All material gathered through surveillance
would be strictly confidential and only released by order of the Administration.
The union alleged a refusal to negotiate. The ALJ, relying on State of New York
(GOER) and Syracuse dismissed the charge, stating that “it has long been held that
employer action which is intended to, and in fact does, apply to a group composed only in
part of public employees, does not encompass terms and conditions of employment and is
not mandatorily negotiable”, citing State of New York, 19 PERB ¶ 3029 (1986); State of
New York, 13 PERB ¶ 3099 (1980). The ALJ also noted the policy does not carry any
threat of discipline and does not require employee participation.1
Niagara Frontier Transit Metro System, Inc., 36 PERB ¶ 3036, aff’g 36 PERB ¶ 4538
(2003)
Employer purchased new buses equipped with a digital video camera system that
continuously records activities inside and outside the bus at different angles during
periods of operation. The union became aware of this in 2000. In 2002 a bus operator
was terminated as a result of his interaction with a passenger which was captured on
videotape. In preparation for the arbitration, the union learned of the employer’s
intention to use the footage as evidence in the hearing. This was the first time the
employer had sought to use this type of footage against an employee in a disciplinary
proceeding. The union demanded impact bargaining. The employer claimed the issue
was not mandatorily negotiable.
Although the union believed its improper practice charge was aimed at both the decision
to install and utilize the cameras, as well as the impact of doing so, the ALJ held that the
stipulation of facts entered into by the parties narrowed the issue to impact bargaining
only. In a footnote the ALJ noted “it remains at issue whether an employer may
unilaterally install surveillance cameras in the workplace (but see City of Syracuse, 14
PERB ¶ 4645 (1981),...” The ALJ found a violation of the duty to engage in impact
bargaining and the Board affirmed.
1

Is it the employee participation aspect of Buffalo Sewer Authority which distinguishes it from Roswell Park
Cancer Institute?
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Nanuet UFSD, 43 PERB ¶ 4591 (2010), aff’d on other grounds, 45 PERB ¶ 3007 (2012)
School district installed security cameras both inside and outside buildings to address
issues of student safety and theft of district property. This was completed by June, 2006.
Prior to its completion the district notified CSEA that it would be installing cameras and
that a particular custodian’s job performance would be monitored. At the same time, a
hidden camera, not part of the security system of cameras, was installed in a pipe across
the hallway from a room used by custodial staff, because of performance concerns about
this same particular custodian.
As a result of footage obtained from the hidden camera between May and November
2006, disciplinary charges were filed against this particular custodian in March 2007.
The recordings were part of the evidence submitted at the disciplinary hearing, after
which the employee was found guilty of misconduct and was terminated.
The union filed improper practice charges in June 2007 over the installation of the hidden
camera. The ALJ rejected the district’s timeliness defense, stating that while there was
prior discussion about cameras being used to monitor the job performance of this
particular custodian, the union did not know about the hidden camera until the
disciplinary hearing in March 2007. However, relying on Elmont, the ALJ concluded the
installation of the hidden camera was investigatory activity preliminary to the discipline
process, and therefore was not negotiable.
The Board, however, disagreed with the ALJ holding:
We conclude that, in general, the decision by an
employer to engage in videotape surveillance of a
workplace for monitoring and investigating
employees is mandatorily negotiable under the Act
because it “bears a direct and significant
relationship to working conditions.” It requires
employees to be video-surveillance participants, and
it intrudes upon employee interests including job
security, privacy and personal reputation.2
The Board also expressed concern that the cameras could reveal protected activities under
the Act, as well as aspects of the employee’s personal habits even where the videotaping
is limited to the internal public areas of the workplace. It also noted that the footage
could be the subject of a FOIL request.

2

The ALJ made the exact opposite finding. He determined that unlike drug/alcohol testing, financial disclosure
requirements, background questionnaires on health and political affiliation, and polygraphs, the “hidden surveillance
camera at issue here does not delve into an employee’s private information; nor does it intrude on an employee’s
bodily integrity.”
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Yet the Board was also careful to hold that each case is fact specific, requiring a
balancing test. For example, the nature of the workplace and the employer’s core mission
will be factors. Thus, videotaping in a correctional facility may be integral to the core
mission and therefore may be non-mandatory if it is necessary and proportional to that
mission. Relevant factors will also include the scope and length of the videotaping, and
the availability of the images to third-parties.
In this case there was continuous collection and storage of the footage showing the
hallways and routine work areas, where there is no human supervision, which lasted over
six months. The district presented no justification for the scope and length of the
surveillance, and the stored footage was periodically retrieved and reviewed by a thirdparty investigator. Thus, it held the surveillance was broader and more intrusive than in
Elmont.
BUT it dismissed the charge on timeliness grounds, holding the union had knowledge
that the district intended to use cameras to watch a particular custodian, even though it
did not have knowledge of the hidden camera.
Town of Clarkstown, 44 PERB ¶ 4625 (2011)
Decided less than one month prior to the Board’s decision in Nanuet, the ALJ held that
the use of video surveillance cameras in the Town’s highway department buildings, for
the purpose of observing work performance, is mandatorily negotiable, notwithstanding
the union being informed informally of how many there were, where they were to be
placed, and when they would be activated. The Town had informed the union of this in
the fall of 2008, although it was not told the cameras were activated until March 2009.
Shortly thereafter the union requested specific information about the number of cameras,
their position, whether they were video and/or audio, the cameras’ range, the purpose for
each camera, whether the footage would be used for discipline, the location of the
monitors and the identity of the primary observers. The Town did not respond to this
request.
The Town argued, relying on Syracuse and Niagara Frontier, that the cameras were
installed to protect its assets. The ALJ determined that Niagara Frontier was not relevant,
as it concerned a hidden camera.3 As for Syracuse, the ALJ was not bound by the ALJ’s
decision there, and instead engaged in the balancing test utilized by the Board in parcel
inspection cases. In doing so, it was noted that the union’s request for specific
information was never answered, so there is nothing to balance from the employer’s side
of the equation unless a duty to protect equipment or to supervise is inferred. Yet it can
similarly be inferred that the Town merely wanted to utilize the cameras as an
investigatory tool to determine if employees are engaging in misconduct. Even accepting
the inference that the cameras were used to protect Town assets, and did nothing more
3

The Board ultimately held in Niagara Frontier the charge was untimely because the union knew more than four
months prior to the charge that the employer would be installing a security system and that a particular employee
would be watched, even though the footage used in the disciplinary proceeding was captured by a hidden camera the
union was not aware of.
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than a supervisor could do, the ALJ determined the balance tips in favor of the
employees’ interest in job security. She rejected the notion that the camera does nothing
more than a supervisor, who does not typically constantly supervise, and not at several
angles, while contemporaneously recording. Rather, she accepted the union’s argument
that this new and enhanced method of ascertaining employee misconduct “though the use
of continuous recording and compilation of footage to be used to investigate and/or
prosecute instances of misconduct” was mandatorily negotiable. It was also held that the
failure to respond to the union’s formal request for information was also violative of the
statute.
Town of Ulster, 47 PERB ¶ 4504 (2014)
Employer’s unilateral decision to tape record a disciplinary interview held to be unlawful
because procedures leading to potential discipline are mandatorily negotiable, relying on
City of Yonkers, 40 PERB ¶ 3001 (2007) (Although this case involved a police officer,
the Town had not yet enacted a local law that would have exempted the disciplinary
procedures from mandatory negotiations under PBA of the City of New York v. NYS
PERB, 6 N.Y.3d 563 (2006); Town of Walkhill v. CSEA, Inc., 19 N.Y.3d 1066 (2008).
COURT CASES
DeVittorio v. Hall, et al, 589 F.Supp.2d 247 (S.N.D.Y. 2008), aff’d
347 Fed. Appx. 650 (2009)
Placement of video cameras in police locker room held not to be a violation of
constitutional right to privacy because no evidence that footage was ever viewed.
Therefore, no “search” occurred. A potential for an invasion of privacy is not sufficient.
(There was no mention of New York Labor Law § 203-c in the decision)

PACKAGE INSPECTION

PERB CASES
County of Rensselaer, 13 PERB ¶ 3080 (1980)
The County unilaterally instituted a parcel inspection procedure at its nursing home. The
employee had to seek permission to have a parcel delivered there, a security guard could
inspect it, and the employee could not refuse such inspection. It was implicit that
disciplinary action would result if the employee did not cooperate. Inasmuch as the
6

inspection program was not directed at protecting the residents of the nursing home and
was solely for the purpose of preventing pilferage, it was held that a balancing of interests
required that the program be subject to negotiations.
Buffalo Sewer Authority, 27 PERB ¶ 3002 (1994)
Employer’s unilateral institution of random checks of trunks of vehicles entering and
exiting treatment plant was violation of duty to negotiate. The employer argued its policy
applied to every vehicle entering and exiting the facility, not just employees, and it was
designed to prevent trash from being improperly disposed there, as well as to minimize
thefts from the facility. Evidence established that there was an increase in trash being
brought there, and there were in fact thefts. PERB held that because the procedure
required employee participation, and implicit was that there would be disciplinary action
sought against employees who did not comply, the decision to implement the trunk
checks was mandatorily negotiable.
State of New York (GOER), 18 PERB ¶ 3064 (1985)
The State operated a warehouse from which food and supplies were dispersed throughout
the state. Due to unaccounted for inventory losses, the police investigated, resulting in
the conviction of several employees for theft. As a result, the State instituted various
security measures including the inspection of packages carried by employees who leave
the warehouse. The Board reversed the ALJ, who ruled this required negotiations
pursuant to County of Rensselaer. In so doing, it rejected one of the distinctions argued
by the State that Rensselaer’s mission was patient care, while here it was the security of
goods stored there. The Board held that protection from theft at the nursing home is no
less legitimate than such protection at the warehouse. Yet it did distinguish County of
Rensselaer, where the policy was more intrusive, requiring employees to obtain advance
written permission to remove a parcel from the premises, with one copy of the permission
slip being retained by security. Although the difference between that system and the one
in this case was not great, the Board held it was “not insignificant” and that the simple
inspection of packages, absent the permit procedure, tips the balance in favor of the
employer.
COURT CASES
Chenkin v. Bellevue Hospital Center, et al, 479 F.Supp 207 (S.D.N.Y. 1979)
In order to reduce pilferage of municipal hospital property, the hospital determined it
would randomly spot-check bags, packages and parcels of employees leaving the
hospital. An employee refused to permit his bag to be inspected, and he was suspended
without pay for one week. He brought suit alleging the inspection was a Fourth
Amendment violation. Summary judgment granted in favor of the employer.
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GPS

PERB CASES
Village of Hempstead, 41 PERB ¶ 4554 (2008)
County of Nassau, 41 PERB ¶ 4552 (2008)
County of Nassau, 41 PERB ¶ 4553 (2008)
In these three cases, all decided by ALJ Maier on June 26, 2008, it was held that the
decision to place GPS devices on municipal vehicles, in order to track employees, was
not subject to mandatory negotiations. The employees were informed in advance of the
GPS and that they were not to alter, vary, damage or modify the devices or their settings.
Disciplinary action could result if they did so. The employees were not required to do
anything in order to activate the GPS or assist in its functioning.
The County argued the information obtained would help them analyze and evaluate
sanitation and other routes for better efficiency; would allow them to determine which
roads have been plowed in a snow storm; would help to quickly and efficiently distribute
resources in emergencies or locate vehicles if the operator of the vehicle loses contact;
would reduce fuel, mileage and operating costs, and would increase accountability of
employees.
In dismissing the charge, ALJ Maier noted that the employer’s selection of equipment
involves the manner and means by which it serves its constituency and is therefore a
management prerogative, similar to the decisions to remodel facilities or buildings, and
control the use of its own property. The use of GPS allows the employer to be aware of
its property’s location as well as the location of its employees, and its utilization has an
effect on productivity and efficiency, which relates to the manner and means by which it
provides services to the public. Inasmuch as the decision turned on the employer’s
unilateral right to use equipment, there was no need to engage in the balancing test of
competing interests. Also rejected was the union’s claim that GPS intruded on the
employees’ privacy because they were tracked in the vehicle during lunch and breaktime. Yet unlike the cases relied upon by the union, which had an intensive effect on an
employee’s personal belongings or his body, there is no such intrusion with GPS.
Moreover, notwithstanding an employee being on lunch or break, the employer is still
entitled to know the location of its property. ALJ Maier also stated that “The privacy
rights are no more compromised in this matter than if an employer assigned a supervisor
to accompany an employee on a specific job assignment, a prerogative which an
employer possesses.”4 Finally, that the results of GPS monitoring could subject an
employee to discipline, was alone insufficient to trigger a bargaining obligation.

4

Yet this same rationale was expressly rejected by ALJ in the Clarkstown case.
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COURT CASES
Cunningham v. New York State Dept. of Labor, 21 N.Y.3d 515 (2013)
Public employee suspected of submitted false time reports. Employer attached GPS to
his private vehicle which he used for business and personal reasons. The Court of
Appeals held that while a warrant was not required, because the search came within the
“workplace” exception to the warrant requirement5, notwithstanding the employee’s
argument that this exception should not apply to his private vehicle, it was nonetheless
unreasonable because the GPS tracked the employee during evenings, weekends and
vacation time when employee was not on duty. Although the court recognized the
difficulty in restricting the GPS from all private activity, it stated it was not reasonable to
have it working seven days a week, 24 hours a day, for one entire month. Therefore, any
information gathered from the GPS could not be used in a disciplinary proceeding.

Query: Can an employer unilaterally institute a policy prohibiting employees from
using cell phones or other devices to record conversations or take photographs at
work without obtaining permission from the employer or the other employee who is
part of the conversation?

5

See O’Connor v. Ortega, 480 U.S. 709 (1987); Caruso v. Ward, 72 N.Y.2d 432 (1988) which held that workplace
searches were not unlawful.
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This outline provides an overview and analysis of the Public Employment
Relations Board’s cases in the area of protected activity. The following sections set forth
the statutory basis upon which activity under the Public Employee’s Fair Employment
Act (Act) is protected, and the analysis used to determine whether an employer has
interfered with rights or discriminated against an employee in violation of §§209-a.1 (a)
and (c) of the Act due to the exercise of protected activity. The essential elements
needed to establish whether an action is found to be “protected” and cases applying
those elements are presented. Also discussed are examples of the types of activities
which are protected and Board decisions which have found that certain categories of
action may result in the loss of protection under the Act.
1. Relevant Statutory Provisions in the Public Employee’s Fair Employment Act
Civil Service Law Article 14
a. Section 202. Right of Organization. Public employees shall have the right to form,
join and participate in, or to refrain from forming, joining, or participating in, any
employee organization of their own choosing.
b. Section 203. Right of Representation. Public employees shall have the right to be
represented by employee organizations, to negotiate collectively with their public
employers in the determination of their terms and conditions of employment, and the
administration of grievances arising thereunder
c. Sections 209-a.1(a) and (c) of the Public Employees Fair Employment Act
(Taylor Law):
It shall be an improper practice for public employer or its agents deliberately (a)
to interfere with, restrain or coerce public employees in the exercise of their rights
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guaranteed in section two hundred two for the purpose of depriving them of such
rights; (c) to discriminate against any employee for the purpose of encouraging or
discouraging membership in, or participation in the activities of, any employee
organization; …

2. Analysis
a. City of Salamanca, 18 PERB ¶3012, at 3027 (1985):
In order to prove a violation of §§209-a.1 (a) and (c), a charging party
must demonstrate by a preponderance of the evidence that he had been
engaged in protected activities, and that the respondent had knowledge of
and acted because of those activities (citation omitted). If the charging
party proves a prima facie case of improper motivation, the burden of
persuasion shifts to the respondent to establish that its actions were
motivated by legitimate business reasons. City of Salamanca, 18 PERB
¶3012, at 3027 (1985). See also State of New York (State Univ. of New
York at Buffalo), 33 PERB ¶3020 (2000).
b. United Federation of Teachers, Local 2, AFT, AFL-CIO and Board of
Education of The City School District of The City of New York
(Jenkins), 41 PERB ¶3007 (2008).
The Board stated that in order to demonstrate a violation of §§209-a.1(a) and (c),
a charging party has the burden of proof to demonstrate by a preponderance of the
evidence that the employee engaged in protected activity, such activity was known to
the person taking the employment action, and the action would not have been taken
“but for” the protected activity. Most violations require proof of unlawful motivation that
3

can be proven through either direct or circumstantial evidence. At a minimum,
circumstantial evidence needed to establish a prima facie case must be sufficient to
give rise to an inference that unlawful motivation was a factor in the employer’s conduct.
The timing and context of an employer’s conduct may be sufficient to establish an
inference of improper motive, thereby shifting the burden of persuasion to the
respondent to demonstrate a non-discriminatory basis for the conduct.1 The burden of
proof shifts to the respondent to demonstrate that the employment action was motivated
by a legitimate non-discriminatory reason. At all times, the burden of proof rests with the
charging party to establish causation. The Board concluded that a prima facie case was
established by the timing, content and context of statements made by District
representatives, and therefore the burden of persuasion shifted to it to come forward.
The Board, however, found that the ALJ correctly held that the District met its burden of
persuasion by refuting the inference of unlawful motivation raised by Jenkins’ testimony.
Additionally, the Board concluded that there was no showing that the UFT breached its
duty of fair representation. Accordingly, the charge was dismissed.
2. In order to be protected under the Act, the statements or conduct at
issue must relate to organizational activity and have been in “concert.”
In Rosen v. PERB, 21 PERB ¶7014, 72 NY2d 42 (1988), the Court of Appeals
held that in order for activity to be “protected” under the Act, the conduct or statements
in question must relate to both employee organizational activity and demonstrate that
the employee(s) acted in concert. In Rosen, an employee approached her employer on
behalf of a group of unrepresented employees seeking to discuss complaints the

1 The Board overruled Roswell Park Cancer Institute, 34 PERB ¶3040 (2001) to the extent that it
suggests otherwise.
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employees experienced with the administration. The employees were not seeking to
form an employee organization. The Court affirmed the dismissal of the charge. In
reaching its conclusion, the Court compared the language of §202 of the Act, with that
of the parallel provision of the NLRA, and the definitions of an employee organization
under both statutes. 2
Section 202 of the Act states “[P]ublic employees shall have to right to form, join
and participate in, or to refrain from forming, joining or participating in, any employee
organization of their own choosing.” In comparison, title 29 U.S.C. §157, NLRA §7,
states “[E]mployees shall have the right to self-organization, to form join, or assist labor
organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and
to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or
other mutual aid or protection.” (emphasis supplied)
The Court concluded that the scope of coverage under the Taylor Act was
narrower than that afforded by the NLRA. Due to the lack of a nexus between the
activity in question and any organizational purpose, the Court found the activity to be
unprotected.

2

Section 201(5) of the Act defines an employee organization as an organization of any
kind having as its primary purpose the improvement of terms and conditions of
employment of public employees. The Court found significant that the NLRA contains
the additional phrase or any agency or employee representation committee or plan. 29
U.S.C. §152(5), NLRA §2(5).
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a. Examples of organizational activity
i. Metropolitan Suburban Bus Authority, 23 PERB ¶3006 (1990).
The Board stated that in order for activity to be protected it must have a nexus to
employee organizational activity. Actions taken pursuant to an employee organizational
campaign or a collective bargaining agreement authorizing or encouraging such actions
is sufficient. In Metropolitan Suburban Bus Auth., an employee filed complaints
concerning the defects of buses assigned to her, and threatened to sue her supervisor
for harassment. Based upon Rosen and §202 and §209-a.1 of the Act, the Board stated
that an employee is engaged in protected activity when he/she is engaged in the
activities of an employee organization. 3 The Board, however, found the actions
unprotected. It stated that that although the union posted a sign informing employees to
whom defect cards should be directed, the employer required the defect cards to be
filed. Further, the employee did not testify that she was doing it in a representative
capacity for her union, but that she did it as part of her job responsibilities. Additionally,
the filings were not made pursuant to the parties CBA, nor was her threat to pursue
litigation in furtherance of a union policy or the CBA.
ii. New York City Transit Authority (Alston), 20 PERB ¶3065 (1987).
The Board held that the distribution of material to communicate with other
employees about perceived improper treatment, and to solicit bargaining unit support is
protected activity. In that case, after the employee was disciplined, he distributed
materials to unit members and a supervisor responding to his initial alleged disciplinary
infraction. The Board stated, at 3141, that “[T]hese purposes fall within the proper range
3

23 PERB 3006, at 3016 (1990).
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of participation in employee organization activities and lie within the context of the
employer-employee relationship.”
iii. Village of New Paltz, 25 PERB ¶3032 (1992). Employee who was not
formally designated a shop steward, but acted as shop steward with the knowledge and
consent of the majority of the unit employees, made health and safety complaints in the
name of the union. The representation that he was acting on the union’s behalf was not
rejected by the employer. The Board held he was engaged in protected activity.
b. Conduct not relating to employee organization activity.
i. County of Tioga, 44 PERB ¶3016 (2011).
The Board affirmed, as modified, an ALJ decision which dismissed a charge alleging
that the County violated the Act when it disciplined 6 unit members for engaging in
protected activity and by disciplining more severely the unit president and shop steward.
The activity consisted of the employees wearing a pink ribbon to demonstrate their
dislike for a supervisor. The Board held that the activities in question were not protected
since they did not have a relation to joining, forming or participating in a union. The
Board stated that it will examine the totality of the circumstances in determining the
existence of protected activity. In this matter, the Board stated that the activity was not
related to any ongoing union activity and was unprotected. In this regard the Board
stated at 3061, as follows:
The record evidence demonstrates that while the ribbon wearing was
concerted, in the generic sense, it was unrelated to the forming, joining or
participating in an employee organization. Instead, that symbolic speech
was for the purpose of expressing only a shared personal animus
regarding [the supervisor] a sign of camaraderie tied to that dislike and an
expression of support for each other.
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The Board also stated that it found no basis to disturb the ALJ’s credibility determination
and that the pursuit of more severe penalties against the union officers under the facts
presented was not a violation of the Act.
ii. Incorporated Village of Westhampton Beach, 35 PERB ¶3026 (2002).
In Westhampton, the Board held that certain complaints made by a police
lieutenant were done so on an individual basis and were not protected under the Act. In
reaching this conclusion, the Board stated:
The Act affords certain rights and protections to public employees. These
are specified in §§202 and 203 of the Act and comprise the right of
employees to organize, and to be represented in the negotiation of
agreements and the administration of grievances arising thereunder.
Violation of these rights by public employers constitutes violations of
§§209-a.1(a), (b) and (c) of the Act. Actions taken by an employee
individually that are not prompted or encouraged by the employee
organization or which are not taken pursuant to established employee
organization policy or the collective bargaining agreement, do not
constitute activity protected by the Act. (Board of Educ. of the City Sch.
Dist. of the City of New York and United Fed'n of Teachers, 19 PERB
¶3006 (1986) Metropolitan Suburban Bus Auth., Id.)
The Board stated that the lieutenant was not an elected or appointed representative of
the Association, did not represent himself as such in any of these incidents, did not
represent that he was speaking on behalf of the Association or the unit members, nor
was he accompanied by any representatives of the Association and only identified
himself as lieutenant, and did not refer to the Association. The Board distinguished this
case from Village of New Paltz, 25 PERB ¶3032 (1992) since in that case the employee
identified himself as a union shop steward, although he was not, and stated that the
safety complaints were being made on behalf of his union. The lieutenant had testified
that there was an established practice which required employees to report safety
8

concerns to their direct supervisors that arose from the labor-management committee
provisions in the collective bargaining agreement. The Board also distinguished this
case from Metropolitan Suburban Bus, supra, since the lieutenant was making an
individual complaint pursuant to what he perceived his duty as lieutenant to be, not
pursuant to any specific contract language or directive from the Association.
iii. Love Canal Area Revitalization Agency, 28 PERB ¶3040 (1995).
Employees had spoken among themselves about forming a grievance committee and
developing a grievance procedure with the Agency. They did not seek to form an
employee organization, and if the employees were successful in their efforts to obtain a
grievance procedure, they had no desire to form a union. The Board found that this
situation was controlled by Rosen and dismissed the charge.
3. Concerted activity.
i. Village of Scotia, 29 PERB ¶3071 (1996) (subsequent history omitted).
The Board stated, at 3169, that the concerted nature of any activity, “ ... must be
evaluated in the totality of all relevant circumstances, with a focus upon the purpose and
effect of that activity.” In that case, the Board found that certain offensive comments
which were part of a letter sent to a local newspaper by a union officer about a dispute
between the union and employer were both concerted and protected, and therefore
afforded protection under the Act. With regard to the offending portion of the letter for
which he was disciplined, the Board stated, at 3169, that “... the statements therein are
clearly intended to reflect the position of the PBA and its membership, and were written
on their collective behalf. A distinction exists between those statements which are
expressions of personal opinion in pursuit of purely personal interests, and those
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expressions which constitute concerted activity. If there is concert in fact between the
actor who undertakes action on behalf of other employees to protest a matter that was
of known group or organizational concern, the action is protected.” In finding the
statements in the letter to be concerted activity, the Board looked to such factors as that
the actor was a union officer, referred to the union office and membership, the matter in
dispute was of known concern to the membership, and the letter was approved as
written on behalf of the union.
4. Examples of Protected activity
(a) i. Hudson Valley Community College and County of Rensselear, 47
PERB ¶3007 (2014). The Board stated that the union’s advocacy of a particular
contract interpretation constitutes protected activity. In this matter, such
advocacy was known to the employer representatives and the record established
that the action would not have been taken “but for” the Union’s advocacy. The
Board therefore affirmed an ALJ decision and found that the employer violated
§§209-a.1(a) and (c) of the Act when it ceased hiring full-time employees
represented by the Union in retaliation for the Union advocating that they be paid
overtime for performing such work. The parties had disputed whether two
employees who worked were entitled to receive overtime pay for the time that
they worked. In response, the College issued a memo resulting in unit member
no longer being offered or permitted to work any “second jobs.” The Board stated
that the action was taken due to the Union’s advocacy, not because of the costs
involved for what the Union was advocating. The Board stated that the employer
did not obtain any fiscal savings by not offering the money to unit employees.
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ii. Carmel Central School District, 31 PERB ¶3073 (1998).
The union president sent a letter to a Board member’s employer seeking the
company’s position about the Board member’s character. The letter stated that
the firm might lose the business of the parent organization in the event an
appropriate response was not timely received. The District filed an improper
practice charge against the union which was dismissed. In doing so, the PERB
Board stated that there was no legislative intent to preclude these types of
pressure tactics.
iii.

State of New York (Department of Correctional Services – Albion
Correctional Facility), 43 PERB ¶3044 (2010)

The Board affirmed an ALJ decision which dismissed a charge alleging discrimination
and interference in violation of the Act due to the filing of a grievance. The Board
affirmed the ALJ’s conclusion that the supervisor was not aware of Setlock’s protected
activity, and in any event, there were legitimate nondiscriminatory reasons shown for his
termination.

iv.

City of Oneonta, 43 PERB ¶3006 (2010).

The refusal to reopen negotiations constitutes protected activity. The Board reversed an
ALJ decision and held, contrary to the ALJ, that the union met its burden of proof that
the employer failed to promote the unit president because of the refusal. The Board held
that the employer did not meet is burden of proof to show a legitimate nondiscriminatory
reason in failing to promote the employee, and found a violation of the Act. As for
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remedy, it ordered that the City render a final determination as to the promotion without
regard to the president’s union activities and the refusal to reopen the agreement.

v.

Hartsdale Fire District, 37 PERB ¶3030 (2004).

Holding a union position constitutes protected activity. The Board affirmed an ALJ
decision finding that the employer violated §§209-a.1(a) and (c) of the Act when it
issued a counseling memorandum to an employee in retaliation for the exercise of
protected activity, and also the dismissal of a specification alleging a violation of §209a.1(d). A union official was issued a warning allegedly because he conducted a test late.
The test, a radio test, was conducted three minutes late. The test had been performed
late in the past and no warning had been issued. The chief testified that under the same
circumstances a warning would not have been issued if the employee had not been a
union representative. The Board found, as did the ALJ, that the asserted reliance upon
provisions of the CBA was pretextual, and that the only reason he was disciplined was
because of his position as a union officer. In affirming the dismissal of the §209-a.1(d)
specification, the Board rejected the argument that a past practice existed of performing
the test late. The Board held that the employer may revert to the plain language of the
CBA, and it was privileged to do so in the case.
vi.

New York City Transit Authority, 37 PERB ¶3013 (2004).

The Board affirmed an ALJ decision sustaining a charge which, in part, alleged that the
NYCTA violated the Act by disciplining an employee for a uniform violation and by
denying his request for union release time. The Board affirmed the violation related to
disciplining an employee for a uniform violation finding that the employee was engaged
12

in protected activity in the filing of grievances, that following the filing of the grievance a
notice of discipline was almost immediately served, and finding that unrebutted
statements demonstrating retaliatory intent were made. Similar evidence was sufficient
to affirm the finding of a violation regarding denial of the employee’s request for release
time.
vii. Other examples:
State of New York (Div. of State Police), 37 PERB ¶3020 (2004), confirmed 25 AD2d
3d 963, 807 NYS2d 700. Wearing of union insignia by police in court while off duty and
in civilian clothing protected.
County of Clinton and Sheriff of Clinton County, 47 PERB ¶3026 (2014).
Participation in negotiations on behalf of unit and filing impasse declaration is protected
under the Act.
Board of Education of the City School District of the City of New York and Jill
Gutman. 46 PERB ¶
(2013). Seeking counseling, advice and intervention by union
representative is protected under the Act.
Sag Harbor UFSD v. Helsby, 54 AD2d 391, 9 PERB 7023 (3rd Dept 1976); County of
Suffolk, 29 PERB 4652 (1996). Testimony in a grievance proceeding is protected under
the Act.

4. Partisan political activity not protected.
(b)i. City School District of the City of Corning, (U-5450 & U-5458 February 1983).
The Board found that a rule prohibiting political campaigning on school property did not
impinge on protected activity under the Act. The union sought to convene a meeting and
have candidates for the Board of Education make presentations. The Board instructed
the candidates not to speak at the meeting which was advertised as “political.” The
Board stated that the rights asserted were political action by the Association which were
not protected under the Act.
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ii. Town of Lake Luzerne, 11 PERB ¶3094 (1978).
The employee was fired for political and personal reasons and not for protected activity
and the charge was dismissed. Employee had supported a candidate who ran against
his supervisor in a primary election. The Board stated that the right to support a political
candidate is not in and of itself an inherent aspect of the right of public employees to
organize or be represented by an employee organization.
iii. City of Saratoga Springs, (U-7302, U-7422, January 1985).
Actions taken to close fire station taken in capacity of acting lieutenant and not as union
spokesperson were not protected. Statement to media that the closure was done for
safety purposes were not related to his union position but were taken pursuant to his
position as acting lieutenant.
iv. County of Suffolk & Suffolk County Sheriff, 36 PERB ¶4573 (2003).
The reassignment of an employee due to concerns about his loyalty was not in violation
of the Act.
v. State of New York (Dep’t of Correctional Services), 46 PERB ¶4514
(2013). Directing an employee to remove a sign which stated “cut bureaucrats
not safety” was in violation of the Act. Argument that statement was “political”
rejected.
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5. Actions resulting in loss of protected status:
a. Involving students in labor dispute.
i. Deer Park Union Free School District, 11 PERB ¶3043 (1978).
The District implemented a program under which "success cards would be prepared by
classroom teachers and mailed to students' parents notifying them of positive student
achievements. Teacher participation in the "success cards" was to be voluntary. The
Board in dismissing the charge stated:
The Taylor Law grants to public employees the right to organize and to be
represented by employee organizations in collective negotiations and in
the administration of grievances. Collective negotiations are limited to
matters constituting "terms and conditions of employment." An employee
organization has no protected right to use for its benefit information about
students obtained by a teacher in the course of his official duties. Neither
does a school teacher have a protected right to disclose such information
for the benefit of his employee organization. It may constitute
insubordination for a teacher to do so in disobedience of instructions from
the School District.
ii. Kings Park Cent. Sch. Dist., 24 PERB ¶3026 (1991). A teacher’s letter to
a Board member during the course of a prolonged bargaining dispute, which
was part of a Union letter writing campaign, was not protected under the Act.
The teacher chose to write his own letter instead of the form letter suggested
by the Union. The Board found that the letter implicitly stated that the Board
member’s son and classmates may receive a lower quality of education
because of the adverse relationship between the Board member and the union
membership. The Board found that the letter lost its protection under the Act
due to enmeshing a student in a labor dispute. The Board emphasized the
narrowness of its holding and stated that its conclusion was based upon the
particular facts of the case.
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iii. Kings Park Cent. Sch. Dist., 27 PERB ¶3022 (1994). The Board stated
that a reference in a union newsletter to a bumper sticker which stated “my
child beat up an honor student” is not protected.
b. Impulsive or overzealous behavior.
i. Village of Endicott, 47 PERB ¶

(2014) (Case No. U-29250 (8/20/14)). The Board

affirmed an ALJ decision which dismissed a charge on the basis that the union
president did not engage in protected activity when, as found by the ALJ, he publicly
confronted the Chief in a profane and insubordinate manner, repeatedly and
aggressively followed him around the station, and disrespectfully challenged his
authority. The Board stated that there was no objective evidence that the ALJ’s
credibility findings were manifestly incorrect, and that based upon the actions found, the
Village was not motivated by anti-union animus in bringing charges against the
president.
ii. City of Utica, 33 PERB ¶3039 (2000). A union president, upon receiving a fire
department directive, issued in accordance with an interest arbitration award
deleting the minimum manning provisions from the CBA, went to hand deliver a
letter to the City Mayor. Upon entering the office he was directed by the public
safety director to give him the letter. The union president refused, stating the he
was off duty and on union business. The Board found this conduct unprotected
and dismissed the charge which had alleged the City brought disciplinary
charges against the presidents. In doing so, the Board stated that it balances the
fundamental right of an employee to participate in union against an employer's
16

right to maintain order and respect. Overzealous behavior, however, is not
accorded protection under the Act. Consequently, the quasi-military organization
of a fire department requires that discipline be maintained and that an order of a
superior officer be obeyed.
The Board at 3137 stated:
On occasion, the [union] representative may engage in impulsive behavior
that an employer would not have to tolerate from an employee who is
engaged in his normal tasks. Although an employer may not ordinarily
discipline the employee representative for such behavior, there are
circumstances in which overzealous behavior on his part may constitute
misconduct."
iii. New York City Transit Auth., 30 PERB ¶4564 (1997). The behavior of a union
representative during the course of a grievance hearing which included screaming,
cursing, yelling and threatening behavior was not protected by the Act.
iv. State of New York, 11 PERB ¶3084 (1978) the exercise of a protected right is not a
license to engage in "impulsive behavior" or "overzealous conduct".
c. Intentionally false or maliciously injurious statements are not protected.
i. Binghamton City School District. 23 PERB ¶3034 (1989). The unit president told
two employees that if he had access to certain records he could demonstrate that a
management representative had lied during an arbitration proceeding. A memorandum
was placed in his file as a result of these comments. The Board stated that "an
employee engaged in a protected activity does not lose that protection merely because
he makes inaccurate statements that disturb the employer. The employee retains his
protection unless his statements are shown to indicate an 'intent to falsify or maliciously
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injure the respondent." (See Plainedge Public Schools, 13 PERB ¶3037, at 3056
(1980), citing Walls Mfg. Co. v. NLRB, 321 F.2d 753, 53 LRRM 428 (D.C. Cir. 1963),
cert, denied, 375 U.S. 923, 54 LRRM 2576 (1963)).The record did not demonstrate that
the statement was made with the intent to falsely or maliciously injure the District and
the Board therefore found a violation of the act.

d. Failure to comply with directive.
i. State of New York, 33 PERB ¶3046 (2000). The use of employer’s email
system was not protected activity when the employee used the employer’s email
system to communicate with other employees concerning terms and conditions
of employment. The activity lost protection when the employee did not comply
with a directive pursuant to the employer’s policy to stop this activity.
ii. New York City Transit Authority (Fredericson), 34 PERB ¶3025 (2001).
Employee not disciplined in violation of the Act when he returned to work to take
photographs of alleged unsafe working area and after having been told to leave
the premises.
6. Protected Activity and the 1st Amendment
In the Matter of Richard Santer v. Board of Education of East Meadow
School District; In the Matter of Barbara Lucia v. Board of Education of
East Meadow School District, 23 NY 3d 940, 987 NYS2d 593 (2014).
The Court reversed an Appellate Division decision, and held that the District did
not infringe on rights guaranteed by the First Amendment when it brought Santer and
Lucia up on Educ. Law §3020-a charges for the manner in which picketing was
18

conducted. The Court applied the balancing test in Pickering v. Bd. of Educ. which
requires a court to determine whether the conduct 1) was speech that addressed a
matter of public concern and 2) whether the speech effected governmental operations
so as to warrant the imposition of discipline. Teachers were engaged in a picketing
activity during a period of negotiation between their union and the district. In order to
rally in support of the position in collective bargaining, teachers were parked curbside by
the entrance to one of the school buildings with picket signs in the windows of their cars.
The arbitrators in the §3020-a proceedings found that this constituted a safety hazard
for the school children and that it was disruptive to the school operations since many
teachers were late that day. The Court stated that peaceful picketing is an expressive
activity protected by the First Amendment and retains protected status even if intended
to create a disruption. In this matter, the labor dispute was a matter of public import. The
Court stated, however, that the District had legitimate interests in protecting the safety
of the students and maintaining orderly operations at the school. The Court, considering
the record as a whole, found that the speech was sufficiently disruptive and the potential
safety hazard to children sufficient to justify the imposition of discipline. It therefore
concluded that, under Pickering, the imposition of discipline was not violative of the First
Amendment.
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SCBA LAW IN THE WORKPLACE CONFERENCE
PRIVATE SECTOR BREAKOUT MATERIALS
PRESENTED BY:
SIMA ALI, ESQ. (ALI LAW GROUP, PC)
GARRETT KASKE, ESQ. (SHULMAN KESSLER, LLP)
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GENERAL COUNSEL’S GUIDANCE ON EMPLOYEE HANDBOOKS
On March 18, 2015, NLRB General Counsel Richard F. Griffin, Jr. (“GC”) issued
General Counsel Memorandum GC 15-04 containing guidance regarding his views as
to what types employer polices and rules, in handbooks and otherwise, will be
considered by the NLRB investigators and regional offices to be lawful and which
are likely to be found to unlawfully interfere with employees’ rights under the
National Labor Relations Act (“NLRA” or the Act”).

The Board’s legal standard for deciding whether an employer policy unlawfully
interferes with employees’ rights under the Act is generally whether “employees
would reasonably construe the rules to prohibit Section 7 activity”, i.e., action of a
concerted nature intended to address issues with respect to employees’ terms and
conditions of employment. The GC and Board have consistently given these terms
broad interpretation and have found many employer policies and procedures, in
handbooks and elsewhere, that appear facially neutral, to violate the Act and
interfere with employee rights. Many of these cases have involved non-union
workplaces where there is not a union present and there is no union activity in
progress.

The Memorandum is comprised of two parts. Part 1 of the Memorandum provides a
recap of NLRB decisions concerning eight broad categories of policies, with
summaries of the Board’s holdings and examples of policy language that the NLRB
has found to unlawfully interfere with employees’ Section 7 rights and policy
language that the Board has found did not unlawfully interfere with employees’
rights. Part 2 of the Memorandum discusses the GC’s settlement with Wendy’s
International LLC (“Wendy’s”) following an investigation of charges in which the GC
found portions of Wendy’s employee handbook unlawfully overbroad, with an
explanation as to why the GC found the policies in question to interfere with
employees’ rights under the Act and a description of the language Wendy’s adopted
to replace the problematic policies as part of its settlement of the charges.
Part 1: Examples of Handbook Rules found by the Board to be Lawful and
Unlawful in recent decisions

A.

Employer Handbooks Rules Regarding Confidentiality
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The Memorandum reviews the Board’s precedents holding that “Employees have a
Section 7 right to discuss wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of
employment with fellow employees, as well as nonemployees such as union
representatives.” The Memorandum also states that “broad prohibitions on
disclosing ‘confidential’ information are lawful so long as they do not reference
information regarding employees or anything that would reasonably be considered
a term or condition of employment, because employers have a substantial and
legitimate interest in maintaining the privacy of certain business information.” The
Memorandum advises that “an otherwise unlawful confidentiality rule will be found
lawful if, when viewed in context, employees would not reasonably understand the
rule to prohibit Section 7 protected activity.”

Sample unlawful rules:
• Do not discuss “customer or employee information” outside of work,
including “phone numbers [and] addresses.”
• “Never publish or disclose [the Employer’s] or another’s confidential or other
proprietary information. Never publish or report on conversations that are
meant to be private or internal to [the Employer].”

Sample lawful rules:
• No unauthorized disclosure of “business secrets or other confidential
information.”
• “Misuse or unauthorized disclosure of confidential information not otherwise
available to persons or firms outside [Employer] is cause for disciplinary
action, including termination.”
B.

Employer Handbooks Rules Regarding Employee Conduct toward the
Company and Supervisors

As explained in the Memorandum, “Employees also have the Section 7 right to
criticize or protest their employer’s labor policies or treatment of employees.” The
Memorandum provides an overview of decisional law, with particular attention to
cases involving rules that prohibit employees “from engaging in ‘disrespectful,’
’negative,’ ‘inappropriate,’ or ‘rude’ conduct towards the employer or management,
absent sufficient clarification or context.” Employee criticism of the employer “will
not lose the Act’s protection simply because the criticism is false or defamatory.”
Rules that require employees to be respectful and professional to coworkers, clients,
or competitors, but not the employer or management, will generally be found lawful.
In addition, rules prohibiting conduct that amounts to insubordination would also
not be construed as limiting protected activities.
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Sample unlawful rules:
• “[B]e respectful to the company, other employees, customers, partners, and
competitors.”
• Do “not make fun of, denigrate, or defame your co-workers, customers,
franchisees, suppliers, the Company, or our competitors.”

Sample lawful rules:
• No “rudeness or unprofessional behavior toward a customer, or anyone in
contact with” the company.
• “Each employee is expected to work in a cooperative manner with
management/supervision, coworkers, customers and vendors.”
C.

Employer Handbooks Rules Regulating Conduct Towards Fellow
Employees

This section of the Memorandum focuses on language and policies that the Board
has found to interfere with the Section 7 right employees have “to argue and debate
with each other about unions, management, and their terms and conditions of
employment,” which the GC explains the Board has held will not lose their
protection under the Act, “even if it includes ‘intemperate, abusive and inaccurate
statements.’” Regarding harassment, the Memorandum notes that “although
employers have a legitimate and substantial interest in maintaining a harassmentfree workplace, anti-harassment rules cannot be so broad that employees would
reasonably read them as prohibiting vigorous debate or intemperate comments
regarding Section 7 protected subjects.”

Sample unlawful rules:
• “[D]on’t pick fights” online.
• “[S]how proper consideration for others’ privacy and for topics that may be
considered objectionable or inflammatory, such as politics and religion.”
• “Material that is fraudulent, harassing, embarrassing, sexually explicit,
profane, obscene, intimidating, defamatory, or otherwise unlawful or
inappropriate may not be sent by e-mail.”

Sample lawful rules:
• No “harassment of employees, patients or facility visitors.”
• “[T]hreatening, intimidating, coercing, or otherwise interfering with the job
performance of fellow employees or visitors.”
D.

Employer Handbooks Rules Regarding Employee Interaction with Third
Parties
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This section of the Memorandum focuses on employer policies and provisions that
seek to regulate and restrict employee contact with and communications to the
media relating to their employment. The GC notes “[a]nother right employees have
under Section 7 is the right to communicate with the new media, government
agencies, and other third parties about wages, benefits, and other terms and
conditions of employment,” and that rules “that reasonably would be read to restrict
such communications are unlawful.” The GC acknowledges however that “employers
may lawfully control who makes official statements for the company,” any such
rules must be drafted so as “to ensure that their rules would not reasonably be read
to ban employees from speaking to the media or third parties on their own (or other
employees’) behalf”.
Sample unlawful rules:
• Employees are not “authorized to speak to any representatives of the print
and/or electronic media about company matters” unless designated to do so
by HR, and must refer all media inquiries to the company media hotline.
• “[A]ssociates are not authorized to answer questions from the news media. .
. . When approached for information, you should refer the person to [the
Employer’s] Media Relations Department.”

Sample lawful rules:
• “The company strives to anticipate and manage crisis situations in order to
reduce disruption to our employees and to maintain our reputation as a high
quality company. To best serve these objectives, the company will respond to
the news media in a timely and professional manner only through the
designated spokespersons.”
E.

Employer Handbooks Rules Restricting Use of Company Logos,
Copyrights and Trademarks

The Board has found many employer policies, whether contained in employee
handbooks or elsewhere, that broadly prohibit employees from using logos,
copyrights and trademarks to unlawfully interfere with employees’ Section 7 rights.
While the GC acknowledges that “copyright holders have a clear interest in
protecting their intellectual property,” the Board has found, with the approval of
such courts as the Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals, that “handbook rules cannot
prohibit employees’ fair protected use of that property.” In this regard the GC states
in the Memorandum that it is his office’s position that “employees have a right to use
the name and logo on picket signs’ leaflets, and other protected materials,” and that
“Employers’ proprietary interests are not implicated by employees’ non-commercial
use of a name, logo, or other trademark to identify the employer in the course of

Section 7 activity.”
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Sample unlawful rules:
• Do “not use any Company logos, trademarks, graphics, or advertising
materials” in social media.
• “Company logos and trademarks may not be used without written consent.”

Sample lawful rules:
• “Respect all copyright and other intellectual property laws. For [the
Employer’s] protection as well as your own, it is critical that you show proper
respect for the laws governing copyright, fair use of copyrighted material
owned by others, trademarks and other intellectual property, including [the
Employer’s own copyrights, trademarks and brands.”
F.

Employer Handbooks Rules Restricting Photography and Recording

While many handbooks and policies prohibit or seek to restrict employees from
taking photographs or making recordings in the workplace and on employer policy,
the Memorandum states that “Employees have Section 7 right to photograph and
make recordings in furtherance of their protected concerted activity, including the
right to use personal devices to take such pictures make recordings.” The
Memorandum further notes that such policies will be found to be overbroad “where
they would reasonably be read to prohibit the taking of pictures or recordings on
non-work time.”
Sample unlawful rules:
• “Taking unauthorized pictures or video on company property” is prohibited.
• Prohibition from wearing cell phones, making personal calls or viewing or
sending texts “while on duty.”
G.

Employer Handbooks Rules Restricting Employees from Leaving Work

With respect to handbook or other policies that restrict employees from leaving the
workplace or from failing to report when scheduled, the Memorandum notes that
“one of the most fundamental rights employees have under Section 7 of the Act is
the right to go on strike,” and therefore “rules that regulate when an employee can
leave work are unlawful if employees reasonably would read them to forbid
protected strike actions and walkouts.” Not all rules concerning absences and
leaving the workstations are unlawful. A rule would be lawful if “such a rule makes
no mention of ‘strikes,’ ‘walkouts,’ ‘disruptions’ or the like” since employees should
“reasonably understand the rule to pertain to employees leaving their posts for
reasons unrelated to protected concerted activity.”
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Sample unlawful rules:
• “Walking off the job” is prohibited.
• “Failure to report to your scheduled shift for more than three consecutive
days without prior authorization or ‘walking off the job’ during a scheduled
shift” is prohibited.

Sample lawful rules:
• “Entering or leaving Company property without permission may result in
discharge.”
• “Walking off shift, failing to report for a scheduled shift and leaving early
without supervisor permission are also grounds for immediate termination.”
H. Employer Conflict of Interest Rules

The Memorandum states that under Section 7 of the Act, employees have the right
to engage in concerted activity to improve their terms and conditions of
employment, even if that activity is in conflict with the employer’s interests.
Examples of activities that could arguably be in violation of broad conflict of interest
policies are protests outside the employer’s business, organizing a boycott of the
employer’s products, and services and solicitation of support for a union while on
non-work time. The Memorandum notes that when a conflict of interest policy
“includes examples of otherwise clarifies that it limited to legitimate business
interests employees will reasonably understand the rule to prohibit only
unprotected activity.”
Sample unlawful rules:
• Employees may not engage in “any action” that is “not in the best interest of
[the Employer].”

Sample lawful rules:
• Do not “give, offer or promise, directly or indirectly, anything of value to any
representative or any Outside Business,” where “Outside Business” is defined
as “any person, firm, corporation, or government agency that sells or provides
a service to, purchases from, or competes with [the Employer].” Examples of
violations include “holding an ownership or financial interest in an Outside
Business” and “accepting gifts, money, or services from an Outside Business.”
Part 2: The Settlement with Wendy’s International LLC

The second part of the Memorandum relates to the Board’s settlement of a series of
unfair labor practice charges against Wendy’s International LLC alleging that
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various provisions of the handbook were overbroad and unlawfully interfered with
employees’ rights under the NLRA. The company entered into an informal, bilateral
Board settlement agreement. In this section, the GC explains why various provisions
were found unlawful and then sets forth negotiated replacement policies that the GC
found did not violate the Act. The Wendy’s policies that the GC argued violated
employees’ Section 7 rights and the replacements that the GC found acceptable
concerned the following areas:
A. Wendy’s Unlawful Handbook Rules
1. Handbook Disclosure Provision
The handbook in issue contained a broad prohibition against disclosure of the
handbook and the information it contained without the company’s express prior
written permission. The GC found this to be unlawful because it prohibited
disclosure of employment practices to third parties such as a union or the NLRB.
2. Social Media Policy

While the GC acknowledged that employers have “a legitimate interest in ensuring
that employee communications are not construed as representing the employer’s
official position,” the GC found the company’s rule to be overbroad since it
prohibited a much broader range of communications that would be protected by
Section 7. This included photography and recording and no retaliation provisions.
3. Conflict of Interest Policy

The handbook required Wendy’s employees to avoid conflicts between their own
interests and the company’s interests. The GC found that this provision would
reasonably include Section 7 activity, such as demanding higher wages or using
public forms of pressure related to a labor dispute. The GC noted that this provision
was lacking any useful examples or clarification to demonstrate that Wendy’s
conflict of interest policy did not prohibit Section 7 activity.
4. Company Confidential Information Provision

This provision violated the NLRA on its face because it prohibited disclsouring the
employees’ “personal information,” which would reasonably be read as including
wages, hours, and other terms and conditions of employment.
5. Employee Conduct

Several employee conduct provisions were found to violate the NLRA:
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a. Solicitation and Distribution of Literature

Wendy’s policy did not permit employees to solicit, collect funds, and distribute
literature at all without approval. This violated the workers’ Section 7 right to
solicit and distribute on non-work time and in non-work areas.
b. Walking Off the Job Without Authorization

The GC found that Wendy’s policy barring walking off the job unlawfully included
concerted walkouts and strike activity, protected the by the NLRA.
c. Threatening, Intimidating, Foul or Inappropriate Language

The vague phrase barring “inappropriate language” would reasonably be
understood as prohibiting a worker’s right to criticize Wendy’s management,
conditions, and labor policies.

d. False Accusations Against the Company and/or Against Another
Employee or Customer

The GC found that Wendy’s policy barring “false accusations” by the employees
violates the NLRA because an employee making a false statement about the
company is protected by Section 7 so long as the employee is not recklessly or
knowingly making the false statement.
6. No Distribution/No Solicitation Provision

The handbook also prohibited distributing literature by electronic means in work
areas during work hours. The GC found that Wendy’s has no legitimate business
reason to prohibit employees from distributing flyers over email during nonworking
times, even if they are in in work areas.
7. Restaurant Telephone; Cell Phone; Camera Phone/Recording Devices
Provision

The GC found that Wendy’s blanket ban on video and audio recordings in the workplace
unlawfully prohibited protected Section 7 activities, such as documenting collective action
and potential health, safety, and labor violations.

B. Wendy’s Lawful Handbook Rules Pursuant to Settlement Agreement
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The GC concluded the memo with the revised revisions. Please consult the memo
for these provisions.
OTHER HANDBOOK PROVISIONS NOT COVERED IN GC 15-04
I.

Arbitration Clauses

Many employee handbooks contain clauses that bind the employer and employee to
resolve any and all workplace disputes using arbitration. Over the last few years,
management-side and worker-side attorneys have contested these arbitration
clauses in circuit courts, district courts, and the NLRB.
A. Mandatory, Overbroad Arbitration Provisions

An arbitration clause in an employee handbook is unlawful and unenforceable if the
provision is so broad that a reasonable worker would believe it prohibits them from
filing with the NLRB. See Countrywide Fin. Corp., 362 NLRB No. 165, slip op. at 2
(Aug. 14, 2015).
Sample unlawful rule:

• “[T]he Company and the Employee hereby consent to the resolution by
arbitration of all claims or controversies arising out of, relating to or
associated with the Employee’s employment with the Company that the
Employee may have against the Company or that the Company may have
against the Employee . . . [however,] [n]othing in this Agreement shall be
construed to require arbitration of any claim if an agreement to arbitrate such
claim is prohibited by law.” See Id. at 3-5 (arbitration policy unlawful where
it did not explicitly exclude NLRA claims and applicants who did not agree to
it would have their applications stalled indefinitely).
B. Class & Collective Action Waivers

Section 7 grants employees the right to concertedly pursue employment-related
claims, including lawsuits. See Eastex, Inc. v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 556, 566 (1978). Even
a single employee who files a lawsuit as an individual and a representative of a
group (e.g., class or collective) has engaged in protected concerted activity for
purposes of Section 7. Beyoglu, 362 NLRB No. 152, slip op. at 1-2 (July 29, 2015).
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An employer, therefore, violates Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA “when it requires
employees covered by the Act, as condition of their employment, to sign an
agreement that precludes them from filing joint, class, or collective claims
addressing their wages, hours, or other working conditions against the employer in
any forum, arbitral or judicial.” D. R. Horton, Inc., 357 NLRB No. 184, slip op. at 1
(2012), enf. denied in relevant part 737 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2013), petition for
rehearing en banc denied (5th Cir. Apr. 16, 2014); Murphy Oil USA, Inc., 361 NLRB
No. 72, slip op. at 1-2 (Oct. 28, 2014). Since D.R. Horton and Murphy Oil USA, Inc.,
the Board has repeatedly held that class and collective action waivers in employeeemployer agreements, including those found in employee handbooks, violate
Section 8(a)(1) of the Act. See e.g., Neiman Marcus Group, Inc., 326 NLRB No. 157
(Aug. 4, 2015); Cellular Sales of Missouri, LLC., 362 NLRB No. 27 (Mar. 16, 2015);
see also Flyte Tyme Worldwide, 362 NLRB No. 46 (Mar. 30, 2015) (denying the
parties’ request to withdraw the charge because the parties settlement did not
revise the employer’s still existing arbitration clause that the Administrative Law
Judge found to be in violation of the NLRA).
Sample unlawful rules:

• “Notwithstanding the group, class or collective action waiver set forth in the
preceding paragraph, Individual and Company agree that Individual is not
waiving his or her right under Section 7 of the National Labor Relations Act
(“NLRA”) to file a group, class or collective action in court and that Individual
will not be disciplined or threatened with discipline for doing so. The
Company, however, may lawfully seek enforcement of the group, class or
collective action waiver in this Agreement under the Federal Arbitration Act
and seek dismissal of any such class or collective claims. Both parties further
agree that nothing in this Agreement precludes Individual or the Company
from participating in proceedings to adjudicate unfair labor practices charges
before the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”), including, but not
limited to, charges addressing the enforcement of the group, class or
collective action waiver set forth in the preceding paragraph.“ See Murphy Oil,
slip op. at 19 (unlawful because reasonable employees would believe that
they were waiving their rights “to pursue employment-related claims
concertedly in all forums”).

• “Employee agrees that he/she shall have no right or authority for any dispute
to be brought, heard or arbitrated as a class or collective action, or in a
representative or a private attorney general capacity on behalf of a class of
persons or the general public. No class, collective or representative actions
are thus allowed to be arbitrated . . . and Employee agrees that he/she must
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pursue any claims that they may have solely on an individual basis through
arbitration.” See Chesapeake Energy Corp., 362 NLRB No. 80 (Apr. 30, 2015).

Sample lawful rules:

• When the employer provided its potential employees with offer letters and
again at the time of hiring, the employer notified its employees of their right
to opt-out of the arbitration program: “you will be given thirty (30) days
from your date of hire to decide if you want to participate in the fourth step of
the Company’s early dispute resolution program . . . which is final and
binding arbitration. It is important that you read all the materials and ask any
questions you have so that you are fully informed about what [the arbitration
program] has to offer.” See Bloomingdale’s, Inc., Case No. 31-CA-071281, slip
op. at 4-5, 9 (NLRB Div. of Judges, June 25, 2013) (Act not violated where the
employees were granted the option to, and repeatedly advised of their ability
to, opt-out of the arbitration policy and still work for Bloomingdale’s);
accord Johnmohammadi v. Bloomingdale’s, Inc., 755 F.3d 1072 (9th Cir.
2014).
• Although employees agree to waive their class and collective rights, the
employees could have opted out within 30 days of signing the arbitration
agreement without being “subject to any adverse employment action as a
consequence of that decision . . . .” See Nanavati v. Adecco USA, Inc., No. 14cv-04145, 015 WL 1738152, at *6 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 13, 2015) (“[T]he class
action waiver is not an unlawful restraint of Plaintiff's right to engage in
concerted activity and is enforceable according to the terms of the
Agreement”) motion to certify appeal denied, 2015 WL 4035072 (N.D. Cal.
June 30, 2015).
C. Many Federal Courts are not Deferring D.R. Horton and Murphy Oil

Following D.R. Horton, many circuit and district courts granted motions to compel
arbitration in wage-and-hour cases even though the arbitration provisions
contained a class and collective action waiver. See, e.g., D.R. Horton, Inc. v. NLRB,
737 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2013); Owen v. Bristol Care, Inc., 702 F.3d 1050 (8th Cir.
2013); Sutherland v. Ernst & Young, 726 F.3d 290, 297 n.8 (2d Cir. 2013) (per
curiam) (dicta); LaVoice v. UBS Fin. Servs., Inc., No. 11 Civ. 2308, 2012 WL 124590,
at *3, 7 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 13, 2012); Green v. Zachry Indus., Inc., No. 11 Civ. 405, 2014
WL 123413, at *5 (W.D. Va. Mar. 25, 2014); Noffsinger-Harrison v. LP Spring City
LLC, No. 12 Civ. 161, 2013 WL 499210, at *6 (E.D. Tenn. Feb. 7, 2013). Some
district courts, however, followed the NLRB’s lead. See, e.g. Brown v. Citicorp Credit
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Servs., No. 12 Civ. 62, 2013 WL 645942, *3-4 (D. Idaho Feb. 21, 2013); Herrington
v. Waterstone Mortg. Corp., No. 11 Civ. 779, 2012 WL 1242318, *3-6 (W.D. Wis.
Mar. 16, 2012), reconsideration denied 2014 WL 291941, at *4, 6 (W.D. Wis. Jan.
28, 2014) (denying reconsideration following Fifth Circuit decision and disagreeing
with same); see also Grant v. Convergys Corp., No. 12 Civ. 496, 2013 WL 781898, at
*1, 4 (E.D. Mo. Mar. 1, 2013) (discussing D.R. Horton in invalidating a provision
requiring individual litigation of employment claims).

On October 28, 2014, the NLRB reaffirmed its position in D.R. Horton, and
specifically addressed the issues raised by the circuit courts. See Murphy Oil, 361
NLRB No. 72, slip op. at 7-11. Thus far, one district court has declined to follow
Murphy Oil. See Patterson v. Raymours Furniture Co., No. 14 Civ. 5882, 2015 WL
1433219, at *7 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 27, 2015). The issue was also briefed before the
Second Circuit, however, that appeal was discontinued. See Brief and Special
Appendix for Plaintiff-Appellant, Litvinov v. UnitedHealth Group Inc., No. 14 Civ.
1183 (2d Cir. Nov. 21, 2014).
II.

At-Will Employment Clauses

Just like any other rule, an overly restrictive and overly broad employment at-will
clause may violate the Act if reasonable employees would find that the clause
dissuades them from exercising their Section 7 rights. See Rocha Trans., Case 32-CA08679940, Advice Mem. at 2 (NLRB Gen. Counsel, Oct. 31, 2013) (citing Lutheran
Heritage Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB 646, 646-47 (2004)). Broad at-will employment
clauses may violate Section 8(a)(1) if they require employees to forgo attempts to
change their at-will status. See Fresh & Easy Neighborhood Mkt., Case 21-CA085615, Advice Mem. at 5, 5 n. 16 (NLRB Gen. Counsel, Feb. 4, 2013) (citing
American Red Cross Ariz., Case 28-CA-23443, slip op. at 18-22 (NLRB Div. of Judges,
Feb. 1, 2012)).
Sample unlawful rules:

• “I further agree that the at-will employment relationship cannot be amended,
modified or altered in any way.” American Red Cross Ariz., slip op. at 20-22.

Sample lawful rules:

• “I understand that my employment is at-will, meaning that my employment is
for no definite term and . . . the [Employer] has the right to discipline me or
terminate my employment or change the terms of my employment . . . at its
discretion, at any time, with or without cause or advance notice. I further
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understand that the foregoing provision regarding my status as an at-will
employee may only be changed by a written agreement signed by a[n
Employer] executive and me that refers specifically to this provision.” Fresh
& Easy Neighborhood Mkt., Advice Mem. at 2, 4-5 (alternations in original,
emphasis omitted).

• The employee handbook prohibited anyone other than the Senior Vice
President from modifying the employees’ status and stated “that [n]o
statement, act, series of events or pattern of conduct can change this at-will
[employment] relationship.” Lionbridge Techs., Case 19-CA-115285, Advice
Mem. at 4-5 (NLRB Gen. Counsel, Mar. 31, 2014) (alternations in original).
BEST PRACTICES, TIPS, & NEW AREAS
I.

Best Practices for Employers & Their Attorneys to Follow When Drafting
an Employee Handbook
•
•
•
•

II.

Review handbooks
Limit scope of rules
Provide examples
Context is very important

Advice to Worker Advocates in Contesting a Provision in the Employee
Handbook
•
•
•



Include the low-hanging fruit in your charge
Know the employer’s defenses before filing your charge
Prepare the employees for their interviews with the NLRB
If necessary, promptly submit a position statement
Use the handbook as evidence of anti-organizing animus

III. Possible Future Handbook Clauses to Watch For
Security cameras are seemingly everywhere – including the workplace. Informing
employees of the presence of the cameras and audio recording devices in the
employee handbook may be advisable. However, statements that would lead
reasonable employees to believe their Section 7 activities were under surveillance
violate the NLRA. See Heartshare Human Servs. of N.Y., 339 NLRB 842, 844 (2003);
Ichikoh Mfg., 312 NLRB 1022, 1023 (1993). As such, depending on the context, one
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can imagine that a broad statement in the handbook about security cameras or an
update to the handbook that closely follows Section 7 activity could run afoul of the
Act. See Mercy Gen. Hosp.,334 NLRB 100 (installing cameras in response to Section
7 activity), vacated on other grounds 336 NLRB 1047 (2001); but see Jewish Home for
the Elderly, 343 NLRB 1069, 1082 (Dec. 16, 2014) (ALJ decision) (“[T]he mere
existence of new cameras does not amount to a violation.”).
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INTRODUCTION
Plaintiff-Appellant Tamika Lewis (one of the three individuals who
participated as plaintiffs in the district court) appeals from a final judgment entered
by the U.S. District Court for the Southern District of New York (Forrest, J.), after
that court granted defendant UnitedHealth Group Inc.’s (“UnitedHealth’s”) motion
to compel plaintiffs to arbitrate their Fair Labor Standards Act and New York
Labor Law claims on an individual basis, and then dismissed plaintiffs’ federal
court complaint.1
In this appeal, Ms. Lewis raises only a single issue, which is of enormous
importance to workers throughout the Second Circuit and the country: Does
federal labor law, in particular Sections 7 and 8(a)(1) of the National Labor
Relations Act of 1935 (“NLRA”), 29 U.S.C. §§157, 158(a)(1), and/or Sections 2
and 3 of the Norris-LaGuardia Act of 1932 (“NLGA”), 29 U.S.C. §§102, 103,
prohibit an employer from implementing a workplace policy (here, in a mandatory,
pre-dispute employment arbitration agreement) that prohibits its employees from
joining together, in any group of two or more, to pursue legal challenges to the
employer’s workplace practices?

1

Former plaintiff-appellant Maxim Litvinov, whose claims were the
principal focus of the district court’s order, App. 673-80, is not pursuing his claims
on appeal. Former plaintiff Giovanni Rodriguez, who filed an FLSA Consent to
Sue under 29 U.S.C. §216(b), later withdrew his consent. App. 28. (The Joint
Appendix is cited herein as “App. [page #].”)
1
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In Murphy Oil, Inc., 361 NLRB No. 72, 2014 WL 5465454 (Oct. 28, 2014),
the National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB” or “Board”) recently reaffirmed and
strengthened its prior decision in D.R. Horton, Inc., 357 NLRB No. 184, 2012 WL
36274 (2012), rev’d in part, 737 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2013), which held that an
employer’s workplace policy prohibiting employees from pursuing legal claims on
a group basis violates the NLRA and the NLGA – the two federal labor statutes
that enshrine as the core substantive principle of federal labor law the right of
workers to join together to pursue “concerted activity” for the purpose of “mutual
aid or protection.” 2014 WL 5465454 at *1-*3.
No court has yet considered the Board’s Murphy Oil decision, which
restated the principal holding of D.R. Horton and deepened and extended its
analysis, specifically rebutting the arguments presented in the two Court of Appeal
decisions that had rejected D.R. Horton. See 2014 WL 5465454 at *7-*15
(responding to D.R. Horton, Inc. v. NLRB, 737 F.3d 344 (5th Cir. 2013), and Owen
v. Bristol Care, Inc., 702 F.3d 1050 (8th Cir. 2013).2
For the reasons stated in Murphy Oil, an employer violates the NLRA and
the NLGA by requiring its employees as a condition of employment to forfeit their

2

The Board in Murphy Oil also noted the split among federal district courts
that had considered D.R. Horton and the two-sentence footnote in Sutherland v.
Ernst & Young, 726 F.3d 290, 297 n.8 (2d Cir. 2013) (per curiam), which had
expressed disapproval of D.R. Horton in dicta without addressing its analysis. Id.
at *2 n.14; see infra at 49-53 (discussing Sutherland).
2
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federal labor law right to pursue workplace claims on a concerted action basis.
Because UnitedHealth required plaintiff Lewis and her co-workers, as a condition
of employment, to waive their right to pursue any legal claims in any judicial or
arbitral forum on a concerted action basis (including as jointly filed, consolidated,
opt-in collective, or opt-out class claims), UnitedHealth’s compelled waiver
violated Sections 7 and 8(a)(1) of the NLRA and Sections 2 and 3 of the NLGA
and is unenforceable. Reversal is therefore required, and the case should be
remanded to the district court for further proceedings.
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION
The district court had federal question jurisdiction over plaintiffs’ FLSA
claims for relief pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1331 and supplemental jurisdiction over
plaintiffs’ state law claims pursuant to 28 U.S.C. §1367.
Plaintiff appeals the district court’s order granting defendant UnitedHealth’s
Motion to Compel Individual Arbitration and Dismiss the Complaint pursuant to
the Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. §§3, 4. Because the district court entered a
final judgment disposing of all claims against the sole defendant after compelling
arbitration, this Court has appellate jurisdiction pursuant to 9 U.S.C. §16(a)(3) and
28 U.S.C. §1291. See Green Tree Fin. Corp.-Ala. v. Randolph, 531 U.S. 79, 89
(2000).

3
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The district court’s judgment was entered March 13, 2014. App. 681.
Plaintiffs’ Notice of Appeal was filed April 10, 2014. App. 692. This appeal is
timely filed.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUE
Whether an employer violates the National Labor Relations Act, 29 U.S.C.
§§157, 158(a)(1), and/or the Norris-LaGuardia Act, 29 U.S.C. §§102, 103, by
including in a mandatory employment arbitration agreement a clause prohibiting
its employees from pursuing legal claims in any forum on a joint, collective, class,
or other group-action basis; and, if so, whether such an employer-mandated
prohibition of the statutory right to engage in “concerted activity” for the purpose
of “mutual aid and protection” is unenforceable in federal court.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE
This is an action for unpaid wages and other employment law violations
against defendant-appellee UnitedHealth, alleging claims under FLSA, 29 U.S.C.
§207(a)(1), and the New York State Labor Law (“NYLL”), N.Y. Lab. Law §§195,
650 et seq.; N.Y.C.R.R, Part 142-2.2. Plaintiff-appellant Tamika Lewis joined this
putative class and collective action lawsuit as an opt-in plaintiff and promptly
joined with her co-plaintiff in seeking collective action certification pursuant to 29
U.S.C. §216(b) in order to invite similarly aggrieved co-workers, under court
supervision, to join the action.
4
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Pursuant to a provision in UnitedHealth’s mandatory arbitration agreement
that barred all group legal activity, the district court (Forrest, J.), dismissed
plaintiffs’ complaint and compelled Lewis and her co-workers to arbitrate their
claims individually or not at all. Litvinov v. UnitedHealth Group, Inc., No. 13 Civ.
8541(KBF), 2014 WL 1054394 (S.D.N.Y. Mar. 11, 2014). The sole question
presented on appeal is the legal validity of that order.
STATEMENT OF FACTS
This lawsuit was filed as a putative class and collective action on December
2, 2013, alleging violations of the overtime provisions of the FLSA, 29 U.S.C.
§207(a)(1), and of the New York State Labor Law, N.Y. Lab. Law §650 et seq.;
N.Y.C.R.R, Part 142-2.2. The original plaintiff, Maxim Litvinov, brought his
claims on his own behalf and on behalf of all similarly situated co-workers whom
he sought to represent under Section 16(b) of the FLSA, 29 U.S.C. §216(b), and
Fed. R. Civ. Pro. 23. App. 21-22. He contended that UnitedHealth misclassified
him and all similarly situated UnitedHealth Marketing Representatives in New
York as exempt from the overtime protections of the FLSA and NYLL, and failed
to pay the legally mandated overtime premiums to those employees despite
requiring them to work more than 40 hours per week. App. 9-26. Plaintiff also
contended that UnitedHealth violated N.Y. Lab. Law §195, which imposes recordkeeping requirements on New York employers. App. 21-22.
5
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On January 3, 2014, plaintiff-appellant Tamika Lewis joined this lawsuit by
filing an FLSA Consent to Sue pursuant to 29 U.S.C. §216(b). App. 27. Shortly
thereafter, Lewis and Litvinov together filed a motion for Conditional Certification
and Court-Authorized Notice Pursuant to Section 216(b) of the FLSA. App. 31.
By this motion, plaintiffs sought: 1) an order conditionally certifying this case as a
collective action under the FLSA on behalf of all similarly situated UnitedHealth
Marketing Representatives; 2) an order compelling UnitedHealth to produce a list
identifying all potential opt-in plaintiffs and their contact information; 3) court
approval of a proposed notice to be circulated to all potential opt-in plaintiffs; and
4) an order requiring UnitedHealth to post that FLSA notice at all workplaces in
New York where it employed potential opt-in plaintiffs. Id. at 31-32.
UnitedHealth requires all of its employees, as a condition of their
employment, to be bound by a mandatory pre-dispute employment arbitration
agreement that prohibits any form of group or collective arbitration. App. 300
(¶¶4-7), App. 430-31 (¶7). That agreement begins by stating:
Arbitration is the exclusive forum for the resolution of [employmentrelated disputes], and the parties mutually waive their right to a trial
before a judge or jury in federal or state court in favor of arbitration
under the Policy.
App. 422; see also App. 502. The agreement broadly defines covered claims to
encompass the FLSA and NYLL claims alleged by plaintiffs in this case (and just
about every other potential workplace-related claim):
6
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A dispute is based on a legal claim and is subject to this Policy if
it arises from or involves a claim under any federal, state or local
statute, ordinance, regulation or common law doctrine regarding
or relating to employment discrimination, terms and conditions
of employment, or termination of employment including, but not
limited to . . . the Fair Labor Standards Act . . . .
App. 422; see also App. 502-03. Most important for purposes of this appeal,
UnitedHealth’s mandatory arbitration agreement also expressly precludes its
employees from joining together to pursue any covered workplace claim against
UnitedHealth, either in arbitration or in any other forum:
Any dispute covered by this Policy will be arbitrated on an
individual basis. No dispute between an employee and
UnitedHealth Group may be consolidated or joined with a
dispute between any other employee and UnitedHealth Group,
nor may an individual employee seek to bring his/her dispute on
behalf of other employees as a class or collective action.
App. 422-23; see also App. 502-03. UnitedHealth’s Arbitration Policy thus bans
not only class actions, but all forms of joint, consolidated, and opt-in collective
actions.3
UnitedHealth’s written offers of employment to plaintiffs Litvinov and
Lewis stated: “Your agreement to be bound by the terms of the [Arbitration] Policy
is a condition of your employment.” App. 487; App. 443. The Arbitration Policy

3

The Arbitration Policy does not, however, bar employees from “filing a
claim or charge with a governmental administrative agency, such as the National
Labor Relations Board, the Department of Labor, and the Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission . . . .” App. 423.
7
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similarly stated: “Acceptance of employment or continuation of employment with
UnitedHealth Group is deemed to be acceptance of this Policy.” App. 422.
UnitedHealth responded to plaintiffs’ complaint by filing a motion to
dismiss and to compel plaintiffs to arbitrate their claims on an individual basis.
UnitedHealth separately sought dismissal of plaintiff Litvinov’s claim on res
judicata grounds, because Litvinov had been party to a prior lawsuit raising similar
claims that had been dismissed, Torres v. United Healthcare Servs., Inc., 920
F.Supp.2d 368 (E.D.N.Y. 2013). Plaintiff Lewis was not a party to that prior
lawsuit and her claim was not subject to dismissal on that separate ground.
The district court granted UnitedHealth’s Motion to Compel Individual
Arbitration and Dismiss the Complaint. App. 673-80. The district court’s order
rested on three independent grounds. First, the district court found that plaintiff
Litvinov’s claims (but only his, and no one else’s) were barred by res judicata
because he had opted into the “almost identical” Torres lawsuit that was later
dismissed on the merits. App. 674-76. Second, the district court found that
plaintiffs Litvinov and Lewis had both consented to, and were therefore bound by,
the Arbitration Policy and all of its terms. App. 677-80. Third, the district court
rejected plaintiffs’ argument that UnitedHealth’s Arbitration Policy unlawfully
deprived plaintiffs and their co-workers of their substantive right under the NLRA
and NLGA to engage in concerted workplace activity (the issue presented on this
8
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appeal). App. 677-79. In its brief footnote rejecting plaintiffs’ NLRA/NLGA
argument, the district court cited without analysis the prior ruling in Torres, 920
F.Supp.2d at 378-79, that had rejected a similar argument. App. 680 n.11.
While this case was pending in the district court, plaintiff Lewis and 22 coworkers jointly filed an unfair labor practice charge with the NLRB, alleging that
UnitedHealth’s Arbitration Policy violated Sections 7 and 8(a)(1) of the NLRA.
Administrative Law Judge Raymond P. Green conducted a trial and ruled on
August 5, 2014 in favor of the workers, holding that UnitedHealth’s Arbitration
Policy was illegal and unenforceable because it deprived employees of the right to
pursue concerted legal actions in violation of the NLRA. In re UnitedHealth
Group, Inc., Case No. 02-CA-118724, JD(NY)-32-14 (August 5, 2014).
Exceptions and cross-exceptions to that decision are currently pending before the
Board in Washington, D.C.
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
Defendant UnitedHealth’s Arbitration Policy is illegal and unenforceable
because it violates the statutory labor law right of Lewis and her similarly situated
co-workers to pursue concerted legal activity, a substantive federal right
guaranteed since the 1930s by the Norris-LaGuardia Act and National Labor
Relations Act. The law is well settled, and has been for many decades, that
employees covered by these federal statutes (such as plaintiff Lewis) have a
9
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federally protected right to engage in “concerted activity” – which the Supreme
Court and many appellate courts have held includes concerted legal activity – for
their and their co-workers’ “mutual aid or protection.” An employee’s right to act
in concert with fellow workers, which includes the right to jointly pursue
workplace claims and to represent and be represented by fellow workers, has been
a cornerstone of federal labor policy since the start of the New Deal, when
Congress enacted the NLGA and NLRA in response to employers’ efforts to
impose contract terms that stripped workers of the ability to act collectively in
addressing workplace issues of common concern.
The Lochner-era days of “liberty of contract” have long since passed. The
Supreme Court has repeatedly held during the last three-quarters of a century that
private contracts that violate federal labor law rights are unenforceable, no less
than any other contract that violates clearly articulated public policy set forth in a
federal statute. See Kaiser Steel Corp. v. Mullins, 455 U.S. 72, 83 (1982); J.I.
Case Co. v. NLRB, 321 U.S. 332, 337 (1944). Congress itself made clear in the
text of the 1932 NLGA that “any” contract that violates the policies and rights
protected by that Act – which includes the core protected right to engage in
concerted activity and to represent and be represented by co-workers – is
unenforceable by “any” court. 29 U.S.C. §103.

10
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Based on these well-established principles, the NLRB held in its recent
Murphy Oil ruling that an employer may not require its employees to be bound by
an arbitration agreement (or any other agreement or workplace policy) that bars
those employees from pursuing concerted legal action in all arbitral and judicial
forums. 2014 WL 5465454, at *29. The NLRB further explained in Murphy Oil
that its construction and application of the “core substantive” federal labor law
protections of the NLRA and NLGA did not conflict with any express or implied
policies of the Federal Arbitration Act of 1925 (“FAA”), 9 U.S.C. §§1 et seq.,
2014 WL 5465454, at *7; but even if there were a conflict between the 1925 FAA
and the 1932 NLGA and/or the 1935 NLRA, that conflict must be resolved in favor
of the later-enacted federal labor statutes, especially given Section 15 of the
NLGA, 29 U.S.C. §115, in which Congress declared that “[a]ll acts and parts of
acts in conflict with the provisions of this chapter are repealed.”
The Board’s construction of Sections 7 and 8(a)(1) of the NLRA is entitled
to substantial deference, because Congress vested the Board with primary authority
to determine the scope and application of the NLRA. Even aside from this
mandatory deference, the Board’s conclusion in Murphy Oil that no actual conflict
exists between the NLRA/NLGA and the FAA is correct for at least three reasons:
1) the FAA contains a savings clause that explicitly provides that private
arbitration agreements are generally enforceable unless they would be invalid on
11
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any “grounds as exist at law or in equity for the revocation of any contract,” 9
U.S.C. §2 – including a ground such as conflict with federal statutory rights; 2) the
Supreme Court has repeatedly held that the implied federal policy favoring
enforcement of private arbitration agreements may not be applied to strip
individuals of substantive statutory rights – which necessarily includes substantive
federal labor law rights; and 3) the FAA’s implied policy favoring streamlined and
efficient dispute resolution is not undermined by permitting employees a judicial
forum to resolve class, collective or other joint claims, or by permitting them to
pursue joint or consolidated claims or opt-in collective actions in arbitration as an
alternative to duplicative adjudication of identical or nearly identical individual
claims in multiple arbitrations.
Finally, even if there were some actual conflict between the federal labor
statutes and the FAA, the FAA’s implied policy favoring enforcement of the terms
of private arbitration contracts must yield to the express, core substantive statutory
right to concerted activity that is explicitly guaranteed by the later-enacted NLGA
and NLRA.
STANDARD OF REVIEW
This Court reviews de novo a district court order granting or denying a
motion to compel arbitration. Opals on Ice Lingerie v. Bodylines Inc., 320 F.3d
362, 368 n.2 (2d Cir. 2003); Abram Landau Real Estate v. Bevona, 123 F.3d 69, 72
12
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(2d Cir. 1997). This appeal raises a pure question of law: whether an employerimposed, mandatory pre-dispute arbitration policy may prohibit employees from
pursuing concerted legal activity to resolve employment-related disputes, in
violation of their federally protected statutory right to engage in “concerted
activity” for their “mutual aid and protection” under the NLGA and NLRA.
ARGUMENT
A. Employees Have a Substantive Statutory Right Under the NLGA
and NLRA to Pursue Workplace Claims on a Concerted Basis
1. The Statutory Origin of the Right to Concerted Legal Action
Since the early 1930s, federal law has guaranteed employees the right to
engage in “concerted activity” for the purpose of “mutual aid or protection.” This
fundamental principle of national labor policy was first established by the NorrisLaGuardia Act in 1932, when Congress declared as “the public policy of the
United States” that individual employees have the right to be “free from the
interference, restraint, or coercion of employers” in the “designation of . . .
representatives” and “other concerted activities for the purpose of . . . mutual aid or
protection.” 29 U.S.C. §102. The NLGA also states, in unequivocal language, that
“[a]ny undertaking or promise . . . in conflict with” that policy is “contrary to the
public policy of the United States [and] shall not be enforceable in any court of the
United States . . . .” Id. §103 (emphasis added).

13
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The NLGA was enacted in direct response to employers’ then-common
practice of requiring workers, as a condition of employment, to submit to contract
terms that prohibited them from joining a union (or certain unions) or engaging in
other group or concerted action to improve workplace conditions. See Iskanian v.
CLS Transp. L.A., LLC, 59 Cal.4th 348, 397-400 (2014) (Werdegar, J., concurring
and dissenting) (describing history of NLGA and explaining that “[e]ight decades
ago, Congress made clear that employees have a right to engage in collective
action and that contractual clauses purporting to strip them of those rights as a
condition of employment are illegal.”); id. at 399 (quoting the NLGA’s co-sponsor,
who urged enactment to “end a regime in which ‘the laboring man . . . must singly
present any grievance he has.’”) (Remarks of Sen. Norris, Debate on Sen. No. 935,
72nd Cong., 1st Sess., 75 Cong. Rec. 4504 (1932)); Matthew W. Finkin, “The
Meaning and Contemporary Vitality of the Norris LaGuardia Act,” 93 Neb. L.
Rev. 6 (2014) (“Finkin”).
Just three years after enacting the NLGA, Congress reiterated those central
principles of federal labor policy in the NLRA. In the section of the NLRA
entitled “Rights of employees as to organization, collective bargaining, etc.,”
Congress expressly guaranteed “[e]mployees . . . the right . . . to engage in . . .
concerted activities for the purpose of . . . mutual aid or protection,” 29 U.S.C.
§157 (emphasis added), and in the next section Congress provided that “[i]t shall
14
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be an unfair labor practice for an employer – (1) to interfere with, restrain, or
coerce employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 157 of this
title,” id. §158(a)(1); see also Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *1, *9-*10, *13
(describing statutory basis and history of right to engage in concerted activity).
Both of these pieces of Depression-era legislation were intended to aid the nation’s
economic recovery by restoring some balance to the disparity of bargaining power
in the workplace that left individual employees unable to meaningfully improve the
terms and conditions of their employment. See Metropolitan Life Ins. Co. v.
Massachusetts, 471 U.S. 724, 754 (1985).
When Congress enacted the NLRA, it delegated authority to the Board to
construe and apply the Act and to invalidate any employment contract or
workplace policy that interfered with the fundamental statutory rights guaranteed
by the NLRA. See NLRB v. Curtin Matheson Scientific, Inc., 494 U.S. 775, 786
(1990). As the Supreme Court has repeatedly held, courts must deny enforcement
of any contract or policy that violates these important principles of federal labor
law. See Kaiser Steel, 455 U.S. at 83 (“It is . . . well established . . . that a federal
court has a duty to determine whether a contract violates federal law before
enforcing it.”); J.I. Case, 321 U.S. at 337 (courts may not enforce individual
employment contract provisions that violate the NLRA); see also 29 U.S.C. §103
(“Any undertaking or promise . . . in conflict with the public policy declared in
15
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section 102 of this title, is declared to be contrary to the public policy of the United
States, [and] shall not be enforceable in any court of the United States . . . .”); 29
U.S.C. §104(d) (no court shall have jurisdiction to issue injunctive relief barring
concerted legal activity).
2. A Long and Consistent Line of Board and Court Decisions
Holds That Employees Have a Substantive Statutory Right to
Participate in Concerted Legal Actions to Improve Workplace
Conditions
The broad statutory guarantee of the right to engage in collective activity
under the NLRA and NLGA, which the Supreme Court has characterized as
“fundamental” to national labor policy, see, e.g., NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel
Corp., 301 U.S. 1, 33 (1937), has long been held to protect collective efforts by
employees to improve working conditions “through resort to administrative and
judicial forums” – i.e., through collective legal action. Eastex, Inc. v. NLRB, 437
U.S. 556, 565-66 (1978).
Accordingly, the Board and the courts have consistently held that an
employee’s effort to vindicate workplace rights by pursuing employment law
claims on a joint, class, or collective action basis on behalf of similarly situated coworkers (and to represent and be represented by co-workers in doing so)
constitutes protected concerted activity under federal labor law. See, e.g., Brady v.
Nat’l Football League, 644 F.3d 661, 673 (8th Cir. 2011) (“a lawsuit filed in good
faith by a group of employees to achieve more favorable terms or conditions of
16
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employment is ‘concerted activity’ under §7 of the [NLRA]”); Trinity Trucking &
Materials Corp., 221 NLRB 364, 365 (1975) (“filing of the civil action by a group
of employees is protected activity”), enf’d NLRB v. Trinity Trucking & Materials
Corp., 567 F.2d 391 (7th Cir. 1977) (mem. disp.), cert. denied, 438 U.S. 914
(1978).4
The statutory right to engage in collective legal activity is clearly established
by these cases. But even if there were some ambiguity in this unbroken string of

4

Accord, NLRB v. City Disposal Sys., 465 U.S. 822 (1984) (collective
grievances in arbitration); Mohave Elec. Co-op., Inc. v. NLRB, 206 F.3d 1183,
1188-89 (D.C. Cir. 2000) (filing judicial petition “supported by fellow employees
and joined by a co-employee” constitutes protected concerted activity); United
Parcel Serv., Inc., 252 NLRB 1015, 1018, 1022 n.26 (1980) (“It is well settled that
activities of this nature [filing class action and soliciting support from fellow
workers] are concerted, protected activities”), enf’d, NLRB v. United Parcel Serv.,
Inc., 677 F.2d 421 (6th Cir. 1982); Altex Ready Mixed Concrete Corp. v. NLRB,
542 F.2d 295, 297 (5th Cir. 1976) (participation in union lawsuit); Salt River
Valley Water Users Ass’n, 99 NLRB 849, 853-54 (1952), enf’d 206 F.2d 325 (9th
Cir. 1953) (designating employee as co-workers’ representative to seek FLSA back
wages); Moss Planing Mill Co., 103 NLRB 414, 418-19, 426 (1953) (wage-andhour claim before administrative agency), enf’d, 206 F.2d 557 (4th Cir. 1953);
Harco Trucking, LLC, 344 NLRB 478, 479, 481 (2005) (former employee engaged
in “protected concerted activity” by “filing and maintaining the class action lawsuit
against Harco”); Tri-County Transp., Inc., 331 NLRB 1153, 1155 (2000) (three
employees engaged in protected activity by filing unemployment claims together);
127 Rest. Corp., 331 NLRB 269, 275-76 (2000) (“by joining together to file the
lawsuit [the 19 employees] engaged in [protected] concerted activity”); Novotel
New York, 321 NLRB 624, 633 (1996) (filing FLSA collective action lawsuit is
protected Section 7 activity); Auto. Club of Mich., 231 NLRB 1179, 1181 (1977)
(“the filing of a civil action by a group of employees against their employer is
protected under the Act unless done with malice or in bad faith”); Spandsco Oil &
Royalty Co., 42 NLRB 942, 948-49 (1942) (three employees’ joint FLSA lawsuit).
17
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appellate authority, the Board’s equally consistent construction of Section 7 in the
long line of cases up to and including Murphy Oil is controlling under settled
principles of administrative deference. Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources
Defense Council, Inc., 467 U.S. 837, 843-45 (1984).
Congress delegated to the Board the task of interpreting and applying the
NLRA in furtherance of national labor policy. See 29 U.S.C. §§153-156. As the
Supreme Court reiterated in City Disposal Systems, responsibility for construing
Section 7 “is for the Board to perform in the first instance,” and “on an issue that
implicates its expertise in labor relations, a reasonable construction by the Board is
entitled to considerable deference.” 465 U.S. at 829-30 (citing Eastex, 437 U.S. at
568); NLRB v. Iron Workers, 434 U.S. 335, 350 (1978)); accord Beth Israel Hosp.
v. NLRB, 437 U.S. 483, 500-01 (1978); NLRB v. Hearst Publications, 322 U.S.
111, 130-31 (1944), overruled on other grounds by Nationwide Mut. Ins. Co. v.
Darden, 503 U.S. 318 (1992).
The Board held in Murphy Oil, as it had held in D.R. Horton, that the
longstanding “right to engage in collective action – including collective legal
action – is the core substantive right protected by the NLRA and is the foundation
on which the Act and Federal labor policy rest.” 2014 WL 5465454, at *9 (quoting

18
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D.R. Horton, 2012 WL 36274 at *12 (emphasis in original)).5 That statement is
demonstrably true as a historical fact and is fully supported by the plain text of the
Act. Even if there were some reasonable basis for dispute, though, the Board’s
construction of this central provision of the labor statute that it is charged with
interpreting is fully entitled to judicial deference.
The principle that an employer’s express prohibition of concerted activity
violates Section 7 of the NLRA and Section 2 of the NLGA would be unassailable
even if such deference were not required.6 After all, collective action lawsuits, like

5

See also 2014 WL 5465454, at *1 (Section 7 right to engage in concerted
activity is “[t]he core objective of the [NLRA]” and “the basic premise of Federal
labor policy”); id. at *9 (“[N]ational labor policy . . . is built on the principle that
workers may act collectively – at work and in other forums, including the courts –
to improve their working conditions.”); id. at *10 (“[I]t is protection for joint
employee action that lies at the heart of the [NLRA].”) (quoting Meyers Indus.,
281 NLRB 882, 887 (1986), enf’d sub nom. Prill v. NLRB, 835 F.2d 1481 (D.C.
Cir. 1988); 2012 WL 36274, at *2 (“Section 7 of the NLRA vests employees with
a substantive right to engage in specified forms of associational activity.”); id. at
*5 (“The [arbitration agreement] thus clearly and expressly bars employees from
exercising substantive rights that have long been held protected by Section 7 of the
NLRA.”); id. at *7 (“[T]he prohibition of individual agreements imposed on
employees as a means of requiring that they waive their right to engage in
protected, concerted activity lies at the core of the prohibitions contained in
Section 8.”).
6

As the Board noted in Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *2 & n.15, the
academic commentary has been uniformly supportive of the Board’s D.R. Horton
decision, and has explained in depth the historical underpinnings of the right to
concerted legal action guaranteed by the NLGA and NLRA. See, e.g., Finkin, 93
Neb. L. Rev. 6; Catherine Fisk, “Collective Actions and Joinder of Parties in
Arbitration: Implications of D.R. Horton and Concepcion,” 35 Berk. J. Empl. &
Labor L. 175 (2014); Michael Schwartz, “A Substantive Right to Class
19
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most collective actions undertaken by workers to protest unfair or unlawful
workplace activity, are simply another alternative to strikes or picketing – the types
of disruptive self-help remedies that Congress sought to discourage when it created
a federally protected right to engage in concerted activity. Id. at *9 (if concerted
legal activity were prohibited, “[t]he substantive right at the core of the NLRA
would be severely compromised, effectively forcing workers into economically
disruptive forms of concerted activity and threatening the sort of ‘industrial strife’
that Congress recognized as harmful”).
None of the appellate decisions that have expressed disagreement with or
questioned the Board’s D.R. Horton ruling have taken issue with this threshold, but
fundamental, aspect of the Board’s statutory analysis – that an employer’s express
ban on a particular category of concerted activity violates the NLRA and NLGA.
See D.R. Horton, 737 F.3d at 356-57; Owen, 702 F.3d at 1053-54; see also
Sutherland, 726 F.3d at 297 n.8. In that respect, the Board’s Murphy Oil and D.R.
Horton decisions are solidly rooted in a long and unbroken line of cases, stretching

(continued)
Proceedings: The False Conflict Between the FAA and NLRA,” 81 Fordham L.
Rev. 2945 (2013); Charles A. Sullivan & Timothy P. Glynn, “Horton Hatches the
Egg: Concerted Action Includes Concerted Dispute Resolution,” 64 Alabama L.
Rev. 1013 (2013) (“Sullivan & Glynn”). Several scholars had reached this same
conclusion even before D.R. Horton was decided. See, e.g., Ann Hodges, “Can
Compulsory Arbitration be Reconciled with Section 7 Rights?” 38 Wake Forest L.
Rev. 173 (2003) (“Hodges”).
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back more than 70 years, in which employees covered by the NLRA have been
held entitled to avail themselves of their Section 7 right to act together to seek
enforcement of workplace laws enacted to protect their rights. That exercise of
collective legal action is “an effective weapon for obtaining that to which
[employees], as individuals, are already ‘legally’ entitled” but cannot obtain in
practice without exerting “group pressure.” Salt River Valley Water Users’ Ass’n,
206 F.2d at 328.
In short, a condition of employment that strips workers of their right to act
together – including an arbitration policy that prohibits all forms of group legal
activity in all judicial and arbitral forums – not only deprives those workers of an
effective voice, but it deprives them of a core statutory protection in plain
derogation of Congress’ express, longstanding, and consistently maintained intent.
3. An Employer’s Prohibition of Protected Concerted Activity
Violates Federal Labor Law and Policy Because it Interferes
with, Restrains, and Coerces Employees in the Exercise of
Protected Rights
Black-letter law holds that any employer policy or agreement that interferes
with, restrains, or coerces employees in their exercise of Section 7 rights is an
unfair labor practice under Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA, 29 U.S.C. §158(a)(1), and
is therefore unenforceable. See, e.g., New England Health Care Emp. Union v.
NLRB, 448 F.3d 189, 191 (2d Cir. 2006); NLRB v. Caval Tool Div., 262 F.3d 184,
188 (2d Cir. 2001). The most straightforward violations of Section 8(a)(1) are
21
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those in which an employer (like UnitedHealth in this case) imposes a workplace
policy or agreement that “explicitly restricts activities protected by Section 7,”
because such a policy necessarily interferes with, restrains, or coerces employees
in the exercise of Section 7 rights. Lutheran Heritage Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB
646, 646 (2004) (emphasis in original). A mandatory employment arbitration
agreement that prohibits employees from initiating, joining, or supporting class or
collective actions, like any other contract or workplace policy prohibiting
concerted protected activity, is therefore unlawful on its face, whether that
prohibition would be independently unenforceable as a matter of state contract law
or not. See id. at 646 n.5; Ashley Furniture Indus. Inc., 353 NLRB No. 71, 2008
WL 5427716, at *9-*11 (2008).7
For purposes of the NLRA and NLGA, there is no conceptual difference
between a mandatory employment agreement that prohibits group activity designed
to seek formal adjudication of disputes to improve workplace conditions and a
mandatory employment agreement that prohibits other forms of Section 7protected group activity designed to improve workplace conditions – such as
7

Even if there were some uncertainty about whether a particular employer
intended its agreement to prohibit the exercise of protected Section 7 rights (unlike
in this case), the governing inquiry under Section 8(a)(1) would be whether
“reasonable employees would construe the language to prohibit Section 7 activity”
– which is an alternative basis for establishing Section 8(a)(1) liability. U-Haul
Co. of California, 347 NLRB 375, 377-78 (2006) (citing Lutheran Heritage
Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB 646); see also Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *26.
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picketing, strikes, collective bargaining, or other group protest activity (all of
which are forms of concerted activity that employees could use to persuade an
employer to pay legally required overtime premiums).
Surely an employer cannot evade the requirements of Sections 7 and 8(a)(1)
by taking an otherwise unlawful prohibition against strikes, pickets, or collective
bargaining, and embedding it in an arbitration agreement (for example, by stating
that the only permissible procedure for challenging workplace conditions or terms
of employment is through individual arbitration). That same principle must also
apply to an employer, like UnitedHealth, that tries to nullify the protections of the
NLRA and NLGA by requiring individual arbitration in lieu of any type of
concerted legal activity. As the Board explained in Murphy Oil,
We doubt seriously . . . that any court, would uphold – or could
uphold, consistent with either the NLRA or the [NLGA], with its
longstanding prohibition against ‘yellow dog’ contracts – a
mandatory, individual arbitration agreement that compelled
employees to give up the right to strike or picket, to hold a march or
rally, to sign a petition, or to seek a consumer boycott, as a means to
resolve a dispute with their employer over compliance with a federal
statute. All of these forms of concerted activity are protected by
Section 7, as is concerted legal activity.
2014 WL 5465454, at *10; see also Iskanian, 59 Cal.4th at 404 (Werdegar, J.,
concurring and dissenting) (“If a class waiver provision in an arbitration agreement
were deemed enforceable, . . . employees would be protected if they elected to
protest through strikes or walkouts but precluded from resolving grievances
23
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through peaceable collective action – a result precisely opposite to the reduction in
industrial strife at the heart of the Wagner Act’s goals. Congress would not have
favored less peaceable means over more peaceable ones.”).8
UnitedHealth’s Arbitration Policy violates federal labor law because it
prohibits employees from joining together in any judicial and arbitral forum to
pursue the adjudication of commonly held workplace rights. The problem is not
that UnitedHealth requires arbitration of workplace disputes – the NLRA and
NLGA do not prohibit all mandatory employment arbitration agreements. Nor do
the NLRA and NLGA prohibit an employer from requiring individual arbitration
of individual workplace disputes if the employer also permits its workers to pursue
their collective claims in a concerted manner in another comparable forum. See
O’Charley’s, Inc., Case No. 26-CA-19974, 2001 WL 1155416, at *4 (NLRB GC
Div. of Advice Apr. 16, 2001). What the NLRA and NLGA prohibit, as held in
Murphy Oil and a long and unbroken line of cases, is any employer policy that
strips workers of their right to engage in concerted legal activity in any judicial or

8

Section 2 of the FAA provides that the Act covers any contract “to settle by
arbitration a controversy thereafter arising out of such contract or transaction . . . .”
9 U.S.C. §2. If UnitedHealth were correct that this provision elevates an
employer’s right to require individual arbitration over its employees’ right to
pursue concerted activity under the NLRA and NLGA, it would necessarily follow
that an employer could compel individual arbitration of any workplace
“controversy,” thereby precluding its employees from engaging in any form of
protected concerted activity related to that controversy – and rendering Section 7 a
nullity. See Sullivan & Glynn, 64 Alabama L. Rev. at 1053-55.
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arbitral forum. “Mandatory arbitration agreements that bar employees from
bringing joint, class, or collective workplace claims in any forum restrict the
exercise of the substantive right to act concertedly for mutual aid or protection that
is central to the National Labor Relations Act.” 2014 WL 5465454, at *6
(emphasis in original); see also D.R. Horton, 737 F.3d at 364 (Graves, J.,
dissenting) (“I agree with the Board that the [arbitration agreement] interferes with
the exercise of employees’ substantive rights under Section 7 of the NLRA.”). 9
Plaintiff Tamika Lewis sought to exercise her and her co-workers’ Section 7
right to pursue workplace claims on a concerted basis when she joined this lawsuit
and jointly moved with her co-plaintiff to have this lawsuit certified as an FLSA
collective action. See supra at 6 (summarizing the relief requested in plaintiffs’
February 4, 2014 Motion for Conditional Certification, App. 31-32). This was
unquestionably an attempted exercise of plaintiffs’ Section 7 right to engage in
“concerted activity” for “mutual aid or protection.” See Brady, 644 F.3d at 673
9

It bears repeating that the NLRA and NLGA right at issue is the right to
initiate a class, collective or other form of concerted legal action – i.e., to be able
to present the case for joinder, consolidation, or class certification – not the right to
obtain an order of joinder, consolidation, or certification. What is illegal under
federal labor law is a policy that prohibits employees as a threshold matter from
having the opportunity to pursue group relief on the same basis that would have
been available in the absence of the employer’s unlawful prohibitory policy. See
Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *22 (“[T]he NLRA does not create a right to
class certification or the equivalent; rather, it creates a right to pursue joint, class,
or collective claims if and as available, without the interference of an employerimposed restraint.”) (emphasis in original); D.R. Horton, 2012 WL 36274, at *12.
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(“[A] lawsuit filed in good faith by a group of employees to achieve more
favorable terms or conditions of employment is ‘concerted activity’ under §7 of the
[NLRA].”) (emphasis in original); Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *16
(“[C]oncerted activity includes cases ‘where individual employees seek to initiate
or to induce or to prepare for group action . . . .’”) (quoting Meyers Indus., 281
NLRB 882, 887 (1986)); see also supra at 16-17 & n.4 (collecting cases). Because
UnitedHealth’s mandatory arbitration agreement “explicitly restricts activities
protected by Section 7,” it necessarily violates Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA.
Lutheran Heritage Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB at 646 (emphasis in original) – and
that would be true even if UnitedHealth had not also retained authority to
discipline any employee who violated the prohibition against group legal activity.10
B. The Statutory Right to Concerted Legal Activity Does Not
Conflict With Federal Arbitration Policy
Once the Board in Murphy Oil demonstrated why the NLRA and NLGA
establish a substantive statutory right to engage in concerted legal activity and why
any employer-imposed policy or agreement that prohibits such activity is unlawful,
it turned to the next logical question: whether its construction of federal labor law
10

Although the prohibition of protected activity by itself would be enough to
violate federal labor law, see supra at 21-23, the unlawful coercive effect of
UnitedHealth’s prohibition is particularly severe because the company not only
prohibits its employees from exercising protected statutory rights, but it also
potentially subjects those employees to discipline if they take steps to engage in
concerted activity in violation of its unlawful workplace policy.
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conflicted with the implied policies of the FAA favoring enforcement of private
arbitration agreements. The Board concluded that no actual conflict existed; and it
further concluded that if any conflict did exist, well-established principles of
statutory construction would require that conflict to be resolved in favor of the core
substantive protections of the later-enacted federal labor statutes. See 2014 WL
5465454, at *9 (“We reiterate a crucial point . . . that the Board, like the courts,
must carefully accommodate both the NLRA and the FAA.”) (emphasis in
original); id. at *13 (noting effort to “seek[] an accommodation between Federal
labor policy and the Federal policy favoring arbitration”), id. at *20-*22
(describing D.R. Horton’s “accommodation of the NLRA and the Federal
Arbitration Act”).11
To be sure, the later part of the Board’s Murphy Oil decision describing the
interaction of the federal labor statutes and the FAA does not require the same
degree of judicial deference as the earlier part addressing the scope and application
of Sections 7 and 8(a)(1) of the NLRA. 2014 WL 5465454, at *6. But whatever
11

The Board in D.R. Horton had reached the same conclusion – that no
actual conflict existed between the NLRA and the FAA (although the Fifth Circuit
mistakenly stated that the Board had found a conflict and had ruled that labor
policies were more important than arbitration policies – which is not what the
Board ruled at all). Compare 737 F.3d at 358 (“the Board relied in part on its view
that the policy behind the NLRA trumped the different policy considerations in the
FAA that supported enforcement of arbitration agreements”) with 2012 WL 36274
at *10, *14 (finding “no conflict,” based on FAA §2 and Congress’ “intent [in] the
FAA . . . to leave substantive rights undisturbed”).
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level of deference may be required, a careful analysis of the potential conflict
shows that the Board got it exactly right, because there is no actual conflict
between the two statutory schemes.
1. Supremacy Clause Preemption Principles Have No
Application to Issues Involving Potential Conflicts
Between Federal Statutes
We begin with the body of law applicable to potential conflicts between two
federal statutes. Although several courts have held that D.R. Horton is inconsistent
with the Supreme Court’s reasoning in AT&T Mobility, Inc. v. Concepcion, 131
S.Ct. 1740 (2011), Concepcion was an implied preemption case under the
Supremacy Clause, involving a potential conflict between the FAA and state law.
See, e.g., D.R. Horton, 737 F.3d at 359-60 (citing Concepcion, 131 S.Ct. at 174652); Owen, 702 F.3d at 1054 (citing Concepcion, 131 S.Ct. 1740). An entirely
different type of analysis is required when two sets of federal statutes are said to be
in conflict.
The issue in Concepcion was whether the FAA impliedly preempted a state
law rule invalidating a clause in AT&T’s customer arbitration agreement that
prohibited consumer class actions. Under the governing preemption analysis, the
inquiry was whether application of that state law rule “stands as an obstacle to the
accomplishment and execution of the full purposes and objectives of Congress” in
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enacting the federal arbitration statute. Concepcion, 131 S.Ct. at 1753 (quoting
Hines v. Davidowitz, 312 U.S. 52, 67 (1941)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
The doctrine of “implied preemption,” which was the sole basis for decision
in Concepcion, has no application to disputes over the primacy of one set of federal
statutes versus another:
In pre-emption cases, the question is whether state law is preempted by a federal statute, or in some instances, a federal
agency action. . . . This case, however, concerns the alleged
preclusion of a cause of action under one federal statute by the
provisions of another federal statute. So the state-federal balance
does not frame the inquiry. . . .
POM Wonderful LLC v. Coca-Cola Co., 134 S.Ct. 2228, 2236 (2014).
The preemption doctrine only applies under the Supremacy Clause where a
conflict exists between federal law and inconsistent state law. See Doctor’s
Assocs., Inc. v. Casarotto, 517 U.S. 681, 687 (1996); Concepcion, 131 S.Ct. at
1744 (“We consider whether the FAA prohibits States from conditioning the
enforceability of certain arbitration agreements on the availability of classwide
arbitration procedures”) (emphasis added). One federal statute (like the FAA)
cannot preempt another federal statute (like the NLRA or NLGA) even if an actual,
direct conflict exists. See Baker v. IBP, Inc., 357 F.3d 685, 688 (7th Cir. 2004);
Felt v. Atchison, Topeka, & Santa Fe Ry. Co., 60 F.3d 1416, 1418-19 (9th Cir.
1995); see also DeSilva v. N. Shore-Long Island Jewish Health Sys. Inc., 770
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F.Supp.2d 497, 511 n.6 (E.D.N.Y. 2011) (discussing imprecise use of term
“preempt”). 12
Where a case involves two federal statutes and a question arises concerning
a potential conflict, the relevant inquiry is one of “implied repeal” – whether
Congress intended to repeal part or all of a previously enacted statute as a result of
its enactment of a subsequent, inconsistent statute. Findings of implied repeal are
highly disfavored. They may never be presumed. See, e.g., J.E.M. Ag Supply, Inc.
v. Pioneer Hi-Bred Intern., Inc., 534 U.S. 124, 142 (2001) (“stringent” standard
requires “irreconcilable conflict”); United States v. Borden Co., 308 U.S. 188, 198
(1939) (intention must be “clear and manifest”). Even when two federal statutes
cover the same subject, “the rule is to give effect to both if possible.” Borden, 308
U.S. at 198; see also Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *9 (“[T]he Board, like the

12

Courts applying Concepcion in considering the interaction of the federal
labor statutes and the FAA also tend to overlook that the 5-4 majority focused its
implied preemption analysis on the consumer context only – where the NLRA and
NLGA have no application, and where individual claimants have no fear or
retaliation or blacklisting remotely comparable to what employees routinely risk in
asserting workplace claim on an individual basis. See Crawford v. Metro. Govt. of
Nashville & Davidson County, 555 U.S. 271, 279 (2009); Mitchell v. Robert
DeMario Jewelry, Inc., 361 U.S. 288, 292 (1960); D.R. Horton, 2012 WL 36274 at
*3 n.5 (collecting cases); see also Gentry v. Superior Court, 42 Cal.4th 443, 460
(2007) (collecting federal cases). The Supreme Court stated no view on how its
analysis might apply to the unique circumstances of the workplace or to the
longstanding federal labor laws protecting concerted workplace activity.
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courts, must carefully accommodate both the NLRA and the FAA.”) (emphasis in
original).
The proper analysis for this appeal, then, asks whether any actual conflict
exists between the federal labor law rights identified in Murphy Oil (and the
decades of consistent case law it relied upon) and the implied policies of the FAA
identified in Concepcion (and more recently, American Express v. Italian Colors,
133 S.Ct. 2304 (2013), discussed infra at 37-38). No such conflict exists, as the
Board properly concluded, because the statutory schemes can be readily reconciled
while giving full effect to Congress’ intent and the applicable rules of statutory
construction. See Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *6-*7; see also D.R. Horton,
737 F.3d at 364-65 (Graves, J., dissenting).
2. The FAA’s Savings Clause Does Not Permit
Enforcement of an Agreement That Violates NLRA or
NLGA Rights Because Contracts That Violate Clearly
Articulated Public Policies Are Void and Unenforceable
The first reason no conflict exists between the express, substantive rights
created by the NLRA and NLGA and the implied protections of the FAA is
because Congress enacted a “savings clause” in the FAA, 9 U.S.C. §2, which
carves out an express exception from the general principle that private arbitration
agreements are judicially enforceable. Under Section 2 of the FAA, an arbitration
agreement, like any other contract, is not enforceable if any “grounds . . . exist at
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law or in equity for [its] revocation . . . .” 9 U.S.C. §2; see also Murphy Oil, 2014
WL 5465454, at *7; D.R. Horton, 2012 WL 36274 at *11-*12.
Contracts that violate expressly stated public policy are void and
unenforceable. See, e.g., Town of Newton v. Rumery, 480 U.S. 386, 392 (1987);
United States v. Bonanno Organized Crime Family of La Cosa Nostra, 879 F.2d
20, 28 (2d Cir. 1989). Any contract term that violates the NLRA and/or NLGA
therefore is invalid, both as a matter of national labor policy and under the specific
provisions of the NLGA. See, e.g., Kaiser Steel, 455 U.S. at 83 (“It is . . . well
established . . . that a federal court has a duty to determine whether a contract
violates federal law before enforcing it.”); J.I. Case, 321 U.S. at 337 (courts may
not enforce individual employment contract provisions that violate the NLRA); 29
U.S.C. §103. Because the FAA’s implied policy favoring enforcement of
arbitration agreements does not extend to the terms of such agreements that would
be void as a matter of clearly articulated public policy if not contained in an
arbitration agreement, there is no conflict between the NLRA/NLGA and the FAA.
The FAA itself declares that those terms are not enforceable.
Section 2 of the FAA thus eliminates the potential conflict between the two
sets of statutory rights; and nothing in the language or underlying purposes of the
FAA requires courts to enforce an otherwise unlawful contract term simply
because it has been incorporated into an arbitration agreement rather than some
32
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other type of agreement. After all, “the purpose of Congress [in enacting the FAA]
was to make arbitration agreements as enforceable as other contracts, but not more
so. To immunize an arbitration agreement from judicial challenge [on grounds
applicable to other contracts] would be to elevate it over other forms of contract – a
situation inconsistent with the ‘saving clause.’” Prima Paint Corp. v. Flood &
Conklin Mfg. Cot, 388 U.S. 395, 404 n.12 (1967). The Board in Murphy Oil made
this same point, noting that one reason its analysis is fully consistent with the FAA
is because it “treats an arbitration agreement no less favorably than any other
private contract that conflicts with federal law.” 2014 WL 5465454, at *7.
Although no court has yet analyzed the issue from this perspective, there is
no logical reason why an employer should be able to avoid invalidation of an
otherwise unlawful prohibition against concerted action simply by incorporating
that prohibition into a mandatory arbitration agreement. If an employer adopts,
separate and apart from any arbitration agreement, a naked, stand-alone policy that
prohibits its employees from engaging in concerted legal activity – e.g., “No
employee may file a legal claim in any judicial or arbitral forum except on an
individual basis” – that prohibition would unquestionably violate Sections 7 and
8(a)(1) of the NLRA and Sections 2 and 3 of the NLGA, and would for that reason
be unenforceable. See Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454 at *11 (citing J.I. Case, 321
U.S. 332, and Nat’l Licorice Co. v. NLRB, 309 U.S. 350, 364 (1940)). Indeed, an
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agreement having precisely that effect was held unenforceable in Grant v.
Convergys Corp., No. 4:12-cv-496 (CEJ), 2013 WL 781898 (E.D. Mo. Mar. 1,
2013). Moreover, a long line of Board cases holds that an employer violates the
NLRA by entering into contracts with its employees that require them to adjust
their grievances individually, rather than concertedly, even when those contracts
are “entered into without coercion.” NLRB v. Stone, 125 F.2d 752, 756 (7th Cir.
1942); see also Nat’l Licorice, 309 U.S. at 364 (“employers cannot set at naught
the [NLRA] by inducing their workmen to agree not to demand performance of the
duties which [the statute] imposes”); NLRB v. Port Gibson Veneer & Box Co., 167
F.2d 144, 146 (5th Cir. 1948) (employers “may not require individual employees to
sign employment contracts which, though not unlawful in their terms, are used to
deter self-organization”).
The same labor law principles must apply whether the employer announces
its unlawful prohibition as a stand-alone policy or incorporates it into a mandatory
arbitration agreement. No one could seriously argue that an employer like
UnitedHealth could impose a workplace policy prohibiting its employees from
engaging in a strikes, slow downs, or group protests as a means of pressuring the
employer to favorably resolve a workplace dispute. The result should be no
different if, instead, the employer inserted the identical prohibition in an agreement
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that required “arbitration” of any such dispute in lieu of these other forms of
concerted protected activity. 13
3.

Arbitration Agreements May Not Prevent Parties
From Exercising Substantive Statutory Rights

The second reason no conflict exists between the FAA and the
NLRA/NLGA is because, as the Supreme Court has repeatedly held (consistent
with FAA §2), any federal policy favoring enforcement of private arbitration
agreements must yield to the extent the agreement prevents a claimant from
exercising substantive statutory rights.
From Mitsubishi Motors Corp. v. Soler Chrysler-Plymouth, Inc., 473 U.S
614, 628 (1985), through Italian Colors, 133 S.Ct. 2304, a constant theme
underlying the Supreme Court’s arbitration jurisprudence has been “that ‘[b]y
agreeing to arbitrate a statutory claim, a party does not forgo the substantive rights
afforded by the statute . . . .’” Gilmer v. Interstate/Johnson Lane Corp., 500 U.S.
20, 26 (1991) (quoting Mitsubishi Motors, 473 U.S at 628). To be sure, several
courts have held the rights established by statutes such as the FLSA, the ADEA,
and Title VII do not confer a substantive right to proceed collectively. See, e.g.,

13

As described above, employer-mandated agreements requiring workers to
contract away their right to act in concert – not just the right to join a union, but the
right to engage in any group activity to obtain or protect workplace rights – were
one of the principal targets of the NLGA’s drafters. See supra at 35; see also S.
Rep. No. 163, 72nd Cong., 1st Sess. at 9-16 (1932); H.R. Rep. No. 669, 72d Cong.,
1st Sess., at 6 (1932).
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Gilmer, 500 U.S. at 32; Sutherland, 726 F.3d at 296-97. But those cases say
nothing about the substantive statutory right to engage in concerted activity
guaranteed by the NLGA and NLRA.14
Under federal labor law, the right to pursue concerted legal activity is
substantive. That right does not derive from the joinder provisions of FLSA or
from Rules 20 (joinder) or 23 (class actions) of the Federal Rules of Civil
Procedure, but from Section 7 of the NLRA and Section 2 of the NLGA. 29
U.S.C. §§102, 103, 157, 158(a)(1); see also Eastex, 437 U.S. at 565-66. The right
to engage in concerted activity for mutual aid and protection (including concerted
legal activity) has been the “core substantive” right protected by federal labor law
since the 1930s. See infra at 45-48. No Supreme Court case permits forced waiver
of such a substantive right. See, e.g., 14 Penn Plaza LLC v. Pyett, 556 U.S. 247,

14

The Supreme Court’s post-D.R. Horton decision in CompuCredit Corp. v.
Greenwood, 132 S.Ct. 665 (2012), is not to the contrary. See Murphy Oil, 2014
WL 5465454, at *12 & nn. 51, 53 (discussing CompuCredit). The issue in
CompuCredit was whether a consumer credit company could enforce an arbitration
agreement that encompassed statutory claims arising under the Credit Repair
Organization Act, 15 U.S.C. §1679. That case addressed an entirely different
issue: not what rights are created by federal statute, but whether Congress intended
to preclude arbitration of those rights. 132 S.Ct. at 669-70. Although the
CompuCredit decision might apply where the issue is whether Congress intended
to bar employees from waiving their right to file an unfair labor practice charge
with the NLRB, it has no bearing on the question of whether the federal labor
statutes create a substantive right to engage in concerted legal activity or whether
any such right is trumped by the FAA.
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273 (2009) (“[A] substantive waiver of federally protected civil rights will not be
upheld.”).
Under federal labor law, an employer can no more prohibit its workers from
joining together to pursue workplace rights through legal activity than it can
prohibit them from joining a union – or joining together to protest workplace
discrimination. The same federal labor law prohibitions against “yellow dog”
contracts that require invalidation of an employee’s agreement to forego union
activity or other common pursuit of improved workplace conditions also require
invalidation of any agreement that “purport[s] to restrict employees’ Section 7
rights, including agreements that require employees to pursue claims against their
employer individually . . . .” Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454 at *6.15
Nothing in Italian Colors undercuts this analysis. In Italian Colors, the
Supreme Court reversed a lower court ruling in an antitrust case that had
15

See Eddyleon Chocolate Co., 301 NLRB at 887 (“yellow dog” contracts
and their solicitation are barred under the NLRA); First Legal Support Servs., 342
NLRB 350, 362-63 (2004) (describing history of yellow dog contracts); see also
Extendicare Homes, 348 NLRB 1062, 1062 (2006) (employer cannot lawfully
condition return to work on a promise not to engage in Section 7 activity); Bethany
Medical Center, 328 NLRB 1094, 1095 (1999) (ordering employer to cease and
desist from requiring employees to waive right to engage in concerted activity as
condition of rehire); Carlisle Lumber Co., 2 NLRB 248, 266 (1936), enf’d as mod.
on other grounds, 94 F.2d 138 (9th Cir. 1937), cert. denied, 304 U.S. 575 (1938)
(employer who refuses to hire union employees unless they renounce union
membership “has interfered with, restrained and coerced its employees in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed in Section 7 of the Act”).
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invalidated a class action prohibition in a mandatory arbitration agreement because
it had the effect of making it too difficult for plaintiffs to effectively vindicate their
statutory antitrust rights. 133 S.Ct. at 2312. The Court distinguished between
arbitration rules that make it impractical to pursue (or “effectively vindicate”)
statutory rights, and arbitration rules that erect barriers that actually preclude the
assertion of statutory rights (such as excessive filing fees or substantive right
prohibitions). Id. at 2310. The Court stated that the latter set of rules “would
certainly” be invalid because they would effect a “‘prospective waiver of a party’s
right to pursue statutory remedies.’” Id. (quoting Mitsubishi, 473 U.S. at 637 n.19
(emphasis in original)). Italian Colors simply reaffirmed in a different context the
distinction drawn long ago in Gilmer, 500 U.S. 20, between procedural forum
waivers that are enforceable under the FAA and prospective waivers of substantive
rights that are not enforceable. The statutory labor law rights at issue in this case
fall squarely within the latter category.
4. The Balance Struck by the Board Accommodates the Federal
Labor Statutes and the FAA
Arbitration under the FAA is designed to be a flexible dispute-resolution
procedure, elastic enough to allow resolution of all manner of claims, including
employment law claims filed on behalf of two or more employees. While class
arbitrations may be a relatively recent phenomenon (although an increasingly
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common one, according to American Arbitration Association statistics),16 jointly
filed and other multiparty proceedings have been routine in arbitration for decades
and are entirely consistent with the traditional arbitration model.17 There is simply
no conflict between the “inherent attributes” of arbitration (such as efficiency,
informality, and finality) and jointly filed, consolidated, or even opt-in collective
action claims (such as may be filed under the FLSA). Moreover, because the U.S.
Supreme Court has expressly acknowledged on several occasions (including in
Concepcion itself) that consensual Rule 23 class arbitration remains permitted
under the FAA, there is no irreconcilable conflict between opt-out class actions and
arbitration either. See Concepcion, 131 S.Ct. at 1750-51; Green Tree Fin. Corp. v.
Bazzle, 539 U.S. 444 (2003).
Even if concerted legal action were fundamentally incompatible with
arbitration (which it is not for the reasons stated above), that would still not justify

16

See https://www.adr.org/aaa/faces/services/disputeresolutionservices/
casedocket (last visited Nov. 19, 2014).
See, e.g., Great W. Ins. Co. v. United States, 19 Ct.Cl. 206, 215-16 (1884)
(referring to post-Civil War “tribunal of arbitration” that considered “‘all the
claims growing out of acts committed’” by Confederate ships launched from ports
in Great Britain); Southern Communications Serv., Inc. v. Thomas, 720 F.3d 1352
(11th Cir. 2013) (decision that contract permitted class arbitration did not exceed
arbitrator’s powers); Donahue v. Susquehanna Collieries Co., 138 F.2d 3 (3d Cir.
1943) (staying court proceedings pending arbitration of FLSA collective action);
Smith & Wollensky Rest. Group, Inc. v. Passow, 831 F. Supp. 2d 390, 392 (D.
Mass. 2011) (upholding arbitrator’s decision that arbitration could proceed as class
action).
17
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an employer policy that prohibits employees from jointly pursuing legal claims
outside the arbitral forum. Invalidating an employer’s prohibition of all concerted
legal activity in all forums does not preclude that employer from continuing to
require individual arbitration as long as it allows employees to pursue their group
claims in court. Indeed, that is precisely how employment arbitration is structured
in the financial services industry under the Financial Industry Regulatory Authority
(“FINRA”) regulations that mandate arbitration of individual claims but permit
litigation in court of all class action claims. See FINRA Rule 13204(a)(1) and (2)
(prohibiting arbitration of class actions, while preserving judicial forum for claims
pleaded as class actions); In re Lehman Bros. Sec. and ERISA Litig., No. 09 MD
2017(LAK), 2013 WL 440622, at *5 (S.D.N.Y. Jan 23, 2013) (discussing
advantages of judicial class action as compared to individual FINRA arbitrations
on same claims).
Under Murphy Oil, an employer that wishes to compel arbitration of
workplace disputes may prohibit concerted actions in arbitration (preserving
arbitration as a forum for speedy resolution of individual actions) while allowing
concerted actions to be pursued in court – as the financial industry has done for
decades. Employers may continue to limit arbitration to individual employment
claims as long they permit resort to a judicial forum for adjudicating such claims
when brought on a joint, class, or representative basis. See 2014 WL 5465454, at
40
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*6-7. This approach fully “accommodates” the FAA by not precluding arbitration,
while ensuring that an employer’s contractual prohibition of concerted legal
activity that would be contrary to public policy outside the arbitration context is
not treated any differently simply because it has been incorporated into an
arbitration agreement. See 2014 WL 5465454, at *9, 12, 20-21.
For these reasons, even if Section 2 of the FAA did not resolve any potential
conflict between federal labor and arbitration law, and even if the NLRA and
NLGA did not create a “substantive” right to engage in concerted legal activity, the
Board in Murphy Oil and D.R. Horton appropriately reconciled any statutory
conflicts by invalidating the employer’s sweeping prohibition of all concerted legal
activity while still permitting the company to require arbitration of workplace
disputes. See 2014 WL 5465454, at *9, 13, 20-22; 2012 WL 36274 at *10 (citing
Southern Steamship Co., 316 U.S. at 47; Direct Press Modern Litho, 328 NLRB
860, 861 (1999); Image Systems, 285 NLRB 370, 371 (1987)).18

18

Although the Eighth Circuit in Owen suggested that Section 7 rights might
be sufficiently protected by an arbitration agreement that allowed administrative
claims to be filed with the NLRB or other agencies, 702 F.3d at 1054, that
alternative-forum argument is contrary to settled law under Sections 7 and 8(a)(1).
The NLRA does not permit an employer to justify its elimination of an existing
category of concerted action rights by pointing to some other category of concerted
action rights that remains intact. Having access to the Board or other agency has
never been held an adequate substitute for the right to engage in the broad range of
protected concerted activities guaranteed by the NLRA and NLGA, and the Eighth
Circuit never explained why it concluded otherwise. See also Murphy Oil, 2014
WL 5465454, at *25 (explaining why, even if an agreement permitted
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C. Even if There Were a Conflict Between Section 7 and the FAA,
That Conflict Must be Resolved in Favor of the Federal Labor
Statutes
As described above, the Board in Murphy Oil and D.R. Horton properly
found no actual conflict between the NLRA/NLGA and the FAA. Under the
Supreme Court’s decisions, courts must interpret federal statutes to avoid conflicts
where possible, and express language in each of the relevant statutes makes it clear
that such an accommodation is possible here. Nonetheless, even if there were a
conflict, it must be resolved in favor of the federal labor statutes for two reasons:
first, because the NLRA and NLGA were enacted after the FAA; and second,
because the right to engage in concerted activity plays a far more central role in the
NLRA and NLGA statutory schemes than the FAA’s implied policy favoring
enforcement of private arbitration agreements by their terms.
1. The Later-Enacted NLGA and NLRA Supersede any
Contrary Implied Policy of the FAA
Nothing in the FAA states, or even suggests, that Congress intended the
FAA to be used to prevent workers from pursuing workplace claims in concert
(continued)
administrative agencies to seek classwide relief, the NLRA would still not permit
the employer to prohibit its employees from pursuing or participating in such a
concerted legal action). Moreover, even if those few cases where an employee is
able to persuade the Department of Labor or other agency to devote limited agency
resources to pursuing workplace relief, the employees themselves cannot
participate in that administrative action as parties, class members, or active
representatives of their co-workers.
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with their co-workers, or from designating a co-worker as their representative
(including as their class or collective action representative) – the central
substantive rights that Congress enshrined in the 1932 NLGA and the 1935 NLRA.
Certainly the 1925 FAA did not repeal in advance the fundamental labor law right
to join with co-workers in seeking to vindicate workplace rights through collective
legal activity.
The NLRA and NLGA were both enacted after the FAA; and Congress
specifically provided in the NLGA that “[a]ll acts and parts of acts in conflict with
the provisions of this chapter are repealed,” 29 U.S.C. §115. See also Posadas v.
National City Bank, 296 U.S. 497, 503 (1936) (in the rare case of an
“irreconcilable” statutory conflict, the later-enacted statute controls). Nor, from a
historical perspective, is there any likelihood that Congress in 1925 enacted the
FAA with the intention that it override the later-enacted NLGA and NLRA – not
only because Congress could not have anticipated those later enactments, but also
because at the time Congress enacted the FAA the only employees whom Congress
had the power to regulate under the Commerce Clause (as then narrowly
construed) were transportation workers who crossed state lines, and Congress
expressly excluded those workers from the FAA’s coverage in 9 U.S.C. §1. See
Circuit City v. Adams, 532 U.S. 105, 120-21 (2001). These historical
circumstances preclude any possibility that Congress intended the FAA to
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anticipatorily trump the statutory right of employees (whom it did not at the time
have the power to regulate) to engage in concerted activity to enforce workplace
rights.
Although some courts have cited the 1947 recodification of the FAA in
concluding that Congress intended the FAA to trump any inconsistent provisions in
the NLGA and NLRA (which was substantively amended in 1947), see, e.g.,
Owen, 702 F.3d at 1053, the legislative history of the FAA’s recodification makes
clear that no substantive change was made or intended. See H.R. Rep. No. 80-251
(1947), reprinted in 1947 U.S.C.C.A.N. 1511 (1947 recodification made “no
attempt” to amend existing law); H.R. Rep. No. 80-225 (1947), reprinted in 1947
U.S.C.C.A.N. 1515 (same). Re-codification by itself is not a substantive
amendment. See, e.g., Finley v. United States, 490 U.S. 545, 554 (1989); United
States v. Welden, 377 U.S. 95, 98 (1964); Fourco Glass Co. v. Transmirra Corp.,
353 U.S. 222, 227 (1957); Anderson v. Pacific Coast S. S. Co., 225 U.S. 187, 19899 (1912). The Supreme Court has thus held that, for purposes of the last-in-time
rule, a non-substantive re-enactment of a statute does not take precedence over an
earlier enacted statute. See Bulova Watch Co. v. United States, 365 U.S. 753, 758
(1961). Consequently, for purpose of last-in-time analysis, the NLRA and NLGA
would take precedence over the FAA even if there were an actual, irreconcilable
conflict and even if that conflict affected equally core statutory policies.
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2. The Right to Concerted Activity for Mutual Aid or Protection
is Fundamental to Federal Labor Policy and Displaces Any
Implied Policy in Favor of Enforcement of all Terms of
Arbitration Agreements
Even if a legitimate dispute existed over which set of statutory protections
came first (or whether Congress meant what it said in NLGA §15), any resolution
of perceived conflicts between federal labor and arbitration policy must take into
account the relative significance of those competing policies to their respective
statutory schemes. 19
The right to engage in concerted activity has been the expressly protected
centerpiece of federal labor policy for more than eight decades. By contrast, any
supposed preference for the “streamlined” model of arbitration is neither expressly

19

The Board’s obligation to accommodate other statutory concerns, even when
crafting a remedial order, is weakest where, as here, the alleged conflict involves
concerns that are central to the NLRA yet only implicit, or of limited import, under
another statute. Each of the Supreme Court cases recognizing conflicts between
the NLRA and other statutory regimes involve explicit conflicts between
discretionary remedial orders and expressly articulated substantive statutory rights.
See Sure-Tan, Inc. v. NLRB, 467 U.S. 883, 902 (1984) (Board must condition
backpay remedy on legal re-admittance to United States because INA explicitly
bars unlawful entry); Southern Steamship Co. v. NLRB, 316 U.S. 31, 43 (1942)
(Board’s remedy “ignore[d] the plain Congressional mandate that a rebellion by
seamen against their officers on board a vessel anywhere within the admiralty and
maritime jurisdiction of the United States is to be punished as mutiny”); Hoffman
Plastic Compounds, Inc. v. NLRB, 535 U.S. 137, 147-50 (2002) (backpay could not
be awarded to undocumented immigrant employee as it would encourage
violations of Immigration Reform and Control Act’s “central” policy against
employment of undocumented immigrants).
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stated in the FAA nor is it absolute. To the contrary, that policy preference is
instead subject to many limitations, including in the FAA §2 carve-out for
otherwise unenforceable contract terms, described above. These differences in the
relative intra-statutory hierarchy of the competing rights at issue provide further
reason to conclude that, in the event of unavoidable conflict, Congress would have
intended to preserve substantive federal labor law rights in the face of an
arbitration agreement that prohibited the exercise of those rights.
The Section 7 right to engage in concerted activity is “[t]he core objective of
the [NLRA]” and “the basic premise of Federal labor policy.” 2014 WL 5465454
at *1; see also id. at *9 (“[N]ational labor policy . . . is built on the principle that
workers may act collectively – at work and in other forums, including the courts –
to improve their working conditions.”); id. at *18 (“The employer’s imposition of a
mandatory arbitration agreement requiring employees to bring all workplace
claims individually – and forbidding them access to any group procedure – reflects
and perpetuates precisely the inequality of bargaining power that the Act was
intended to redress.”); see also Metro. Life Ins., 471 U.S. at 755 (NLRA designed
to encourage “employees in the promotion of their interests collectively”);
Barrentine v. Ark.-Best Freight Sys., Inc., 450 U.S. 728, 735 (1981) (NLRA
encourages collective, rather than individual, action); Jones & Laughlin Steel, 301
U.S. at 33 (concerted activity “a fundamental right” of the NLRA).
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This statutory right of employees to engage in concerted activity is the
wellspring from which all other workplace protections flow. A workplace policy
forcing workers to waive their future Section 7 right to engage in concerted legal
activity, as a non-negotiable condition of employment, violates federal labor policy
in many ways. It strips employees of their group voice and collective power
(including negotiating power), increases their individual costs of adjudication and
the resulting burden of pursuing workplace relief, impairs their ability to help coworkers vindicate such rights and to alert co-workers about workplace rights
(including through class and collective action notice), diminishes their chances of
obtaining representation by well-qualified counsel (and to represent each other, as
federal labor policy expressly permits), and increases their legitimate fear of
workplace retaliation – all to their individual and collective detriment and in
derogation of the federal labor policies underlying the NLRA and NLGA. See
Eastex, 437 U.S. at 566; City Disposal Sys., 465 U.S. at 834-35; Salt River Valley
Water Users, 206 F.2d at 328; NLRB v. Stone, 125 F.2d at 756; D.R. Horton, 2012
WL 36274 at *2-*4 & nn.4-5.
As Congress declared in language that is as applicable today as it was in
1932, protecting the right to engage in concerted activity is the critical first step in
ensuring workplace fairness and equality, because without the ability to join
together with co-workers, “the individual unorganized worker is commonly
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helpless to exercise actual liberty of contract and to protect his freedom of labor.”
29 U.S.C. §102; see also 29 U.S.C. §151 (NLRA statement of policy). The NLGA
and NLRA were the product of decades of often violent labor disputes that
wracked the country in the late-nineteenth and early-twentieth centuries.
Guaranteeing the right to engage in concerted activity was the centerpiece of
Congress’ effort to create an environment more conducive to constructive labor
relations. Depriving workers of that right necessarily undermines the purpose and
policy of those federal statutes. See Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *9 (“[T]he
right to engage in collective action – including collective legal action – is the core
substantive right protected by the NLRA and is the foundation on which the Act
and Federal labor policy rest.”).
The FAA’s policy favoring private enforcement of all terms of arbitration
agreements, by contrast, is only an “implied” policy of the FAA and is subject to
numerous exceptions, both express and implied. In addition to the exceptions
carved out by FAA §2 (for arbitration agreements that are unenforceable as a
matter of general contract law) and by the principle that arbitration agreements
cannot deprive claimants of substantive statutory rights, the Supreme Court has
stated that the arbitration device is sufficiently flexible to accommodate consensual
class and collective arbitration. See supra at 38-39 (citing Concepcion, 131 S.Ct.
at 1750-51; Green Tree Financial, 539 U.S. 444). And there is no incompatibility
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at all between the traditional arbitration model and joint or consolidated arbitration
or opt-in collective actions, such as plaintiff Lewis is pursuing here. For these
reasons as well, if any actual conflict exists between the NLRA/NLGA and the
FAA, that conflict should be resolved in a manner that preserves the core right
under federal labor law to pursue legal claims on a concerted action basis.
3. No Contrary Result is Required by Sutherland
In a footnote in its per curiam decision in Sutherland, this Court stated in
dicta that the Board’s D.R. Horton decision is not entitled to deference. 726 F.3d
at 297 n.8. As an initial matter, that panel’s take on the Board’s D.R. Horton
decision has little bearing here because D.R. Horton has been superseded by the
Board’s more recent Murphy Oil decision that responds to every critique of D.R.
Horton, including that raised in Sutherland. 2014 WL 5465454. No court has yet
considered the Board’s Murphy Oil decision, which deepened and extended the
analysis first articulated in D.R. Horton.
Moreover, while it is true that the Board’s analysis in D.R. Horton is not
entitled to deference in its entirety, there should be no dispute that the portion of
D.R. Horton (and more recently, of Murphy Oil) analyzing the NLRA is entitled to
deference, as the Supreme Court has repeatedly required. See supra at 18. And
although the courts need not defer to the Board’s conclusion that no conflict exists
between the NLRA/NLGA and the FAA, that does not mean the Board was wrong
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in its analysis, only that those portions of the Board’s rulings are subject to de novo
rather than deferential review.
The issue before this Court in Sutherland was whether Congress in Section
16(b) of the FLSA manifested an intent to preclude the enforcement of an
agreement that required individual arbitration of FLSA claims by creating a
procedure by which similarly situated employees could opt into a pending FLSA
collective action. 726 F.3d at 292 (identifying question presented). The panel
concluded that Congress had no such intent, and that nothing in the FLSA’s
language or legislative history supersedes the implied policy of the FAA favoring
enforcement of private arbitration agreements by their terms. Id. at 296-97. The
per curiam decision in Sutherland also concluded that the so-called “effective
vindication” doctrine did not invalidate the parties’ contractual waiver either,
because that doctrine had recently been rejected by the Supreme Court. Id. at 298
(citing Italian Colors, 133 S.Ct. at 2310-11).
Those two conclusions were the “holding” of Sutherland. As the panel
stated in the final section of its opinion:
To summarize, we hold that:
(1) The Fair Labor Standards Act of 1938 does not include
a “contrary congressional command” that prevents a class-action
waiver provision in an arbitration agreement from being enforced
by its terms; and
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(2) In light of the Supreme Court's recent decision in
American Express Co. v. Italian Colors Restaurant, ___ U.S.
___, 133 S.Ct. 2304 (2013), Sutherland's argument that
proceeding individually in arbitration would be “prohibitively
expensive” is not a sufficient basis to invalidate the class-action
waiver provision at issue here under the “effective vindication
doctrine.”
Id. at 299 (emphasis added).
In a two-sentence footnote that referred to “[o]ne of Sutherland’s alternative
arguments,” the panel also stated in dicta that it would decline to follow the
Board’s analysis in D.R. Horton for two reasons, both of which rested on mistaken
assumptions. See id. at 297 n.8. 20
First, the panel quoted the Eighth Circuit’s decision in Owen v. Bristol Care
for the proposition that D.R. Horton is not entitled to deference. Id. As noted

20

Because Sutherland’s per curiam decision does not discuss the substance of the
argument that the NLRA and NLGA prohibit an employer’s compelled waiver of
the right to pursue class, collective, and other joint legal actions, its brief footnote
is not binding precedent. See Brecht v. Abrahamson, 507 U.S. 619, 631 (1993)
(“[S]ince we have never squarely addressed the issue, and have at most assumed
[its resolution], we are free to address the issue on the merits.”); United States v.
Ortiz, 621 F.3d 82, 87 n.3 (2d Cir. 2010) (prior decision “contain[ing] no
discussion” of an issue is not binding because “‘a sub silentio holding is not
binding precedent’”); United States v. Hardwick, 523 F.3d 94, 101 n.5 (2d Cir.
2008) (prior decision not binding where it “did not independently analyze” issue);
United States v. Johnson, 256 F.3d 895, 915 (9th Cir. 2001) (en banc) (Kozinski,
J., concurring) (court is not bound by statement of law “made casually and without
analysis, . . . uttered in passing without due consideration of the alternatives or
where it is merely a prelude to another legal issue that commands the panel’s full
attention”), cited with approval in Hardwick, 523 F.3d at 101 (2d Cir. 2008).
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supra at 18, though, the Board’s construction of the NLRA is entitled to deference;
and even if the Board’s analysis of the FAA did not warrant deference, that by
itself “cannot mean that the Board’s statutory interpretation is somehow
illegitimate or necessarily incorrect.” Murphy Oil, 2014 WL 5465454, at *13.
Second, the panel in Sutherland stated that it would not follow D.R. Horton
because of concern that the Board may have lacked a proper quorum at the time
D.R. Horton was decided. 726 F.3d at 297 n.8 (citing Noel Canning v. NLRB, 705
F.3d 490, 499 (D.C. Cir. 2013)). Now that the Supreme Court has reversed the
D.C. Circuit’s Noel Canning decision in part, though, it is clear that the Board did
have a quorum (because Member Becker’s appointment was constitutionally
valid). NLRB v. Noel Canning, 134 S.Ct. 2550 (2014) (holding recess appointment
power valid for vacancies arising prior to the recess and during legitimate intrasession recesses); id. at 2558 (describing circumstances of Becker appointment);
see also Mathew Enter., Inc. v. NLRB, __ F.3d __, 2014 WL 5785689, at *1 (D.C.
Cir. Nov. 7, 2014) (finding Member Becker’s appointment valid); Gestamp S.C.,
L.L.C. v. NLRB, 769 F.3d 254, 256 (4th Cir. Oct. 8, 2014) (holding, after remand in
light of Noel Canning, that Member Becker was validly appointed). Besides, any
question about the Board’s authority to issue D.R. Horton in early 2013 is now
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moot, because all five members of the Board that decided Murphy Oil in October
2014 were confirmed by the Senate and thus authorized to decide that case.21
For these reasons, and because the per curiam panel in Sutherland did not
have the benefit of the Board’s more detailed analysis in Murphy Oil – including
the Board’s detailed rebuttal of the Fifth Circuit’s and Eighth Circuit’s contrary
holdings – this Court should not follow the Sutherland dicta.
CONCLUSION
For the reasons set forth above, the judgment of the District Court should be
vacated and the case remanded for further proceedings.
///
///

21

The panel in Sutherland also stated that courts “have . . . never deferred to
the Board’s remedial preferences where such preferences potentially trench upon
federal statutes and policies unrelated to the NLRA.” 726 F.3d at 297 n.8, quoting
Hoffman Plastic Compounds, 535 U.S. at 144. However, the Board in D.R. Horton
(and later in Murphy Oil) was not issuing a discretionary remedy after finding an
unfair labor practice, but was analyzing what constitutes an unfair labor practice in
light of the “core, substantive” statutory right to engage in concerted activity under
Section 7 of the NLRA. See D.R. Horton, 2012 WL 36274 at *10 n.19 (“[O]ur
holding here is that the [employer’s prohibition] violates the substantive terms of
the NLRA; it does not rest on an exercise of remedial discretion.”); Murphy Oil,
2014 WL 5465454, at *21. Besides, even if the Board’s ultimate holding were not
entitled to “deference,” that would be only the beginning of the judicial inquiry,
because the question would still remain whether, on de novo review, the Board’s
construction of Sections 7 and 8(a)(1) – which is entitled to deference – can be
reconciled with the FAA; and, if not, how the conflict between federal labor law
and federal arbitration law can be resolved consistent with congressional intent.
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Report of the General Counsel
During my term as General Counsel, I have endeavored to keep the labormanagement bar fully aware of the activities of my Office. As part of this goal, I
continue the practice of issuing periodic reports of cases raising significant legal or
policy issues. This report presents recent case developments arising in the context
of employee handbook rules. Although I believe that most employers do not draft
their employee handbooks with the object of prohibiting or restricting conduct
protected by the National Labor Relations Act, the law does not allow even wellintentioned rules that would inhibit employees from engaging in activities protected
by the Act. Moreover, the Office of the General Counsel continues to receive
meritorious charges alleging unlawful handbook rules. I am publishing this report
to offer guidance on my views of this evolving area of labor law, with the hope that
it will help employers to review their handbooks and other rules, and conform them,
if necessary, to ensure that they are lawful.
Under the Board's decision in Lutheran Heritage Village-Livonia, 343 NLRB
646 (2004), the mere maintenance of a work rule may violate Section 8(a)(1) of the
Act if the rule has a chilling effect on employees' Section 7 activity. The most
obvious way a rule would violate Section 8(a)(1) is by explicitly restricting protected
concerted activity; by banning union activity, for example. Even if a rule does not
explicitly prohibit Section 7 activity, however, it will still be found unlawful if 1)
employees would reasonably construe the rule's language to prohibit Section 7
activity; 2) the rule was promulgated in response to union or other Section 7
activity; or 3) the rule was actually applied to restrict the exercise of Section 7
rights.
In our experience, the vast majority of violations are found under the first
prong of the Lutheran Heritage test. The Board has issued a number of decisions
interpreting whether "employees would reasonably construe" employer rules to
prohibit Section 7 activity, finding various rules to be unlawful under that
standard. I have had conversations with both labor- and management-side
practitioners, who have asked for guidance regarding handbook rules that are
deemed acceptable under this prong of the Board's test. Thus, I am issuing this
report.
This report is divided into two parts. First, the report will compare rules we
found unlawful with rules we found lawful and explain our reasoning. This section
will focus on the types of rules that are frequently at issue before us, such as
confidentiality rules, professionalism rules, anti-harassment rules, trademark rules,
photography/recording rules, and media contact rules. Second, the report will
discuss handbook rules from a recently settled unfair labor practice charge against
Wendy's International LLC. The settlement was negotiated following our initial
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determination that several of Wendy's handbook rules were facially unlawful. The
report sets forth Wendy's rules that we initially found unlawful with an
explanation, along with Wendy's modified rules, adopted pursuant to a informal,
bilateral Board settlement agreement, which the Office of the General Counsel does
not believe violate the Act.
I hope that this report, with its specific examples of lawful and unlawful
handbook policies and rules, will be of assistance to labor law practitioners and
human resource professionals.

Richard F. Griffin, Jr.
General Counsel
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Part 1: Examples of Lawful and Unlawful Handbook Rules
A.

Employer Handbook Rules Regarding Confidentiality

Employees have a Section 7 right to discuss wages, hours, and other terms
and conditions of employment with fellow employees, as well as with nonemployees,
such as union representatives. Thus, an employer's confidentiality policy that either
specifically prohibits employee discussions of terms and conditions of employment—
such as wages, hours, or workplace complaints—or that employees would
reasonably understand to prohibit such discussions, violates the Act. Similarly, a
confidentiality rule that broadly encompasses "employee" or "personnel"
information, without further clarification, will reasonably be construed by
employees to restrict Section 7-protected communications. See Flamingo-Hilton
Laughlin, 330 NLRB 287, 288 n.3, 291-92 (1999).
In contrast, broad prohibitions on disclosing "confidential" information are
lawful so long as they do not reference information regarding employees or anything
that would reasonably be considered a term or condition of employment, because
employers have a substantial and legitimate interest in maintaining the privacy of
certain business information. See Lafayette Park Hotel, 326 NLRB 824, 826 (1998),
enforced, 203 F.3d 52 (D.C. Cir. 1999); Super K-Mart, 330 NLRB 263, 263 (1999).
Furthermore, an otherwise unlawful confidentiality rule will be found lawful if,
when viewed in context, employees would not reasonably understand the rule to
prohibit Section 7 protected activity.
Unlawful Confidentiality Rules
We found the following rules to be unlawful because they restrict disclosure
of employee information and therefore are unlawfully overbroad:

• Do not discuss "customer or employee information" outside of work,
including "phone numbers [and] addresses."
In the above rule, in addition to the overbroad reference to "employee information,"
the blanket ban on discussing employee contact information, without regard for how
employees obtain that information, is also facially unlawful.

• "You must not disclose proprietary or confidential information about
[the Employer, or] other associates (if the proprietary or confidential
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information relating to [the Employer's] associates was obtained in
violation of law or lawful Company policy)."
Although this rule's restriction on disclosing information about "other associates" is
not a blanket ban, it is nonetheless unlawfully overbroad because a reasonable
employee would not understand how the employer determines what constitutes a
"lawful Company policy."

• "Never publish or disclose [the Employer's] or another's confidential
or other proprietary information. Never publish or report on
conversations that are meant to be private or internal to [the
Employer]."
While an employer may clearly ban disclosure of its own confidential information, a
broad reference to "another's" information, without further clarification, as in the
above rule, would reasonably be interpreted to include other employees' wages and
other terms and conditions of employment.
We determined that the following confidentiality rules were facially unlawful,
even though they did not explicitly reference terms and conditions of employment or
employee information, because the rules contained broad restrictions and did not
clarify, in express language or contextually, that they did not restrict Section 7
communications:

• Prohibiting employees from "[d]isclosing ... details about the
[Employer]."
• "Sharing of [overheard conversations at the work site] with your coworkers, the public, or anyone outside of your immediate work
group is strictly prohibited."
• "Discuss work matters only with other [Employer] employees who
have a specific business reason to know or have access to such
information.. .. Do not discuss work matters in public places."
• "[I]f something is not public information, you must not share it."
Because the rule directly above bans discussion of all non-public information, we
concluded that employees would reasonably understand it to encompass such nonpublic information as employee wages, benefits, and other terms and conditions of
employment.

• Confidential Information is: "All information in which its [sic] loss,
undue use or unauthorized disclosure could adversely affect the
[Employer's] interests, image and reputation or compromise
personal and private information of its members."
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Employees not only have a Section 7 right to protest their wages and working
conditions, but also have a right to share information in support of those
complaints. This rule would reasonably lead employees to believe that they cannot
disclose that kind of information because it might adversely affect the employer's
interest, image, or reputation.

Lawful Confidentiality Rules
We concluded that the following rules that prohibit disclosure of confidential
information were facially lawful because: 1) they do not reference information
regarding employees or employee terms and conditions of employment, 2) although
they use the general term "confidential," they do not define it in an overbroad
manner, and 3) they do not otherwise contain language that would reasonably be
construed to prohibit Section 7 communications:

• No unauthorized disclosure of "business 'secrets' or other
confidential information."
• "Misuse or unauthorized disclosure of confidential information not
otherwise available to persons or firms outside [Employer] is cause
for disciplinary action, including termination."
• "Do not disclose confidential financial data, or other non-public
proprietary company information. Do not share confidential
information regarding business partners, vendors or customers."
Finally, even when a confidentiality policy contains overly broad language,
the rule will be found lawful if, when viewed in context, employees would not
reasonably understand the rule to prohibit Section 7-protected activity. The
following confidentiality rule, which we found lawful based on a contextual analysis,
well illustrates this principle:

• Prohibition on disclosure of all "information acquired in the course
of one's work."
This rule uses expansive language that, when read in isolation, would reasonably be
read to define employee wages and benefits as confidential information. However, in
that case, the rule was nested among rules relating to conflicts of interest and
compliance with SEC regulations and state and federal laws. Thus, we determined
that employees would reasonably understand the information described as
encompassing customer credit cards, contracts, and trade secrets, and not Section 7protected activity.
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B.

Employer Handbook Rules Regarding Employee Conduct toward the
Company and Supervisors

Employees also have the Section 7 right to criticize or protest their
employer's labor policies or treatment of employees. Thus, rules that can reasonably
be read to prohibit protected concerted criticism of the employer will be found
unlawfully overbroad. For instance, a rule that prohibits employees from engaging
in. "disrespectful," "negative," "inappropriate," or "rude" conduct towards the
employer or management, absent sufficient clarification or context, will usually be
found unlawful. See Casino San Pablo, 361 NLRB No. 148, slip op. at 3 (Dec. 16,
2014). Moreover, employee criticism of an employer will not lose the Act's protection
simply because the criticism is false or defamatory, so a rule that bans false
statements will be found unlawfully overbroad unless it specifies that only
maliciously false statements are prohibited. Id. at 4. On the other hand, a rule that
requires employees to be respectful and professional to coworkers, clients, or
competitors, but not the employer or management, will generally be found lawful,
because employers have a legitimate business interest in having employees act
professionally and courteously in their dealings with coworkers, customers,
employer business partners, and other third parties. In addition, rules prohibiting
conduct that amounts to insubordination would also not be construed as limiting
protected activities. See Copper River of Boiling Springs, LLC, 360 NLRB No. 60
(Feb. 28, 2014). Also, rules that employees would reasonably understand to prohibit
insubordinate conduct have been found lawful.
Unlawful Rules Regulating Employee Conduct towards the Employer
We found the following rules unlawfully overbroad since employees
reasonably would construe them to ban protected criticism or protests regarding
their supervisors, management, or the employer in general.

•

"[Me respectful to the company, other employees, customers,
partners, and competitors."

• Do "not make fun of, denigrate, or defame your co-workers,
customers, franchisees, suppliers, the Company, or our competitors."
•

"Be respectful of others and the Company."

• No "[d]efamatory, libelous, slanderous or discriminatory comments
about [the Company], its customers and/or competitors, its
employees or management.
While the following two rules ban "insubordination," they also ban conduct that
does not rise to the level of insubordination, which reasonably would be understood
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as including protected concerted activity. Accordingly, we found these rules to be
unlawful.

• "Disrespectful conduct or insubordination, including, but not limited
to, refusing to follow orders from a supervisor or a designated
representative."
• "Chronic resistance to proper work-related orders or discipline, even
though not overt insubordination" will result in discipline.
In addition, employees' right to criticize an employer's labor policies and
treatment of employees includes the right to do so in a public forum. See Quicken
Loans, Inc., 361 NLRB No. 94, slip op. at 1 n.1 (Nov. 3, 2014). Accordingly, we
determined that the following rules were unlawfully overbroad because they
reasonably would be read to require employees to refrain from criticizing the
employer in public.

• "Refrain from any action that would harm persons or property or
cause damage to the Company's business or reputation."
• "[I]t is important that employees practice caution and discretion
when posting content [on social media] that could affect [the
Employer's] business operation or reputation."
• Do not make "[s]tatements "that damage the company or the
company's reputation or that disrupt or damage the company's
business relationships."
• "Never engage in behavior that would undermine the reputation of
[the Employer], your peers or yourself."
With regard to these examples, we recognize that the Act does not protect employee
conduct aimed at disparaging an employer's product, as opposed to conduct critical
of an employer's labor policies or working conditions. These rules, however,
contained insufficient context or examples to indicate that they were aimed only at
unprotected conduct.
Lawful Rules Regulating Employee Conduct towards the Employer
In contrast, when an employer's handbook simply requires employees to be
respectful to customers, competitors, and the like, but does not mention the
company or its management, employees reasonably would not believe that such a
rule prohibits Section 7-protected criticism of the company. The following rules,
which we have found lawful, are illustrative:
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• No "rudeness or unprofessional behavior toward a customer, or
anyone in contact with" the company.
• "Employees will not be discourteous or disrespectful to a customer
or any member of the public while in the course and scope of
[company] business."
Similarly, rules requiring employees to cooperate with each other and the
employer in the performance of their work also usually do not implicate Section 7
rights. See Copper River of Boiling Springs, LLC, 360 NLRB No. 60, slip op. at 1
(Feb. 28, 2014). Thus, we found the following rule was lawful because employees
would reasonably understand that it is stating the employer's legitimate
expectation that employees work together in an atmosphere of civility, and that it is
not prohibiting Section 7 activity:

• "Each employee is expected to work in a cooperative manner with
management/supervision, coworkers, customers and vendors."
And we concluded that the following rule was lawful, because employees would
reasonably interpret it to apply to employer investigations of workplace misconduct
rather than investigations of unfair labor practices or preparations for arbitration,
when read in context with other provisions:

• "Each employee is expected to abide by Company policies and to
cooperate fully in any investigation that the Company may
undertake."
As previously discussed, the Board has made clear that it will not read rules
in isolation. Even when a rule includes phrases or words that, alone, reasonably
would be interpreted to ban protected criticism of the employer, if the context
makes plain that only serious misconduct is banned, the rule will be found lawful.
See Tradesmen International, 338 NLRB 460, 460-62 (2002). For instance, we found
the following rule lawful based on a contextual analysis:

• "Being insubordinate, threatening, intimidating, disrespectful or
assaulting a manager/supervisor, coworker, customer or vendor will
result in" discipline.
Although a ban on being "disrespectful" to management, by itself, would ordinarily
be found to unlawfully chill Section 7 criticism of the employer, the term here is
contained in a larger provision that is clearly focused on serious misconduct, like
insubordination, threats, and assault. Viewed in that context, we concluded that
employees would not reasonably believe this rule to ban protected criticism.

- 10 C.

Employer Handbook Rules Regulating Conduct Towards Fellow
Employees

In addition to employees' Section 7 rights to publicly discuss their terms and
conditions of employment and to criticize their employer's labor policies, employees
also have a right under the Act to argue and debate with each other about unions,
management, and their terms and conditions of employment. These discussions can
become contentious, but as the Supreme Court has noted, protected concerted
speech will not lose its protection even if it includes "intemperate, abusive and
inaccurate statements." Linn v. United Plant Guards, 383 U.S. 53 (1966). Thus,
when an employer bans "negative" or "inappropriate" discussions among its
employees, without further clarification, employees reasonably will read those rules
to prohibit discussions and interactions that are protected under Section 7. See
Triple Play Sports Bar & Grille, 361 NLRB No. 31, slip op. at 7 (Aug. 22, 2014);
Hills & Dales General Hospital, 360 NLRB No. 70, slip op. at 1 (Apr. 1, 2014). For
example, although employers have a legitimate and substantial interest in
maintaining a harassment-free workplace, anti-harassment rules cannot be so
broad that employees would reasonably read them as prohibiting vigorous debate or
intemperate comments regarding Section 7-protected subjects.
Unlawful Employee-Employee Conduct Rules
We concluded that the following rules were unlawfully overbroad because
employees would reasonably construe them to restrict protected discussions with
their coworkers.

• "[D]on't pick fights" online.
We found the above rule unlawful because its broad and ambiguous language would
reasonably be construed to encompass protected heated discussion among
employees regarding unionization, the employer's labor policies, or the employer's
treatment of employees.

• Do not make "insulting, embarrassing, hurtful or abusive comments
about other company employees online," and "avoid the use of
offensive, derogatory, or prejudicial comments."
Because debate about unionization and other protected concerted activity is often
contentious and controversial, employees would reasonably read a rule that bans
"offensive," "derogatory," "insulting," or "embarrassing" comments as limiting their
ability to honestly discuss such subjects. These terms also would reasonably be
construed to limit protected criticism of supervisors and managers, since they are
also "company employees."

• "[S]how proper consideration for others' privacy and for topics that
may be considered objectionable or inflammatory, such as politics
and religion."
This rule was found unlawful because Section 7 protects communications about
political matters, e.g., proposed right-to-work legislation. Its restriction on
communications regarding controversial political matters, without clarifying
context or examples, would be reasonably construed to cover these kinds of Section
7 communications. Indeed, discussion of unionization would also be chilled by such
a rule because it can be an inflammatory topic similar to politics and religion.

• Do not send "unwanted, offensive, or inappropriate" e-mails.
The above rule is similarly vague and overbroad, in the absence of context or
examples to clarify that it does not encompass Section 7 communications.

• "Material that is fraudulent, harassing, embarrassing, sexually
explicit, profane, obscene, intimidating, defamatory, or otherwise
unlawful or inappropriate may not be sent by e-mail. ..."
We found the above rule unlawful because several of its terms are ambiguous as to
their application to Section 7 activity—"embarrassing," "defamatory," and
"otherwise . . . inappropriate." We further concluded that, viewed in context with
such language, employees would reasonably construe even the term "intimidating"
as covering Section 7 conduct.
Lawful Employee-Employee Conduct Rules
On the other hand, when an employer's professionalism rule simply requires
employees to be respectful to customers or competitors, or directs employees not to
engage in unprofessional conduct, and does not mention the company or its
management, employees would not reasonably believe that such a rule prohibits
Section 7-protected criticism of the company. Accordingly, we concluded that the
following rules were lawful:

• "Making inappropriate gestures, including visual staring."
• Any logos or graphics worn by employees "must not reflect any form
of violent, discriminatory, abusive, offensive, demeaning, or
otherwise unprofessional message."
• "[T]hreatening, intimidating, coercing, or otherwise interfering with
the job performance of fellow employees or visitors."
• No "harassment of employees, patients or facility visitors."
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• No "use of racial slurs, derogatory comments, or insults."
With respect to the last example, we recognized that a blanket ban on "derogatory
comments," by itself, would reasonably be read to restrict protected criticism of the
employer. However, because this rule was in a section of the handbook that dealt
exclusively with unlawful harassment and discrimination, employees reasonably
would read it in context as prohibiting those kinds of unprotected comments toward
coworkers, rather than protected criticism of the employer.
D.

Employer Handbook Rules Regarding Employee Interaction with Third
Parties

Another right employees have under Section 7 is the right to communicate
with the news media, government agencies, and other third parties about wages,
benefits, and other terms and conditions of employment. Handbook rules that
reasonably would be read to restrict such communications are unlawfully
overbroad. See Trump Marina Associates, 354 NLRB 1027, 1027 n.2 (2009),
incorporated by reference, 355 NLRB 585 (2010), enforced mem., 435 F. App'x 1
(D.C. Cir. 2011). The most frequent offenders in this category are company media
policies. While employers may lawfully control who makes official statements for
the company, they must be careful to ensure that their rules would not reasonably
be read to ban employees from speaking to the media or other third parties on their
own (or other employees') behalf.
Unlawful Rules Regulating Third Party Communications
We found the following rules were unlawfully overbroad because employees
reasonably would read them to ban protected communications with the media.

•

Employees are not "authorized to speak to any representatives of
the print and/or electronic media about company matters" unless
designated to do so by HR, and must refer all media inquiries to the
company media hotline.

We determined that the above rule was unlawful because employees would
reasonably construe the phrase "company matters" to encompass employment
concerns and labor relations, and there was no limiting language or other context in
the rule to clarify that the rule applied only to those speaking as official company
representatives.

• "[A]ssociates are not authorized to answer questions from the news
media. .. . When approached for information, you should refer the
person to [the Employer's] Media Relations Department."
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Operations in the corporate office, no exceptions."
These two rules contain blanket restrictions on employees' responses to media
inquiries. We therefore concluded that employees would reasonably understand that
they apply to all media contacts, not only inquiries seeking the employers' official
positions.
In addition, we found the following rule to be unlawfully overbroad because
employees reasonably would read it to limit protected communications with
government agencies.

• "If you are contacted by any government agency you should contact
the Law Department immediately for assistance."
Although we recognize an employer's right to present its own position regarding the
subject of a government inquiry, this rule contains a broader restriction. Employees
would reasonably believe that they may not speak to a government agency without
management approval, or even provide information in response to a Board
investigation.
Lawful Rules Regulating Employee Communications with Outside Parties
In contrast, we found the following media contact rules to be lawful because
employees reasonably would interpret them to mean that employees should not
speak on behalf of the company, not that employees cannot speak to outsiders on
their own (or other employees') behalf.

• "The company strives to anticipate and manage crisis situations in
order to reduce disruption to our employees and to maintain our
reputation as a high quality company. To best serve these objectives,
the company will respond to the news media in a timely and
professional manner only through the designated spokespersons."
We determined that this rule was lawful because it specifically referred to employee
contact with the media regarding non-Section 7 related matters, such as crisis
situations; sought to ensure a consistent company response or message regarding
those matters; and was not a blanket prohibition against all contact with the media.
Accordingly, we concluded that employees would not reasonably interpret this rule
as interfering with Section 7 communications.

• "Events may occur at our stores that will draw immediate attention
from the news media. It is imperative that one person speaks for the
Company to deliver an appropriate message and to avoid giving
misinformation in any media inquiry. VVhile reporters frequently
shop as customers and may ask questions about a matter, good
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reporters identify themselves prior to asking questions. Every . . .
employee is expected to adhere to the following media policy: . .. 2.
Answer all media/reporter questions like this: 'I am not authorized to
comment for [the Employer] (or I don't have the information you
want). Let me have our public affairs office contact you."
We concluded that the prefatory language in this rule would cause employees to
reasonably construe the rule as an attempt to control the company's message,
rather than to restrict Section 7 communications to the media. Further, the
required responses to media inquiries would be non-sequiturs in the context of a
discussion about terms and conditions of employment or protected criticism of the
company. Accordingly, we found that employees reasonably would not read this rule
to restrict conversations with the news media about protected concerted activities.
E.

Employer Handbook Rules Restricting Use of Company Logos,
Copyrights, and Trademarks

We have also reviewed handbook rules that restrict employee use of company
logos, copyrights, or trademarks. Though copyright holders have a clear interest in
protecting their intellectual property, handbook rules cannot prohibit employees'
fair protected use of that property. See Pepsi-Cola Bottling Co., 301 NLRB 1008,
1019-20 (1991), enforced mem., 953 F.2d 638 (4th Cir. 1992). For instance, a
company's name and logo will usually be protected by intellectual property laws,
but employees have a right to use the name and logo on picket signs, leaflets, and
other protest material. Employer proprietary interests are not implicated by
employees' non-commercial use of a name, logo, or other trademark to identify the
employer in the course of Section 7 activity. Thus, a broad ban on such use without
any clarification will generally be found unlawfully overbroad.
Unlawful Rules Banning Employee Use of Logos, Copyrights, or Trademarks
We found that the following rules were unlawful because they contain broad
restrictions that employees would reasonably read to ban fair use of the employer's
intellectual property in the course of protected concerted activity.

•

Do "not use any Company logos, trademarks, graphics, or
advertising materials" in social media.

• Do not use "other people's property," such as trademarks, without
permission in social media.
• "Use of [the Employer's] name, address or other information in your
personal profile [is banned].. . . In addition, it is prohibited to use
[the Employer's] logos, trademarks or any other copyrighted
material."
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• "Company logos and trademarks may not be used without written
consent ...."
Lawful Rules Protecting Employer Logos, Copyrights, and Trademarks

We found that the following rules were lawful. Unlike the prior examples,
which broadly ban employee use of trademarked or copyrighted material, these
rules simply require employees to respect such laws, permitting fair use.
• "Respect all copyright and other intellectual property laws. For [the
Employer's] protection as well as your own, it is critical that you
show proper respect for the laws governing copyright, fair use of
copyrighted material owned by others, trademarks and other
intellectual property, including [the Employer's] own copyrights,
trademarks and brands."
• "DO respect the laws regarding copyrights, trademarks, rights of
publicity and other third-party rights. To minimize the risk of a
copyright violation, you should provide references to the source(s) of
information you use and accurately cite copyrighted works you
identify in your online communications. Do not infringe on
[Employer] logos, brand names, taglines, slogans, or other
trademarks."
F.

Employer Handbook Rules Restricting Photography and Recording

Employees also have a Section 7 right to photograph and make recordings in
furtherance of their protected concerted activity, including the right to use personal
devices to take such pictures and recordings. See Hawaii Tribune-Herald, 356
NLRB No. 63, slip op. at 1 (Feb. 14, 2011), enforced sub nom. Stephens Media, LLC
v. NLRB, 677 F.3d 1241 (D.C. Cir. 2012); White Oak Manor, 353 NLRB 795, 795
(2009), incorporated by reference, 355 NLRB 1280 (2010), enforced mem., 452 F.
App'x 374 (4th Cir. 2011). Thus, rules placing a total ban on such photography or
recordings, or banning the use or possession of personal cameras or recording
devices, are unlawfully overbroad where they would reasonably be read to prohibit
the taking of pictures or recordings on non-work time.
Unlawful Rules Banning Photography, Recordings, or Personal Electronic Devices

We found the following rules unlawfully overbroad because employees
reasonably would interpret them to prohibit the use of personal equipment to
engage in Section 7 activity while on breaks or other non-work time.
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• "Taking unauthorized pictures or video on company property" is
prohibited.
We concluded that employees would reasonably read this rule to prohibit all
unauthorized employee use of a camera or video recorder, including attempts to
document health and safety violations and other protected concerted activity.

• "No employee shall use any recording device including but not
limited to, audio, video, or digital for the purpose of recording any
[Employer] employee or [Employer] operation.. .."
We found this rule unlawful because employees would reasonably construe it to
preclude, among other things, documentation of unfair labor practices, which is an
essential part of the recognized right under Section 7 to utilize the Board's
processes.

• A total ban on use or possession of personal electronic equipment on
Employer property.
• A prohibition on personal computers or data storage devices on
employer property.
We determined that the two above rules, which contain blanket restrictions on use
or possession of recording devices, violated the Act for similar reasons. Although an
employer has a legitimate interest in maintaining the confidentiality of business
records, these rules were not narrowly tailored to address that concern.

• Prohibition from wearing cell phones, making personal calls or
viewing or sending texts "while on duty."
This rule, which limits the restriction on personal recording devices to time "on
duty," is nonetheless unlawful, because employees reasonably would understand "on
duty" to include breaks and meals during their shifts, as opposed to their actual
work time.
Lawful Rules Regulating Pictures and Recording Equipment
Rules regulating employee recording or photography will be found lawful if
their scope is appropriately limited. For instance, in cases where a no-photography
rule is instituted in response to a breach of patient privacy, where the employer has
a well-understood, strong privacy interest, the Board has found that employees
would not reasonably understand a no-photography rule to limit pictures for
protected concerted purposes. See Flagstaff Medical Center, 357 NLRB No. 65, slip
op. at 5 (Aug. 26, 2011), enforced in relevant part, 715 F.3d 928 (D.C. Cir. 2013). We
also found the following rule lawful based on a contextual analysis:
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• No cameras are to be allowed in the store or parking lot without
prior approval from the corporate office.
This rule was embedded in a lawful media policy and immediately followed
instructions on how to deal with reporters in the store. We determined that, in such
a context, employees would read the rule to ban news cameras, not their own
cameras.
G.

Employer Handbook Rules Restricting Employees from Leaving Work

One of the most fundamental rights employees have under Section 7 of the
Act is the right to go on strike. Accordingly, rules that regulate when employees can
leave work are unlawful if employees reasonably would read them to forbid
protected strike actions and walkouts. See Purple Communications, Inc., 361 NLRB
No. 43, slip op. at 2 (Sept. 24, 2014). If, however, such a rule makes no mention of
"strikes," "walkouts," "disruptions," or the like, employees will reasonably
understand the rule to pertain to employees leaving their posts for reasons
unrelated to protected concerted activity, and the rule will be found lawful. See 2
Sisters Food Group, 357 NLRB No. 168, slip op. at 2 (Dec. 29, 2011).
Unlawful Handbook Rules Relating to Restrictions on Leaving Work

We found the following rules were unlawful because they contain broad
prohibitions on walking off the job, which reasonably would be read to include
protected strikes and walkouts.
• "Failure to report to your scheduled shift for more than three
consecutive days without prior authorization or 'walking off the job'
during a scheduled shift" is prohibited.
•

"Walking off the job ..." is prohibited.
Lawful Handbook Rules Relating to Restrictions on Leaving Work

In contrast, the following handbook rule was considered lawful:
• "Entering or leaving Company property without permission may
result in discharge."
We found this rule was lawful because, in the absence of terms like "work stoppage"
or "walking off the job," a rule forbidding employees from leaving the employer's
property during work time without permission will not reasonably be read to
encompass strikes. However, the portion of the rule that requires employees to
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employers may not deny off-duty employees access to parking lots, gates, and other
outside nonworking areas except where sufficiently justified by business reasons or
pursuant to the kind of narrowly tailored rule approved in Tr-County Medical
Center, 222 NLRB 1089, 1089 (1976).

• "Walking off shift, failing to report for a scheduled shift and leaving
early without supervisor permission are also grounds for immediate
termination."
Although this rule includes the term "walking off shift," which usually would be
considered an overbroad term that employees reasonably would understand to
include strikes, we found this rule to be lawful in the context of the employees'
health care responsibilities. Where employees are directly responsible for patient
care, a broad "no walkout without permission" rule is reasonably read as ensuring
that patients are not left without adequate care, not as a complete ban on strikes.
See Wilshire at Lakewood, 343 NLRB 141, 144 (2004), vacated in part, 345 NLRB
1050 (2005), enforcement denied on other grounds, Jochims v. NLRB, 480 F.3d 1161
(D.C. Cir. 2007). This rule was maintained by an employer that operated a care
facility for people with dementia. Thus, we found that employees would reasonably
read this rule as being designed to ensure continuity of care, not as a ban on
protected job actions.
H.

Employer Conflict-of-Interest Rules

Section 7 of the Act protects employees' right to engage in concerted activity
to improve their terms and conditions of employment, even if that activity is in
conflict with the employer's interests. For instance, employees may protest in front
of the company, organize a boycott, and solicit support for a union while on nonwork
time. See HTH Corp., 356 NLRB No. 182, slip op. at 2, 25 (June 14, 2011), enforced,
693 F.3d 1051 (9th Cir. 2012). If an employer's conflict-of-interest rule would
reasonably be read to prohibit such activities, the rule will be found unlawful.
However, where the rule includes examples or otherwise clarifies that it is limited
to legitimate business interests, employees will reasonably understand the rule to
prohibit only unprotected activity. See Tradesmen International, 338 NLRB 460,
461-62 (2002).
Unlawful Conflict-of-Interest Rules
We found the following rule unlawful because it was phrased broadly and did
not include any clarifying examples or context that would indicate that it did not
apply to Section 7 activities:

• Employees may not engage in "any action" that is "not in the best
interest of [the Employer]."
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Lawful Conflict-of-Interest Rules
In contrast, we found the following rules lawful because they included context
and examples that indicated that the rules were not meant to encompass protected
concerted activity:

• Do not "give, offer or promise, directly or indirectly, anything of
value to any representative of an Outside Business," where "Outside
Business" is defined as "any person, firm, corporation, or
government agency that sells or provides a service to, purchases
from, or competes with [the Employer]." Examples of violations
include "holding an ownership or financial interest in an Outside
Business" and "accepting gifts, money, or services from an Outside
Business."
We concluded that this rule is lawful because employees would reasonably
understand that the rule is directed at protecting the employer from employee graft
and preventing employees from engaging in a competing business, and that it does
not apply to employee interactions with labor organizations or other Section 7
activity that the employer might oppose.

• As an employee, "I will not engage in any activity that might create a
conflict of interest for me or the company," where the conflict of
interest policy devoted two pages to examples such as "avoid outside
employment with a[n Employer] customer, supplier, or competitor,
or having a significant financial interest with one of these entities."
The above rule included multiple examples of conflicts of interest such that it would
not be interpreted to restrict Section 7 activity.

• Employees must refrain "from any activity or having any financial
interest that is inconsistent with the Company's best interest" and
also must refrain from "activities, investments or associations that
compete with the Company, interferes with one's judgment
concerning the Company's best interests, or exploits one's position
with the Company for personal gains."
We also found this rule to be lawful based on a contextual analysis. While its
requirement that employees refrain from activities or associations that are
inconsistent with the company's best interests could, in isolation, be interpreted to
include employee participation in unions, the surrounding context and examples
ensure that employees would not reasonably read it in that way. Indeed, the rule is
in a section of the handbook that deals entirely with business ethics and includes
requirements to act with "honesty, fairness and integrity"; comply with "all laws,
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understandable" information in SEC filings.
Part 2: The Settlement with Wendy's International LLC
In 2014, we concluded that many of the employee handbook rules alleged in
an unfair labor practice charge against Wendy's International, LLC were unlawfully
overbroad under Lutheran Heritage's first prong. Pursuant to an informal, bilateral
Board settlement agreement, Wendy's modified its handbook rules. This section of
the report presents the rules we found unlawfully overbroad, with brief discussions
of our reasoning, followed by the replacement rules, which the Office of the General
Counsel considers lawful, contained in the settlement agreement.
A.

Wendy's Unlawful Handbook Rules

The pertinent provisions of Wendy's handbook and our conclusions are
outlined below.
Handbook disclosure provision

No part of this handbook may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or
by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying,
recording, or information storage and retrieval system or otherwise, for
any purpose without the express written permission of Wendy's
International, Inc. The information contained in this handbook is
considered proprietary and confidential information of Wendy's and its
intended use is strictly limited to Wendy's and its employees. The
disclosure of this handbook to unauthorized parties is prohibited. Making
an unauthorized disclosure of this handbook is a serious breach of
Wendy's standards of conduct and ethics and shall expose the disclosing
party to disciplinary action and other liabilities as permitted under law.
We concluded that this provision was unlawful because it prohibited
disclosure of the Wendy's handbook, which contains employment policies, to third
parties such as union representatives or the Board. Because employees have a
Section 7 right to discuss their wages and other terms and conditions of
employment with others, including co-workers, union representatives, and
government agencies, such as the Board, a rule that precludes employees from
sharing the employee handbook that contains many of their working conditions
violates Section 8(a)(1).
Social Media Policy

Refrain from commenting on the company's business, financial
performance, strategies, clients, policies, employees or competitors in any
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social media, without the advance approval of your supervisor, Human
Resources and Communications Departments. Anything you say or post
may be construed as representing the Company's opinion or point of view
(when it does not), or it may reflect negatively on the Company. If you
wish to make a complaint or report a complaint or troubling behavior,
please follow the complaint procedure in the applicable Company policy
(e.g., Speak Out).
Although employers have a legitimate interest in ensuring that employee
communications are not construed as misrepresenting the employer's official
position, we concluded that this rule did not merely prevent employees from
speaking on behalf of, or in the name of, Wendy's. Instead, it generally prohibited
an employee from commenting about the Company's business, policies, or employees
without authorization, particularly when it might reflect negatively on the
Company. Accordingly, we found that this part of the rule was overly broad. We also
concluded that the rule's instruction that employees should follow the Company's
internal complaint mechanism to "make a complaint or report a complaint" chilled
employees' Section 7 right to communicate employment-related complaints to
persons and entities other than Wendy's.

Respect copyrights and similar laws. Do not use any copyrighted or
otherwise protected information or property without the owner's written
consent.
We concluded that this rule was unlawfully overbroad because it
broadly prohibited any employee use of copyrighted or "otherwise protected"
information. Employees would reasonably construe that language to prohibit
Section 7 communications involving, for example, reference to the
copyrighted handbook or Company website for purposes of commentary or
criticism, or use of the Wendy's trademark/name and another business's
trademark/name in a wage comparison. We determined that such use does
not implicate the interests that courts have identified as being protected by
trademark and copyright laws.

[You may not co] ost photographs taken at Company events or on Company
premises without the advance consent of your supervisor, Human
Resources and Communications Departments.
[You may not Most photographs of Company employees without their
advance consent. Do not attribute or disseminate comments or statements
purportedly made by employees or others without their explicit
permission.
We concluded that these rules, which included no examples of unprotected
conduct or other language to clarify and restrict their scope, would chill employees
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a picket sign in front of a restaurant, documenting a health or safety concern, or
discussing or making complaints about statements made by Wendy's or fellow
employees.

[You may not u]se the Company's (or any of its affiliated entities)
logos, marks or other protected information or property without the
Legal Department's express written authorization.
As discussed above, Wendy's had no legitimate basis to prohibit the
use of its logo or trademarks in this manner, which would reasonably be
construed to restrict a variety of Section 7-protected uses of the Wendy's logo
and trademarks. Therefore, we found this rule unlawfully overbroad.

[You may not e]mail, post, comment or blog anonymously. You may
think it is anonymous, but it is most likely traceable to you and the
Company.
Requiring employees to publicly self-identify in order to participate in
protected activity imposes an unwarranted burden on Section 7 rights. Thus,
we found this rule banning anonymous comments unlawfully overbroad.

[You may not m]ake false or misleading representations about your
credentials or your work.
We found this rule unlawful, because its language clearly encompassed
communications relating to working conditions, which do not lose their
protection if they are false or misleading as opposed to "maliciously false"
(i.e., made with knowledge of falsity or reckless disregard for the truth). A
broad rule banning merely false or misleading representations about work
can have a chilling effect by causing employees to become hesitant to voice
their views and complaints concerning working conditions for fear that later
they may be disciplined because someone may determine that those were
false or misleading statements.

[You may not c]reate a blog or online group related to your job
without the advance approval of the Legal and Communications.
We determined that this no-blogging rule was unlawfully overbroad
because employees have a Section 7 right to discuss their terms and
conditions of employment with their co-workers and/or the public, including
on blogs or online groups, and it is well-settled that such pre-authorization
requirements chill Section 7 activity.
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Do Not Disparage:
Be thoughtful and respectful in all your communications and
dealings with others, including email and social media. Do not
harass, threaten, libel, malign, defame, or disparage fellow
professionals, employees, clients, competitors or anyone else. Do not
make personal insults, use obscenities or engage in any conduct that
would be unacceptable in a professional environment.
We found this rule unlawful because its second and third sentences
contained broad, sweeping prohibitions against "malign[ing], defam[ing], or
disparag[ing]" that, in context, would reasonably be read to go beyond
unprotected defamation and encompass concerted communications protesting
or criticizing Wendy's treatment of employees, among other Section 7
activities. And, there was nothing in the rule or elsewhere in the handbook
that would reasonably assure employees that Section 7 communications were
excluded from the rule's broad reach.

Do Not Retaliate:
If you discover negative statements, emails or posts about you or the
Company, do not respond. First seek help from the Legal and
Communications Departments, who will guide any response.
We concluded that employees would reasonably read this rule as
requiring them to seek permission before engaging in Section 7 activity
because "negative statements about. . . the Company" would reasonably be
construed as encompassing Section 7 activity. For example, employees would
reasonably read the rule to require that they obtain permission from Wendy's
before responding to a co-worker's complaint about working conditions or a
protest of unfair labor practices. We therefore found this rule overly broad.
Conflict-of-Interest Provision

Because you are now working in one of Wendy's restaurants, it is
important to realize that you have an up close and personal look at our
business every day. With this in mind, you should recognize your
responsibility to avoid any conflict between your personal interests and
those of the Company. A conflict of interest occurs when our personal
interests interfere—or appear to interfere—with our ability to make sound
business decisions on behalf of Wendy's.
We determined that the Conflict-of-Interest provision was unlawfully
overbroad because its requirement that employees avoid "any conflict between your
personal interests and those of the Company" would reasonably be read to
encompass Section 7 activity, such as union organizing activity, demanding higher
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Unlike rules that provide specific examples of what constitutes a conflict of interest,
nothing in this rule confined its scope to legitimate business concerns or clarified
that it was not intended to apply to Section 7 activity.
Moreover, we concluded that the Conflict-of-Interest provision was even more
likely to chill Section 7 activity when read together with the handbook's third-party
representation provision, located about six pages later, which communicated that
unions are not beneficial or in the interest of Wendy's: [b]ecause Wendy's desires
to maintain open and direct communications with all of our employees, we
do not believe that third party/union involvement in our relationship
would benefit our employees or Wendy's.
Company Confidential Information Provision

During the course of your employment, you may become aware of
confidential information about Wendy's business. You must not disclose
any confidential information relating to Wendy's business to anyone
outside of the Company. Your employee PIN and other personal
information should be kept confidential. Please don't share this
information with any other employee.
We concluded that the confidentiality provision was facially unlawful because
it referenced employees' "personal information," which the Board has found would
reasonably be read to encompass discussion of wages, hours, and terms and
conditions of employment.
Employee Conduct
The Employee Conduct section of the handbook contained approximately two
pages listing examples of "misconduct" and "gross misconduct," which could lead to
disciplinary action, up to and including discharge, in the sole discretion of Wendy's.
The list included the following:

Soliciting, collecting funds, distributing literature on Company premises
without proper approvals or outside the guidelines established in the "No
Solicitation/No Distribution" Policy.
The blanket prohibition against soliciting, collecting funds, or distributing
literature without proper approvals was unlawfully overbroad because employees
have a Section 7 right to solicit on non-work time and distribute literature in nonwork areas.
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Walking off the job without authorization.
We found that this rule was unlawfully overbroad because employees would
reasonably construe it to prohibit Section 7 activity such as a concerted walkout or
other strike activity. As discussed in Part 1 of this report, the Board has drawn a
fairly bright line regarding how employees would reasonably construe rules about
employees leaving work. Rules that contain phrases such as "walking off the job," as
here, reasonably would be read to forbid protected strike actions and walkouts.

Threatening, intimidating, foul or inappropriate language.
We found this prohibition to be unlawful because rules that forbid the vague
phrase "inappropriate language," without examples or context, would reasonably be
construed to prohibit protected communications about or criticism of management,
labor policies, or working conditions.

False accusations against the Company and/or against another employee
or customer.
We found this rule unlawful because an accusation against an employer does
not lose the protection of Section 7 merely because it is false, as opposed to being
recklessly or knowingly false. As previously discussed, a rule banning merely false
statements can have a chilling effect on protected concerted communications, for
instance, because employees reasonably would fear that contradictory information
provided by the employer would result in discipline.

No Distribution/No Solicitation Provision
[I]t is our policy to prohibit the distribution of literature in work areas
and to prohibit solicitation during employees' working time. "VVorking
time" is the time an employee is engaged, or should be engaged, in
performing his/her work tasks for Wendy's. These guidelines also apply to
solicitation and/or distribution by electronic means.
We concluded that this rule was unlawful because it restricted distribution by
electronic means in work areas. While an employer may restrict distribution of
literature in paper form in work areas, it has no legitimate business justification to
restrict employees from distributing literature electronically, such as sending an
email with a "flyer" attached, while the employees are in work areas during nonworking time. Unlike distribution of paper literature, which can create a production
hazard even when it occurs on nonworking time, electronic distribution does not
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occurs on working time.
Restaurant Telephone; Cell Phone; Camera Phone/Recording Devices Provision

Due to the potential for issues such as invasion of privacy, sexual
harassment, and loss of productivity, no Crew Member may operate a
camera phone on Company property or while performing work for the
Company. The use of tape recorders, Dictaphones, or other types of voice
recording devices anywhere on Company property, including to record
conversations or activities of other employees or management, or while
performing work for the Company, is also strictly prohibited, unless the
device was provided to you by the Company and is used solely for
legitimate business purposes.
We concluded that this rule, which prohibited employee use of a camera or
video recorder "on Company property" at any time, precluded Section 7 activities,
such as employees documenting health and safety violations, collective action, or
the potential violation of employee rights under the Act. Wendy's had no business
justification for such a broad prohibition. Its concerns about privacy, sexual
harassment, and loss of productivity did not justify a rule that prohibited all use of
a camera phone or audio recording device anywhere on the company's property at
any time.
B.

Wendy's Lawful Handbook Rules Pursuant to Settlement Agreement

Handbook Disclosure Provision
This Crew Orientation Handbook. . . is the property of Wendy's International LLC.
No part of this handbook may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopying, recording, or information
storage and retrieval system or otherwise, for any business/commercial venture
without the express written permission of Wendy's International, LLC. The
information contained in this handbook is strictly limited to use by Wendy's and its
employees. The disclosure of this handbook to competitors is prohibited. Making an
unauthorized disclosure of this handbook is a serious breach of Wendy's standards
of conduct and ethics and shall expose the disclosing party to disciplinary action
and other liabilities as permitted under law.
Social Media Provision
• Do not comment on trade secrets and proprietary Company information
(business, financial and marketing strategies) without the advance approval
of your supervisor, Human Resources and Communications Departments.
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•

Do not make negative comments about our customers in any social media.

• Use of social media on Company equipment during working time is
permitted, if your use is for legitimate, preapproved Company business.
Please discuss the nature of your anticipated business use and the content of
your message with your supervisor and Human Resources. Obtain their
approval prior to such use.
• Respect copyright, trademark and similar laws and use such protected
information in compliance with applicable legal standards.
Restrictions:
YOU MAY NOT do any of the following:
• Due to the potential for issues such as invasion of privacy (employee and
customer), sexual or other harassment (as defined by our harassment
/discrimination policy), protection of proprietary recipes and preparation
techniques, Crew Members may not take, distribute, or post pictures, videos,
or audio recordings while on working time. Crew Members also may not take
pictures or make recordings of work areas. An exception to the rule
concerning pictures and recordings of work areas would be to engage in
activity protected by the National Labor Relations Act including, for example,
taking pictures of health, safety and/or working condition concerns or of
strike, protest and work-related issues and/or other protected concerted
activities.
• Use the Company's (or any of its affiliated entities) logos, marks or
other protected information or property for any business/commercial
venture without the Legal Department's express written authorization.
• Make knowingly false representations about your credentials or your
work.
•

Create a blog or online group related to Wendy's (not including blogs or
discussions involving wages, benefits, or other terms and conditions of
employment, or protected concerted activity) without the advance
approval of the Legal and Communications Departments. If a blog or
online group is approved, it must contain a disclaimer approved by the
Legal Department.
Do Not Violate the Law and Related Company Policies:
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including email and social media. Never harass (as defined by our antiharassment policy), threaten, libel or defame fellow professionals,
employees, clients, competitors or anyone else. In general, it is always
wise to remember that what you say in social media can often be seen
by anyone. Accordingly, harassing comments, obscenities or similar
conduct that would violate Company policies is discouraged in general
and is never allowed while using Wendy's equipment or during your
working time.
Discipline:
All employees are expected to know and follow this policy. Nothing in
this policy is, however, intended to prevent employees from engaging
in concerted activity protected by law. If you have any questions
regarding this policy, please ask your supervisor and Human
Resources before acting. Any violations of this policy are grounds for
disciplinary action, up to and including immediate termination of
employment.
Conflict of Interest Provision
Because you are now working in one of Wendy's restaurants, it is
important to realize that you have an up close and personal look at our
business every day. With this in mind, you should recognize your
responsibility to avoid any conflict between your personal interests and
those of the Company. A conflict of interest occurs when our personal
interests interfere — or appear to interfere — with your ability to make
sound business decisions on behalf of Wendy's. There are some
common relationships or circumstances that can create, or give the
appearance of, a conflict of interest. The situations generally involve
gifts and business or financial dealings or investments. Gifts, favors,
tickets, entertainment and other such inducements may be attempts to
(( purchase" favorable treatment. Accepting such inducements could
raise doubts about an employee's ability to make independent business
judgments and the Company's commitment to treating people fairly. In
addition, a conflict of interest exists when employees have a financial
or ownership interest in a business or financial venture that may be at
variance with the interests of Wendy's. Likewise, when an employee
engages in business transactions that benefit family members, it may
give an appearance of impropriety.
Company Confidential Information Provision
During the course of your employment, you may become aware of trade
secrets and similarly protected proprietary and confidential information
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plans and strategies, financial records). You must not disclose any such
information to anyone outside of the Company. Your employee PIN and other
similar personal identification information should be kept confidential.
Please don't share this information with any other employee.
Employee Conduct Provision
• Soliciting, collecting funds, distributing literature on Company premises
outside the guidelines established in the "No Solicitation/No Distribution"
Policy.
• Leaving Company premises during working shift without permission of
management.
• Threatening, harassing (as defined by our harassment/discrimination policy),
intimidating, profane, obscene or similar inappropriate language in violation
of Company policy.
• Making knowingly false accusations against the Company and/or against
another employee, customer or vendor.
No Distribution/No Solicitation Provision
Providing the most ideal work environment possible is very important to
Wendy's. We hope you feel very comfortable and at ease when you're here at
work. Therefore, to protect you and our customers from unnecessary
interruptions and annoyances, it is our policy to prohibit the distribution of
literature in work areas and to prohibit solicitation and distribution of
literature during employees' working time. "Working Time" is the time an
employee is engaged or should be engaged in performing his/her work tasks
for Wendy's. These guidelines also apply to solicitation by electronic means.
Solicitation or distribution of any kind by non-employees on Company
premises is prohibited at all times. Nothing in this section prohibits
employees from discussing terms and conditions of employment.
Restaurant Telephone/ Cell Phone/Camera Phone/Recording Devices Provision
Due to the potential for issues such as invasion of privacy (employee and
customer), sexual or other harassment (as defined by our harassment
/discrimination policy), protection of proprietary recipes and preparation
techniques, Crew Members may not take, distribute, or post pictures, videos,
or audio recordings while on working time. Crew Members also may not take
pictures or make recordings of work areas. An exception to the rule
concerning pictures and recordings of work areas would be to engage in
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taking pictures of health, safety and/or working condition concerns or of
strike, protest and work-related issues and/or other protected concerted
activities.
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SOCIAL MEDIA IN THE WORKPLACE
By: James G. Ryan, Esq.
I.

INTRODUCTION

On Thursday, August 27, 2015, Facebook CEO Mark Zuckerberg noted in a post on his
Facebook page “On Monday [August 24, 2015], 1 in 7 people on Earth used Facebook to
connect with their friends and family. This was the first time we reached this milestone, and it’s
just the beginning of connecting the whole world,” said Zuckerberg. With sixty-seven percent
of online American adults using at least one social media platform, seven-hundred and fifty
tweets being produced every second, and the launch of approximately three million blogs per
month, social media is vastly changing the world around us. See Colin K. Kelly and Aliyya Z.
Haque, A Trial Lawyer’s Guide To Using Social Media Information During Trial, FOR THE
DEFENSE, Oct. 2013, http://www.alston.com/Files/Publication/eeb42dbc-6bb5-4e55-a394cdf38f007263/Presentation/PublicationAttachment/778ab4c6-cdb2-4590-90964220f82ded2a/A%20Trial%20Lawyer's%20Guide.pdf.
The genesis of the social networking frenzy began with Friendster in 2002, then MySpace and
LinkedIn in 2003. Facebook and Twitter followed in 2004 and 2006, respectively. In what
seems to have been just a blink of an eye, the number of people and businesses using social
networking has increased exponentially. The Internet opened the door to the explosion of what
has become known as social networking. Social networking generally consists of a website or
discussion forum in which users can connect and share information with others. As of January
2014, 74% of online adults utilize social networking sites. See Social Networking Fact Sheet
conducted by Pew Research Center, http://www.pewinternet.org/fact-sheets/social-networkingfact-sheet/ (last visited August 23, 2015).
Social networking provides employers with unprecedented opportunities to communicate with
customers and potential customers. However, the swift development of social media has
produced a number of legal obstacles for employers. As social networks expand and as each
“friend” “friends” another and each tweet inspires another tweet, employers must consider the
actions they take with respect to employees as a result of social media information. Employers
must be aware of their employees’ use of social networking both at work and after the workday
has ended. That burden is further complicated by privacy rights, libel, and discrimination
claims as well as the evolving rules covering the discovery of information on social networking
websites in litigation.
Unfortunately, and not unexpectedly, employers and employees often have very differing views
as to the use of social media in the workplace, which can create workplace issues. A 2012
Deloitte LLP study focusing on trust in the workplace notes that “there is a persistent gap
between employee and employer views on the appropriate use of and access to social media
sites….” The Deloitte study claims that 41% of executives believe that social networking helps
build trust in the workplace whereas only 21% of employees agree. Meanwhile, 45% of
business leaders believe that social media has a positive impact on workplace culture, while
only 27% of employees share the same view. See Deloitte.com, The Social Divide - Employees,
Executives Disagree on the Role of Social Media in Building Workplace Culture: Deloitte
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Survey, June 13, 2012, available at
http://www.deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/press/PressReleases/917ed0b3d26e7310VgnVCM2000
001b56f00aRCRD.htm.
This divide clearly shows the need for a clear workplace policy regarding the use of social
networking. Unfortunately for employers, failure to have a clear policy with respect to social
networking that is monitored and enforced could lead to serious consequences, including public
relations disasters; the release of confidential information; or litigation in the form of
harassment claims, privacy violations, or violations of intellectual property rights. Indeed,
friending, linking, tweeting or checking in with FourSquare, with or by employees can be an
employer’s worst nightmare.
II.

SOCIAL MEDIA AND THE HIRING PROCESS

Today, the hiring process starts long before an individual arrives for the interview. Employers
commonly use social media as a source to gather information in connection with their hiring
decisions.
A. Laws to Consider
Although employers may utilize information from the Internet in their decision-‐making process,
employers must exercise serious caution to guarantee they do not utilize such information to
unlawfully discriminate against a potential employee.
1. Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C.S. § 2000(e) et seq., prohibits discrimination
when making employment related decisions. A company cannot make hiring, discipline, or
termination decisions based on race, color, national origin, religion, and sex. The Pregnancy
Discrimination Act of 1978 amended Title VII and makes it illegal to discriminate against a
woman because of her pregnancy, childbirth, or medical condition related to pregnancy or
childbirth.
Courts have often ruled that employment decisions are defined broadly and include promotion,
demotion, compensation, and transfers. See Alvarado v. Texas Rangers, 492 F.3d 605, 614 (5th
Cir. 2007) (holding that denial of a transfer may be the objective equivalent of the denial of a
promotion, and can constitute an adverse employment action).
2. The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967
The Age Discrimination in Employment Act of 1967 (“ADEA”), 29 U.S.C.A. § 621 et seq.,
protects individuals who are 40 years of age or older from employment discrimination. It is
“unlawful for an employer to fail or refuse to hire or to discharge any individual or otherwise
discriminate against any individual with respect to his compensation, terms, conditions, or
privileges of employment, because of such individual's age.” 29 U.S.C. § 623(a)(1).
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3. The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990
The Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C.S. § 12101 et seq., prohibits
discrimination based on physical or mental handicap/disability. “Discrimination occurs when an
employer does not make reasonable accommodations to the known physical or mental
limitations of an otherwise qualified employee, unless the employer can demonstrate that the
accommodation would impose an undue hardship on the operation of its business.” Goonan v.
Fed. Reserve Bank of New York, 916 F. Supp. 2d 470, 479 (S.D.N.Y. 2013) citing 42 U.S.C. §
12112(b)(5)(A); see also U.S. Airways, Inc. v. Barnett, 535 U.S. 391 (2002).
4. Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Law of 2008
Under the Genetic Information Nondiscrimination Law of 2008, 42 U.S.C. 2000(f)(f) et seq., it
is illegal to discriminate against employees or applicants because of genetic information. Title II
of GINA prohibits the use of genetic information in making employment decisions, restricts
employers and other entities covered by Title II (employment agencies, labor organizations and
joint labor-management training and apprenticeship programs - referred to as "covered entities")
from requesting, requiring or purchasing genetic information, and strictly limits the disclosure
of genetic information.
5. New York Laws
States are free to add additional factors that are off limits when making employment decisions.
However, New York law is pretty much aligned with the protections given to people under
federal law. Specifically, New York prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of age,
race, creed, color, national origin, sexual orientation, military status, sex, disability,
predisposing genetic characteristics, or marital status. See N.Y. CONST. art. I, § 11. See
generally N.Y. Exec. Law § 296 (McKinney 2011). The standard for an employee is identical
for claims arising under Title VII and the New York State Human Rights Law. Drew v. Plaza
Const. Corp., 688 F. Supp. 2d 270 (S.D.N.Y. 2010). To state a prima facie case for employment
discrimination under Title VII or NYSHRL, an employee must prove: (1) he was a member of a
protected class; (2) he was qualified for his position; (3) he suffered an adverse employment
action; and (4) the circumstances give rise to an inference of discrimination. Rookard v. Kateri
Residence, Inc., 2001 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 1672 (S.D.N.Y. 2001).
B. Independent Background Research to Determine Who Gets Hired
Social media can land a company in hot water even before a person is hired. In evaluating
candidates, hiring managers often look to social media as a means of conducting background
research to determine if the individual presents himself/herself in a professional manner, to
verify the candidate’s qualifications, and to determine if he/she is a good fit for the company.
See PRNewswire.com, Thirty-Seven Percent of Companies Use Social Networks to Research
Potential Job Candidates, http://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/thirty-seven-percent-ofcompanies-use-social-networks-to-research-potential-job-candidates-according-to-newcareerbuilder-survey-147885445.html (last visited August 25, 2015).
1. Interviewing John and Jane
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Imagine John and Jane, equally qualified, both interview for the same job and Human
Resources decided to do some basic searches on the Internet to make sure they are not running a
Ponzi scheme through their Facebook page. Now imagine that the search for John turns up
nothing, but the search for Jane shows several images on Facebook of her younger brother’s bar
mitzvah. Is there a problem with this? If you had asked Jane during her interview what her
religion was, you certainly would have opened yourself up to a lawsuit. Gathering this
information through a Google/Facebook search is no different.
The problem is that if you do not hire Jane, no matter how legitimate that decision was, you
might have given her ammunition for a lawsuit against your company. See Gaskell v Univ. of
Kentucky, 2010 WL 4867630 (E.D. Ky. 2010).


Gaskell v Univ. of Kentucky, 2010 WL 4867630 (E.D. Ky. 2010): The Plaintiff was a
leading candidate to be a director of a new observatory at the University of Kentucky in
2007. He was not hired, however, in part because of his apparent views on evolution
that were posted online. The plaintiff subsequently alleged that the University violated
Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, 42 U.S.C. § 2000(e) et seq, as amended, but a
settlement was reached before the case went to trial for $125,000. In any event, this case
demonstrates that even if the impermissible information is not utilized in making the
employment or hiring decision, improper motive may be inferred if the employer has
access to this information.

Another example to consider is the following: You are about to make your decision and decide
to ask your summer intern to do one last search on the Internet for information about Jane. Her
search reveals a blog written by Jane about how proud she is to have participated in a Race for
the Cure in honor of her mother who had cancer and she reports this information to you. This
information may cause your company to run afoul of GINA: the Genetic Information
Nondiscrimination Law of 2008, which prohibits an employer from failing or refusing to hire
someone because of genetic information. Again, if you decide not to hire Jane it is possible that
she may have a claim under GINA.
2. Avoiding Hiring Risks Based on What You’ve Reviewed Using Social Media
Social Media Review Using a Third Party: One simple method of avoiding the risks
associated with hiring determinations based on social media is to use a third-party to conduct
the searches. The vendor is then instructed to forward only job-relevant information. In
addition, detailed records as to why each candidate was hired or not hired should be maintained
to protect against any potential claims.
In-House Review of Applicants and Social Media: if your company decides not to use a thirdparty to conduct a social media search, it is important to remember the following:


Process all applicants consistently by following the same process for each;



Identify a designated searcher or searchers, and make sure the person conducting the
search is not the hiring manager;
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Avoid revealing potential employees’ protected information (i.e. age, race, religion,
disability, genetic information, and political association) to the hiring manager;



Limit the scope of the social media searches to publicly available, relevant, work-related
information and never allow anyone to “friend” an applicant in order to see private
profile information;



Provide notice of social media searches to all prospective employees either on the
employment application or in a separate disclosure;



Consistently document the results of social media search;



Fully document all decisions to reject an applicant based on social media search results;
and



Communicate social media policies to hiring managers, and advise them not to perform
their own social media searches.

See Janelle Milodragovich, What Happens in Vegas Doesn't Stay in Vegas: Best Practices For
Using Social Media in The Recruiting Process, May 10, 2011,
http://www.washingtonworkplacelaw.com/private-employers/what-happens-in-vegas-doesntstay-in-vegas-best-practices-for-using-social-media-in-the-recruiting-p (last visited August 23,
2015). By following this simple advice, your company will be less exposed to potential
litigation and less likely to be subject to complaints regarding its hiring determinations.
3. Gaining Access to Social Media - Asking for Passwords
Let’s go back to John and Jane. You keep trying to find out information about John, but he
figured out his privacy settings a week ago so you have not been able to learn anything helpful.
Consequently, you go to the head of Human Resources and ask that a new policy be
implemented requiring all interviewees divulge their usernames and passwords. Anyone see a
problem with this?
a.

Public Relations

When Maryland's Department of Public Safety and Correctional Services instituted a policy of
asking prospective employees for their passwords to social media websites as part of the hiring
process, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) learned of this and issued a press release
detailing the practice.
b.

Violations of Federal Law and State Law

Moreover, this course of action may run afoul with federal and/or state law. See Pietrylo v.
Hillstone, 2009 WL 3128420 (D. N.J. 2009)(holding two managers of Hillstone Restaurant
Group liable for violating the Stored Communication Act and comparable state law after
requesting an employee's login information to a private, invitation-only, password-protected
MySpace group, which was created by the company’s employees. The court found that since
providing the password was not entirely voluntary on the part of the employee, access by use of
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that password was unauthorized.)
•

Stored Communication Act, 18 U.S.C. § 2701 et seq. (“SCA”): addresses voluntary and
compelled disclosure of "stored wire and electronic communications and transactional
records" held by third-party internet service providers (ISPs). The SCA “protects users
whose electronic communications are in electronic storage with an ISP or other
electronic communications facility.”
o Under the SCA, an offense is committed by anyone who: “(1) intentionally
accesses without authorization a facility through which an electronic
communication service is provided;” or “(2) intentionally exceeds an
authorization to access that facility; and thereby obtains...[an] electronic
communication while it is in electronic storage in such system.” 18 U.S.C. §
2701(a)(1)-(2).

To that end, the Social Networking Online Protection Act has been introduced in Congress and
would also prohibit employers from asking employees or applicants for social media account
information. Specifically, in April 2012, the House or Representatives introduced H.R. 5050:
the Social Networking Online Protection Act. Initially picking up support of the Senate, the bill
was not enacted by the 112th Congress, yet was reintroduced in February of 2012 as H.R. 223.
Despite the Senate’s initial support, the bill has stalled since being presented to the
Subcommittee on Workforce Protections in April 2013.
Nevertheless, a number of states have enacted password protection laws prohibiting employers
from requesting or requiring the submission of social media passwords by employees or
applicants. Many of the laws seek to prohibit employers from requesting that employees or job
applicants disclose their usernames, passwords, or other personal account information for social
networking sites. To date, twenty-one states have enacted laws that apply to employers; 13
apply to educational institutions. See Listing of States with Password Protection Laws Provided
by the National Conference of State Legislatures,
http://www.ncsl.org/research/telecommunications-and-information-technology/state-lawsprohibiting-access-to-social-media-usernames-and-passwords.aspx (last visited August 25,
2015).
III. SOCIAL MEDIA AND WORKPLACE DECISIONS
Employers in all sectors today are confronted with their employees using the Internet and social
media. Social media use can occur on company time and be wholly unrelated to job activities
or duties. Additionally social media use can occur outside of work, yet be related to the
company’s activities. Often employers may wish to terminate the employment of an employee
in connection with that employee’s use of social media. This section explores how employee
social media has impacted employer policies and employee rights.
A. National Labor Relations Act
The purpose of the National Labor Relations Act’s (the “Act”) is to “eliminate the causes of
certain substantial obstructions to the free flow of commerce…[and] encourag[e] the practice
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and procedure of collective bargaining…by protecting the exercise by workers of full freedom
of association, [and] self-organization.” 29 U.S.C. § 151.
Specifically, the Act protects the employee’s right to “engage in… concerted activities for the
purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection…” 29 U.S.C. § 157.
Significantly, the Act applies to activities by both union and non-union employees.
Section 7 of the Act guarantees employees the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist
labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and
to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual
aid and protection, as well as the right "to refrain from any or all such activities." In addition to
organizing, Section 7 protects employees who take part in grievances, on-the-job protests,
picketing, and strikes.
Generally speaking, Section 7 provides employees the right to associate together to improve the
terms and conditions of their employment or their positions as employees, through channels
outside the immediate employee-employer relationship. This may include discussions about
wages, benefits, working hours, the physical environment, dress codes, assignments, and
responsibilities.
Section 8(a)(1) of the Act makes it an unfair labor practice for an employer "to interfere with,
restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise of the rights guaranteed in Section 7" of the Act.
B. National Labor Relations Board Decisions
The National Labor Relations Board (“NLRB”) is an independent agency of the U.S.
government that enforces employee rights established under the Act. The NLRB protects
employees’ rights “to engage in “concerted activity,” which is when two or more employees
take action for their mutual aid or protection regarding terms and conditions of employment. A
single employee may also engage in protected concerted activity if he or she is acting with the
authority of other employees, bringing group complaints to the employer’s attention, trying to
induce group action, or seeking to prepare for group action.


Examples of protected concerted activities include: “[t]wo or more employees
addressing their employer about improving their pay”; “[t]wo or more employees
discussing work-‐related issues beyond pay, such as safety concerns, with each other”;
and “[a]n employee speaking to an employer on behalf of one or more co-‐workers about
improving workplace conditions.”

The NLRB has become more active on the issue of social media in recent years. In fact, over
the past few years, the NLRB has taken an active role in monitoring how employers respond to
employee social media activity. Recent pronouncements from the NLRB have disagreed with
some firings for social media use, instead finding broader protections of employee rights. See
e.g. Hispanics United of Buffalo, 359 NLRB 37 (December 14, 2012)(five employees engaged
in protected concerted activity by posting comments on Facebook that responded to a co-
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worker's criticism of their job performance). These findings signal a shift from the NLRB’s
previously more employer-friendly rulings.
1. Complaints about Workplace Conditions “Posted” on Social Media
So you decide to hire both John and Jane because business is booming and you want to avoid a
lawsuit. John is hired to sales and is extremely happy about his job, but tends to be a bit stuckup. During the company’s party for the company’s biggest client, John is appalled to discover
that the company is serving nothing but hot dogs, hamburgers, and cans of beer. John races
home after the party and immediately posts a comment on his Facebook page saying how
embarrassed the company should be at the quality of the food served and that it needs to serve
wine and sirloin steak at the next party or else they will be the laughing stock of the industry.
By the way, John is surprisingly popular with most people in the industry and has “Friended”
most of your clients and fellow employees. So, should John be disciplined, terminated, or just
warned that any similar posts in the future will result in immediate termination? Any one of
those choices will almost certainly run afoul of the NLRB.


Karl Knauz Motors, Inc., 358 NLRB 164 (Sept. 28, 2012) (finding that a Facebook post
regarding the food served at a company picnic was protected concerted activity because
it could have had an effect upon compensation).



Three D, LLC d/b/a Triple Play Sports Bar and Grille, 361 NLRB 31 (Aug. 22, 2014):
Employees complained on Facebook that they owed taxes due to the employer’s
accounting mistakes. An employee posted on Facebook “[S]omeone should do the
owners of Triple Play a favor and buy it from them. They can’t even do the tax
paperwork correctly!!!” A bartender who worked at Triple Play commented on the
Facebook post and a cook “liked” the employee’s comment. As a result, both the
bartender and the cook were terminated. The firings violated the NLRA - “liking” the
comments of a former employee was protected, concerted activity under the NLRA. The
Board found that the Respondent violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act by unlawfully
discharging the employees for their protected, concerted participation in a Facebook
discussion in which they complained about perceived errors in the employer's tax
withholding calculations.
2. The Company “Suggestion Box” Becomes a Blog

Jane is turning out to be a great hire and is performing well above expectations. In fact, Jane is
so far ahead of the curve that she begins to see every workplace flaw that you could imagine.
After filling the suggestion box; building a new, bigger suggestion box; and filling that, Jane
decides she needs a bigger forum for her ideas. She starts a blog titled
“YourCompanyIsRunByMorons.com.” In her blog she participates in exchanges between
fellow employees about every problem they have with workplace conditions and about various
ill-conceived solutions the company’s managers have tried to implement. Any thoughts on how
to respond to this? Unfortunately, there may not be much you can do about it. Jane is engaging
in protected concerted activity: namely, communicating with other employees about the terms
and conditions of their employment. Firing Jane would likely lead to an unfair labor practice
claim.
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In fact, the NLRB recently held that comments posted on Facebook by employees are protected
to the same extent as if they were made by the “water-cooler.” Hispanics United of Buffalo, 359
NLRB 37 (Dec. 14, 2012).


Hispanics United of Buffalo, 359 NLRB 37 (Dec. 14, 2012): From her personal home
computer, an individual posted on Facebook: “Lydia Cruz, a coworker feels that we
don’t help our clients enough at [Respondent]. I about had it! My fellow coworkers
how do u feel?” Four off duty employees responded via Facebook posts. The subject of
the Facebook post (Lydia Cruz) found out and complained to someone at the company
about the Facebook comments. The employer fired the Facebook poster and her four
coworkers, stating their remarks were “bullying and harassment” and violated the
employer’s zero tolerance policy of bullying and harassment. It was held that Hispanics
United of Buffalo, Inc. (the employer) violated Section 8(a)(1) of the NLRA by firing 5
employees for Facebook comments written in response to a co-worker’s criticism of
their job performance. The Facebook post qualified as concerted activity under Section 7
and protected activity and therefore they could not be discharged for their posting. The
employees “were taking a first step towards taking group action to defend themselves
against the accusations they could reasonably believe Cruz Moore was going to make to
management.”
3. Losing the Protection of the N.L.R.A.

When deciding whether protected conduct loses its protection, the following factors are
considered: (i) the place of the discussion; (ii) the discussion's subject matter; (iii) the nature of
the outburst on the part of the employee; and (iv) whether the outburst was provoked by the
employer's unfair labor practices. See Three D, LLC d/b/a Triple Play Sports Bar & Grille, No.
34-CA-12915, 2012 WL 76862 (Jan. 3, 2012). Under the third prong of the test, if comments
are disloyal, they will lose their protection. See Three d, LLC d/b/a Triple Play Sports Bar &
Grille, 34-CA-12915, 2012 WL 76862 (Jan. 3, 2012) (citing Jefferson Standard, 346 U.S. 464
(1953)).
Kevin, a long-term employee, sees what John and Jane are getting away with so he decides to
get in on the action. He starts sending out Tweets stating that the company’s competitors are a
bunch of “idiots” and that anyone west of the Mississippi River (most of your client base) lives
in flyover states. Are you stuck with Kevin? Not unless he’s the boss’s kid. Kevin’s Tweets
have nothing to do with workplace conditions and therefore are not protected. Feel free to show
Kevin the door. See e.g., Lee Enterprises, Inc., d/b/a Arizona Daily Star, No. 28-CA-23267,
2011 WL 2492852 (Apr. 21 2011) (finding that an employee was not wrongfully terminated for
writing inappropriate and offensive Twitter postings because the postings did not relate to the
employee's terms and conditions of employment or seek to involve other employees in issues
related to employment).
Similarly, in Tasker Healthcare Group, d/b/a Skinmart Dermatology, No. 04-CA-09422, 2013
WL 2285967 (May 8, 2013), an employee’s Facebook comments were not considered protected
concerted activity because they merely reflected the employee’s personal contempt for a coworker and supervisor, rather than any shared employee concerns over terms and conditions of
employment.
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In Richmond District Neighborhood Center, 361 NLRB 74 (Oct. 28, 2014), the NLRB decided
in favor of an employer whose employees had been engaging in concerted insubordination. The
two employees, while working as activity leaders for an after school program, had made a
number of Facebook posts on each other’s page in which they described their plans to do certain
activities without the necessary permission of the employer. In describing those plans, the
employees had used profanity, described how their plans would undercut management, and
imperil the future of the after school program. In reaching its decision, the NLRB found that the
employees had went too far and determined that the openly insubordinate behavior combined
with the detailed descriptions of the acts they wished to carry out were not protected acts within
the meaning of the Act. The NLRB found that “their conduct was “‘so egregious as to take it
outside the protection of the Act, or of such a character as to render the employee[s] unfit for
further service.”’ The Board further explained that the comments made by the employees could
not be “explained away as joke…or hyperbole,” and that the employer had a reasonable
expectation to believe that the plans described in the posts might actually be carried out by the
employees stating the employer “was not obliged to wait for the employees to follow through
on the misconduct they advocated.”
4. Off-site, Online Complaints to a Third-Party
Amy becomes frustrated with the company after her manager, Mike, failed to make
accommodations for the female employee who made hostile work environment claims. When
she went home from work that evening, she logged into her personal Facebook account and
immediately navigated to her state’s senator’s profile. She then decided to complain to her
senator by posting on his wall. The post expressed her concern about how companies managed
sexual harassment issues and that the senator should pass a law to force employers to take
claims of harassment more seriously. Although Amy did not think the senator could actually
help the situation, she wanted to vent her frustrations and publicly post on the senator’s wall
regarding her thoughts on harassment at work, as well as provide specific incidents that
occurred at her company. A few days after returning to work, Amy was terminated for publicly
posting disparaging remakes and confidential information. Do you think that Amy has a case
against her employer?
As noted herein, the NLRB’s test for “concerted activity” is whether activity is “engaged in
with or on the authority of other employees, and not solely by and on behalf of the employee
himself.” Concerted activity also includes “circumstances where individual employees seek to
initiate or to induce or to prepare for group action” and where individual employees bring “truly
group complaints” to management’s attention. See Meyers Industries, 281 NLRB 882, 887
(Sep. 30, 1986) (Meyers II); Meyers Industries, 268 N.L.R.B. 493 (Jan. 6, 1984) (Meyers I),
remanded sub nom; Prill v. N.L.R.B., 755 F.2d 941 (D.C. Cir. 1985), cert. denied 474 U.S. 971
(1985), decision on remand sub nom; Meyers Industries, 281 N.L.R.B. 882 (Sep. 30, 1986)
(Meyers II), aff’d sub nom; Prill v. N.L.R.B., 835 F.2d 1481 (D.C. Cir. 1987), cert. denied 487
U.S. 1205 (1988).
In Amy’s situation, the NLRB may rule against her because she did not discuss her posting with
any other employee, there were no employee meetings or any attempt to initiate a group action,
nor was she trying to take employee complaints to management. Therefore, she did not partake
in “concerted activity” as required by the statute. See Rural Metro, Case No. 25-CA-31802
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(June 29, 2011)(The issue was whether the employer unlawfully discharged the party for
posting messages on a U.S. Senator's Facebook page that allegedly violated the employer's
Code of Ethics and Business Conduct policy. The Board concluded that the employer did not
unlawfully discharge the party because she was not engaged in concerted activity).
IV.

MONITORING TWEETS, POSTS, BLOGS AND SO MUCH MORE

Almost three-quarters of companies monitor their workers' use of the Internet and check
employee email, and more than half review employee phone calls. Society for Human
Resources Management,
https://www.shrm.org/Research/SurveyFindings/Documents/Workplace%20Privacy%20Poll%2
0Findings%20-%20A%20Study%20by%20SHRM%20and%20CareerJournal.com.pdf (last
visited August 23, 2015).
So Jane’s suggestion box caught the eye of your president and he immediately promotes her.
Jane decides the best way to make a name for herself is to begin a campaign of monitoring
employee’s computer usage. Jane is not simply some power mad, paranoid manager who is
looking to catch her employees doing non-business related activities. Rather, there are
important reasons for monitoring employees’ Internet activities. For example, employees could
be emailing trade secrets, visiting improper websites, harassing fellow employees, conducting
illegal activities (gambling, etc.), or any other improper activities. So how do you do this
without giving an employee fodder for a lawsuit?
A. Monitoring Without Invading Privacy
The solution is to develop a policy that permits employers to monitor the Internet activities of
employees without violating their privacy rights.
1. Personal Email Sent on Company Computers
Whether or not the employer is properly monitoring an employee’s communications depends on
if a court determines that the employee had a "reasonable expectation of privacy” in that
particular situation. In City of Ontario, Cal. v. Quon, 130 S. Ct. 2619 (2010), the U.S. Supreme
Court held that a city police department's search of an employee/police officer's text messages
was reasonable. Although the officer may have had a reasonable expectation of privacy in his
personal text messages, the Court found that the employer's search was motivated by a
legitimate work-related purpose, and was not excessive in scope.
However, courts have routinely found that employees have no reasonable expectation of privacy
when using workplace email accounts, as long as the employer has a well written policy
which clearly informs employees that company computers cannot be used for personal email activity, and that they will be monitored. See Pure Power Boot Camp v. Warrior Fitness
Boot Camp, 587 F. Supp. 2d 548 (S.D.N.Y. 2008). Thus, where an employee has no reasonable
expectation of privacy, an employer will generally not need consent to search the employee’s
computer files, especially where the employee was using an employer’s computer or e-mail
system. An employer can screen personal e-mail sent using a company network if the company
maintains a strong policy to that effect and can establish that the employee was cognizant of the
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policy.
This theory, however, is not extended to every situation. Courts have ruled that an employee has
a reasonable expectation of privacy in their personal e-mail accounts if the e-mails were located
on, and accessed from, third-party communication service provider systems, such as Google,
Yahoo, or Hotmail, and there is no implication that the accounts were used for work purposes,
or that the employer paid or supported maintenance of those accounts. For example, in
Leventhal v. Knapek, 266 F.3d 64, 74 (2d Cir. 2001), the Second Circuit held that an employee
had a reasonable expectation of privacy in the contents of his computer where the employee
occupied a private office with a door, had exclusive use of the computer in his office, and did
not share use of his computer with other employees or the public, notwithstanding the fact that
there was a policy which “prohibited ‘using’ state equipment ‘for personal business.’” In
Leventhal, there was no clear policy or practice regarding regular monitoring of work
computers; technical staff conducted infrequent and selective searches for maintenance
purposes only. See Id.
2.

Internet

Tracking Employees’ Internet Usage: Employers are permitted to track employee visits to
websites and may block websites that employees try to access as long the employee is using
company owned equipment.
Investigating Internet/Social Media Misuse: In Blakley v. Continental Airlines, Inc., 751
A.2d 538 (N.J. 2000), the court held that employers have a duty to remedy co-employee
harassment to avoid a hostile work environment. There, a male employee used a company
bulletin board to harass a female employee based upon her sex and in retaliation for her filing a
lawsuit. “Although the electronic bulletin board may not have a physical location within a
terminal, hangar or aircraft, it may nonetheless have been so closely related to the workplace
environment and beneficial to Continental that a continuation of harassment on the forum
should be regarded as part of the workplace. As applied to this hostile environment workplace
claim, we find that if the employer had notice that co-employees were engaged on such a workrelated forum in a pattern of retaliatory harassment directed at a co-employee, the employer
would have a duty to remedy that harassment.”
As the reader can readily appreciate, it is important for an employer to have an Internet usage
policy in order to avoid issues involving the privacy rights of employees. A well rounded
policy should make clear that employees should not have an expectation of privacy in
communications made through company-owned technology or equipment, and that computer
usage may be monitored for all business-related matters. The key to avoiding legal trouble
when monitoring employees’ use of the internet is to develop a written policy regarding what
content (i.e. emails, Internet browsing, etc.) is subject to monitoring and under what
circumstances such monitoring will occur (i.e. while employee’s are on company time). Of
course, any policy should take into account employee morale and the effect of constant
monitoring.
B. Workplace Issues: Off-site, On-line Harassment
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Mike has been promoted to Vice President of Efficiency and immediately tackles the issue of
employee communication. With so many offices, branches, and cubicles he realizes that the
best way to spark collaboration and boost morale would be to create an in-house social
networking site (since the firm blocked access to external social networking sites). Mike
doesn’t know much about hosting websites so he hires an independent Internet service provider
to host the site. The website launch goes off without a hitch. Unfortunately, some of the men in
the Kalamazoo office log in after work hours and begin harassing the lone female employee in
that branch. Does the company have any obligation to stop this behavior since it is off-duty and
outside of the workplace? Probably.
The key issue of whether an employer has a duty to stop harassment or other such actions is
whether the forum is sufficiently related to the workplace to impute a duty to the employer. In
this case, it almost certainly does. See Blakey v. Continental Airlines, Inc., 751 A.2d 538 (N.J.
2000) (holding that employers have an obligation to stop unlawful harassment or discrimination
occurring in the cyberspace workplace once they are put on notice of the inappropriate conduct).
Having nipped the Kalamazoo issue in the bud, Mike is feeling pretty good about social
networking. As he sits down at his desk Amy walks in with news that a female employee is
suing the company for a hostile workplace claim because she felt that the content posted on her
supervisor’s personal Facebook page was insulting and contributed to a hostile workplace.
Should Mike call it a day and realize that social media is nothing but a litigation magnet?
Maybe, but not because the employee has a valid lawsuit. As long as the Facebook page is not
affiliated with the company, it cannot be the basis of a hostile workplace claim.
V.

SOCIAL MEDIA POLICIES

The NLRB’s scrutiny of employer social media policies has increasingly intensified over the
past few years. However, it remains well settled that a clearly drafted and consistently enforced
social media policy helps employers reduce their exposure to potential liability arising from
disciplining and/or terminating employees for inappropriate social media use. The drafting of
social media policies is now at the forefront of liability prevention programs at many companies
due to pre-employment and post-employment issues that arise as a result of misuse of social
media. This policy should be maintained and updated yearly.
Back to our story: So Jane decides monitoring her employees is not the best way to get
promoted through the ranks and decides that she is going to write the definitive social media
policy. Only this time Jane decides she wants some other people to shoulder some of the
responsibility. Kevin is back (turns out he was the boss’s son) and was quickly promoted to
vice-president of company outings. John has never stopped complaining about the company’s
food at the summer softball game, causing Kevin to try promoting John in an effort to distract
him from this topic. So when Jane asks for some help she gets saddled with Kevin and John.
After the first team meeting, Jane presents her ideas for what the social media policy should
look like and hands out specific tasks to Kevin and John. Unfortunately, John was still thinking
about the lousy beer at last summer’s picnic and Kevin was thinking about what social media
policy he will implement once the company’s president retires so John and Kevin each draft
their own social media policy.
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A. Restrictive Policies
The NLRB has initiated enforcement actions against companies for a wide variety of policies it
finds overly restrictive. Kevin is still upset about how he got fired for his Tweets and wants to
impress his Dad so he decides to draft a policy that prohibits employees from criticizing the
company or management. Five minutes after implementing his policy, the employees in his
division start a Facebook page criticizing Kevin for such a restrictive policy. Will Kevin get a
call from anyone else? Probably the NLRB for adopting policies regarding blogs and other
posted content that improperly restricted employee rights to communicate about their working
conditions.
B. Oral Policies
John is still a little gun-shy from his last experience with social media so he decides to not write
his social media policy. Instead he decides he is going to just give oral instructions. John hears
about what Kevin’s division did so he gathers this group and warns them about the dangers of
social media and the potential harm it could cause their careers if they make reckless decisions.
John goes on to warn them of his own run-in with social media. Is John going to get a call from
the NLRB? Probably not, since his policy is more reflective of general advice and does not
contain any threats of reprisal or discipline. Rather, it is more like professional advice;
however, simply because a policy is oral does not mean it does not violate the NLRA.
C. Broad Policies
Jane starts writing her social media policy, but starts law school in the meantime so her policy is
fairly comprehensive. Jane’s policy begins with an introductory paragraph explaining the
company’s social media policy. It says that it does not intend to “restrict the flow of useful and
appropriate information, but to minimize the risk to the Company and its associates.”
The policy then listed several “prohibited subjects,” which employees were not permitted to
discuss online, including (1) proprietary information, (2) information regarding clients, (3)
intellectual property, (4) Disparagement of company’s or competitors’ products, services,
executive leadership, employees, strategy, and business prospects, (5) references to illegal
drugs, and (6) disparagement of any protected class. The policy makes clear that it was not
intended to limit or prohibit protected communications. Jane’s quite proud of the fact that she
slipped in the restrictions on disparaging the company, but will the company’s union and NLRB
be proud of her?
The NLRB recently held that a similar social media policy to be invalid in Costco Wholesale
Corp., 358 NLRB 106 (Sep. 7, 2012). In that case, the policy stated “[a]ny communication
transmitted, stored or displayed electronically must comply with the policies outlined in the
Costco Employee Agreement. Employees should be aware that statements posted electronically
(such as [to]online message boards or discussion groups) that damage the Company, defame
any individual or damage any person's reputation, or violate the policies outlined in the Costco
Employee Agreement, may be subject to discipline, up to and including termination of
employment.” The Board interpreted such a provision as potentially prohibiting Section 7
activities. Noting that the policy was overly broad, the NLRB stated that the policy failed to
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“present accompanying language that would tend to restrict its application. It therefore allows
employees to reasonably assume that it pertains to — among other things — certain protected
concerted activities, such as communications that are critical of the respondent’s treatment of its
employees. The Respondent's maintenance of the rule thus has a reasonable tendency to inhibit
employees' protected activity and, as such, violates Section 8(a)(1).”
Similarly, in Durham School Servs., L.P., 360 NLRB 85 (Apr. 25, 2014), the Board held that a
school bus operator's social networking policy, which contained unreasonably broad and vague
language had also violated the NLRA. The policy threatened disciplinary action against
employees for publically sharing any information. The policy stated “[e]mployees who publicly
share unfavorable written, audio or video information related to the company or any of its
employees or customers should not have any expectation of privacy, and may be subject to
investigation and possibly discipline....” The Board noted that “[i]n determining whether the
existence of specific work rules violates the Act…the appropriate inquiry is whether the rules
would reasonably tend to chill employees in the exercise of their Section 7 rights.” Further,
where rules are likely to have a chilling effect on Section 7 rights, “the Board may conclude that
their maintenance is an unfair labor practice, even absent evidence of enforcement.” Here,
again, in the absence of limiting or qualifying language, employees “could reasonably interpret
this policy language as restraining them in their . . . right to communicate freely with fellow
employees and others regarding work issues and for their mutual aid and protection.”
Likewise, in EchoStar Techs, LLC, No. 27-CA-066726, 2012 WL 4321039 (Sep. 20, 2012),
Echostar had a policy in which it prohibited employees from "mak[ing] disparaging or
defamatory comments about EchoStar, its employees, officers, directors, vendors, customers,
partners, affiliates, or our, or their, products/services…." The NLRB found that the "term
“disparaging” like the term “derogatory,”… goes beyond proper employer prohibition and
intrudes on employees Section 7 activities.” “A reasonable employee--who I also find will take
the English language at its fair and correct meaning, would read the prohibited action
“disparaging” to intrude on that employees protected activity and the employee's Section 7
activities would be impermissibly chilled thereby.”
D. Drafting Social Media Policies
There are a few key points to consider when drafting a social media policy:


Consider how your company wants to use social media. If it is integral to marketing,
recruiting, etc. or is it something your employees do after hours.



The policy should remind employees that what they post reflects on the company. Any
inappropriate, embarrassing, or unkind comments about employees, customers, clients,
or competitors can be read by virtually anyone and thus can damage the organization’s
image or reputation.



The social media policy should be clearly communicated to all individuals subject to the
policy. Depending on the size of the organization this may include creating a training
program in order to ensure that all employees understand the policy, and the possible
consequences of noncompliance.
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Establish two persons for all issues involving social media who employees can turn to
with questions, issues, or reporting violations. Two people are critical to avoid a
situation where the point person is the person committing the violation.



Cross-reference other company policies, such as an anti-harassment and confidentiality
policies. Make it absolutely clear that these policies apply equally to online activities.



Make it clear that any off-duty social networking should in no way suggest that the
employee is representing the employer and that employees cannot use any company
logos, trademarks, or company images in a manner that suggests they are representing
the company.



The policy should also prohibit employees from making false statements about the
company. If an employee chooses to talk about work related matters, the policy should
require the employee to disclose their affiliation to the company and require them to
clearly state that the views they express online are not on behalf of the company.

VI.

CLOSING

For all of the benefits that social networking provides to businesses, it can also result in serious
financial and legal consequences. Lawyers must be in tune with their clients’ use of social
networking media and provide constantly updated advice and guidance. Lawyers must do so
even in the face of many clients’ belief that social networking provides a transparency in
communicating with their employees and clients that outweigh any potential costs. While this
CLE obviously focused on social networking in the context of employment litigation, an
employer should not be fooled into believing that the dangers of social networking are limited
to employment law.
For further information or assistance designing or implementing social media policies or
advice on any labor or employment related issue, please contact James G. Ryan at (516) 3573750 or jryan@cullenanddykman.com.
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Lawyers Guild – New York City Chapter and is a member of the National Employment
Lawyers Association of New York.

David M. Cohen
Mr. Cohen is a 1975 undergraduate of the University of Maryland. He attended
Hofstra Law School where he was an Associate Editor of the Hofstra Law Review. He
graduated law school with distinction in 1978 and was the recipient of that school’s
Labor Law Award. After two years as Associate Labor Counsel with Allied Chemical
Corporation, Mr. Cohen joined the firm now known as Cooper, Sapir & Cohen, P.C. and
has been a partner since 1985. Mr. Cohen’s practice is devoted to representing
management in the public and private sectors on matters pertaining to labor and
employment, including union negotiations, arbitrations, practice before the National
Labor Relations Board and the Public Employment Relations Board, employment
discrimination matters before the NYS Division of Human Rights, the EEOC and in state
and federal court, wage-hour issues before the NYS and US Departments of Labor and in
state and federal court, employment contracts, severance agreements, unemployment
insurance, whistleblowing, employee handbooks, etc. He and his firm are counsel to
libraries, fire districts, police departments and other municipalities, as well as not-forprofits and manufacturing/service employers in diverse industries. Mr. Cohen is a
member of the Labor and Employment and Education Law Committees of the New York,
Nassau and Suffolk Bar Associations, and is a past co-chair of the Suffolk Labor and
Employment Law Committee. He has served on the Executive Board of the Long Island
Chapter of the Industrial Relations Research Association, has lectured on various labor,
employment and education law topics, and has been a speaker at the Law in the
Workplace Conference since its inception over 26 years ago.

Michael Krauthamer
Michael Krauthamer has worked primarily in the area of public sector labor
relations since 1995. He is currently employed by the New York State United Teachers
(NYSUT) as a Labor Relations Specialist working out of NYSUT’s Suffolk County
Regional Office. Mike represents both public and private sector unions in collective
bargaining, grievance arbitration, disciplinary matters, civil service issues and matters
before the PERB and the NLRB.
Mike was previously a partner in the Melville law firm Lamb & Barnosky where
he represented municipalities including school districts, counties, towns and villages in
all types of labor and employment matters. Prior to that, Mike was a labor arbitrator,
mediator and hearing officer in the public and private sectors, counsel to the Suffolk
County Public Employment Relations Board and a Labor Relations Specialist for the
Civil Service Employees Association.
Mike has lectured extensively for the NYS Bar Association on public sector
employment law issues and has appeared on News 12, Channel 55 and NBC’s Today in
New York on labor law issues and was listed in Long Island Business News 2010 Who’s
Who in Labor Law on Long Island. He is an editor of Impasse Resolution Under the
Taylor Law 2d edition, published by the New York State Bar Association and has served
as an instructor at Dowling College on labor management relations and dispute
resolution.
He received his law degree, cum laude, from Suffolk University Law School in
Boston, Massachusetts and his undergraduate degree, cum laude, from the University of
Massachusetts, Amherst.

Philip Maier
Philip Maier is an arbitrator and mediator after having served as a neutral in the
public sector labor relations field for over 25 years. He was the Regional Director of the
New York State Public Employment Relations Board where he was an Administrative
Law Judge and Mediator from 1991-2012. In both roles he worked with all types of
public sector units, including police, fire, teacher and blue collar. From 2012 until June
2015 he was the General Counsel and Deputy Director of the New York City Office of
Collective Bargaining, the agency responsible for administering the New York City
Collective Bargaining Law (NYCCBL). He is the author of The Taylor Law and the Duty
of Fair Representation and Impasse Resolution Under the Taylor Law, the latter
published by the New York State Bar Association. Additionally, he is a frequent lecturer
on employment and labor law issues and has published numerous articles on a variety of
labor and employment law issues.

[Bios of Domenique Camacho, Sima Ali and James Ryan follow separately]

Sima Ali, Esq.
Owner and Principal Attorney

Practices
Labor & Employment
Education
J.D., 1996
George Washington
University, School of Law
B.S., 1993
Cornell University,
NY School of Industrial
and Labor Relations
Bar Admissions
1997, New York State Bar
Court Admissions
United States District
Court for the Southern and
Eastern Districts of New
York

631.423.3440

sima.ali@alilawgroup.com

Sima Ali provides a full range of representative services, primarily for management, in
all areas of labor and employment law. Ms. Ali has represented clients before federal
and state courts, administrative agencies, and other tribunals. Along with her 18 years
of experience, Ms. Ali offers an exceptional level of personalized service. She helps
clients understand the complex laws and regulations which govern employment so
they can take a proactive approach. Ms. Ali is also an engaging speaker who presents
seminars on employment law throughout the New York metropolitan area
Her practice focuses on:








Wage and hour practices
Statutory-based claims such as employment discrimination and retaliation,
harassment, leaves-of-absence, disabilities and reasonable accommodations
Commercial litigation such as non-competition and trade secret disputes;
and other contract issues related to employment
Employment contracts and agreements such as severance arrangements,
restrictive covenants, non-competes
Labor relations
Alternative dispute resolution (arbitration, mediation, negotiation of
employment matters)
Compliance counseling

Recent Representative Experience





Achieved a favorable settlement for an employer faced with a pregnancy
discrimination litigation.
Received a favorable outcome in a NYS DOL administrative hearing –
individuals were found to have been properly classified as independent
contractors.
Successfully defended a TRO (temporary restraining order) in a breach of
contract matter.
Achieved a favorable outcome in a federal Department of Labor audit for a
franchise entity on the issue of overtime liability.

775 Park Avenue, Suite 255 | Huntington, New York 11743
o: 631.423.3440 | f: 631.824.9028 | e: sima.ali@alilawgroup.com

Legal Associations




Suffolk County Bar Association, Chair of Labor & Employment
Committee
New York State Bar, Member of the Labor & Employment Committee
Huntington Lawyers Club, Member

Professional & Community Associations




Townwide Fund of Huntington, Board Member
Hauppauge Industrial Association, Human Resources Committee Member
Society of Human Resource Management, Member

Speech & Presentation Topics









Social Media Policy for the Workplace
Top 10 Tips for Employee Handbooks
Wage Theft Prevention Act
FLSA and Overtime Exemptions
Employee and Independent Contractor Classifications
Hiring and Recruiting Practices
FMLA and ADA
Employment Discrimination

775 Park Avenue, Suite 255 | Huntington, New York 11743
o: 631.423.3440 | f: 631.824.9028 | e: sima.ali@alilawgroup.com

100 Quentin Roosevelt Boulevard
Garden City, NY 11530-4850
ph: 516.357.3750 | fx: 516.296.9155
jryan@cullenanddykman.com

AREAS OF PRACTICE
Commercial Litigation
Alternative Dispute Resolution
Banking Litigation
Construction Litigation
Employment Litigation
Energy Litigation
General Commercial and
Contract
Corporate
Construction Law
Not-for-Profit and Education
Law
E-Discovery and Information
Technology
Labor and Employment
ADMISSIONS
New York
Massachusetts
Maine
U.S. District Court, Eastern
District of New York
U.S. District Court, Southern
District of New York
U.S. District Court, Northern
District of New York
U.S. District Court, Western
District of New York
U.S. Court of Appeals, Second
Circuit
EDUCATION
J.D., Fordham University School
of Law, 1985

www.cullenanddykman.com

James G. Ryan
Partner
James Ryan is the head of the Commercial Litigation Department and
is the chair of the firm’s Employment Litigation practice. As head of
the Commercial Litigation Department, Mr. Ryan has extensive
experience in representing clients in financial services, corporate and
energy related litigation in the federal and state courts, and in various
forms of alternative dispute resolution.
Mr. Ryan's commercial litigation practice focuses on energy related
matters which include a broad range of disputes arising out of the
production, transportation, distribution and sale of natural gas,
natural gas liquids and electric power. He also represents numerous
financial instutions in matters involving the defense of "lender
liability" claims or other allegation of lender misconduct, actions to
recover unpaid obligations from principals and guarantors, foreclosure
actions, and assertion of claims for fraud on the part of borrowers or
their principals.
As chair of the firm's Employment Litigation practice, Mr. Ryan also
regularly represents the firm’s clients in cases involving discrimination
claims, post employment covenants, breach of contract, breach of
fiduciary duty, trade secrets, whistleblowers, proprietary information,
unfair business practices, covenants not to compete, hiring,
promotion, termination, discipline, reductions in force, and sexual
harassment. His caseload also includes matters involving the Family
and Medical Leave Act, the Americans with Disabilities Act, the Age
Discrimination in Employment Act, the Fair Labor Standards Act,
Title VII, HIPAA, Sarbanes-Oxley, FERPA, ERISA, the New York
State Human Rights Law, and the New York State Labor Law. Mr.

James G. Ryan (Cont.)

B.S., Fordham University,
College of Business
Administration, 1982

Ryan appears on behalf of the firm’s clients in federal and state courts,
before federal, state and local administrative agencies, and in
mediation and arbitration proceedings relating to all of the
aforementioned areas. He offers advice and training, including
seminars and bulletins, on avoiding discrimination, employment, and
education claims. Mr. Ryan also contributes articles to and comments
for various publications concerning e-discovery, education, and
employment matters. He also co-authors blogs on these issues.
In 2008, Mr. Ryan founded the firm’s E-Discovery Practice Group.
The E-Discovery Group provides cost effective, expeditious and
practical solutions to even the most challenging issues involving
electronically stored information so that a client can focus its resources
on its business and operations. The E-Discovery Group also develops
or reviews document retention policies to ensure compliance with the
litigation hold process, e-discovery obligations and statutory/
regulatory requirements. As a result of his lectures on e-discovery, in
September, 2010, Mr. Ryan was appointed to the New York State
Unified Court System E-Discovery Working Group and to its
education subcommittee to develop educational materials, including
CLE courses and a bench book, on e-discovery for the New York State
judiciary and judicial staff.
Mr. Ryan grew up in Massachusetts, graduated from Fordham
University School of Law in 1985 and has been a litigator with the
firm since shortly after his graduation from Fordham. He became a
member of the firm in 1995. Mr. Ryan is a trained mediator for the
United States District Court for the Eastern District of New York.
UPCOMING AND RECENT SPEAKING EXPERIENCE
Suffolk County Bar Association - How Employers Should Conduct an
Internal Investigation (May 11, 2015)
The Knowledge Group - E-Discovery and the FRCP: Changes Afoot
for Data Governance and Management (March 25, 2015, Live
●

●
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●

●

●

Webcast, New York)
Federal Bar Association Webinar - Challenges of Conducting A Proper Internal Investigation (March 4, 2015,
New York)
CICU Seminar - Effectively Addressing Sexual Misconduct on Campus: Title IX and Clery Act Compliance
(February 23, 2015, Albany, New York)
Invited Speaker, E-Discovery and The Municipal Attorney: Compliance and Cost Control Issues. NYS
Bar Association, Municipal Law Section (October 17-18, 2014)
Invited Speaker, Thirty-Fifth Annual American Gas Association Legal Forum (July 15-17 2012)
“E-Discovery in Federal Litigation” (June 20, 2012 Suffolk County Bar Association)
“Federal Discovery” (May 30, 2012, Nassau County Academy of Law)
“E-Discovery in Federal Litigation” (January 17, 2012)
“Hiring and Firing: Background Checks, Social Media, and Other Arresting Developments” (October 25,
2011- Ali Aba Webcast)
“Electronic Discovery Update: New York State Case Law and Developments” (June 14, 2011- Ali Aba
Webcast)
Electronic Discovery Presentation to the Appellate Division, First Department (May 2, 2011)
“E-discovery: What the Litigator Needs to Know to Avoid Professional Liability” (June 7, 2010)
“Electronic Discovery – Avoiding Disaster” (September 9, 2009)

ARTICLES AND PUBLICATIONS
What Should Court 'Deliver' in Pregnancy Discrimination Case? (New York Law Journal, March 23, 2015)
U.S. Supreme Court Addresses Disparate Impact Liability Under the Fair Housing Act (January 28, 2015)
Challenges in Conducting a Proper Investigation (New York Law Journal, January 22, 2015)
Victory for Gay Marriage Doesn't Affect Workplace Rights (New York Law Journal, January 2, 2015)
Changing Times – A Guide to the Proposed Amendments to the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure
(December 8, 2014)
Title IX: A Shield Or A Sword? (Nassau Lawyer, November 2014)
Governor Andrew Cuomo Proposes Plan to Combat Sexual Assault on SUNY Campuses (October 4,
2014)
NCAA Passes Resolution Seeking To Clarify The Role of Athletic Departments in Campus Sexual Assault
Investigations (August 28, 2014)
●

●
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●
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Appeals Courts Issue Conflicting Decisions on Legality of Subsidies under the Affordable Care Act (July
29, 2014)
Standing Committee Meets About the Proposed Amendment to the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 37(e)
(May 30, 2014)
Supreme Court Expands Whistleblower Protections (March 31, 2014)
Opened Web-based Emails Deemed “Electronic Storage” under the Stored Communications Act (January
24, 2014)
Supreme Court Narrows Scope of Employer’s Liability for Title VII Claims against Co-workers (July 18,
2013)
The Southern District Sends FLSA Claims to Arbitration (December 21, 2012)
Judge Scheindlin Sends Federal Agencies a “Message” About Their E-Discovery Obligations Under the
Freedom of Information Act (August 24, 2012)
New York Appellate Division Adopts Zubulake Standard to Determine Which Party Should Bear the
Cost of Producing ESI (March 20, 2012)
NYSBA Releases Guidelines for the Best Practices In E-Discovery In New York State and Federal Courts
(January 5, 2012)
A Closer Look at Microsoft Outlook (October 28, 2011)
NY Appellate Division Says Cost/Benefit Analysis Must be Conducted for Third-Party ESI (October 6,
2011)
I Have a Duty to Preserve Social Media Content, but Now What? (September 19, 2011)
Can You Insult Your Employer On Facebook? (September 8, 2011)
Court Reminds Advocates the Importance of Making Timely Spoliation Motions (August 9, 2011)

PROFESSIONAL & COMMUNITY ACTIVITIES
●

●

●

●

●

●

Adjunct Professor, Molloy College
Appointed Member: New York State Unified Court System’s E-Discovery Working Group
Serves on the Council of Overseers for the Tilles Center for the Performing Arts
Board Member and Coach, Rockville Centre Soccer Club
Former Chair, Rockville Centre Travel Soccer Program
New York State Bar Association
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Nassau County Bar Association
Massachusetts Bar Association
Mediation Panel of the U.S. District Court, Eastern District of New York
Judicial Screening Committee of the Nassau County Bar Association
Federal Bar Council

HONORS & AWARDS

Mr. Ryan maintains an AV "pre-eminent" rating from Martindale-Hubbell. He was selected to the 2012,
2013 and 2014 New York Super Lawyers lists for his high degree of peer recognition and professional
achievement. In September, 2010, Mr. Ryan was appointed to the New York State Unified Court System EDiscovery Working Group and to its education subcommittee to develop educational materials, including
CLE courses and a bench book, on e-discovery for the New York State judiciary and judicial staff. In July
2014 he was appointed to Judicial Screening Committee of the Nassau County Bar Association.
NEWS & SPEAKING ENGAGEMENTS

Sixteen Cullen and Dykman Attorneys Named to Super Lawyers Lists for 2015, April 28, 2015
James Ryan Quoted In USA Today on Silicon Valley Discrimination Lawsuit, USA Today, March 13, 2015
CICU Seminar - Effectively Addressing Sexual Misconduct on Campus: Title IX and Clery Act
Compliance, February 23, 2015
James Ryan Quoted in New York Times on the University of Virginia's Decision to Reinstate Fraternity at
Center of Rolling Stone Article, New York Times, January 12, 2015
James Ryan Quoted in New York Times on Jameis Winston Lawsuit, New York Times, January 8, 2015
James Ryan Quoted by Associated Press on High Profile Sexual Misconduct Case, December 19, 2014
James Ryan Quoted by Chronicle of Education on University of Florida Sexual Misconduct Case,
December 19, 2014
James Ryan Quoted by New York Times Regarding College Quarterback's Sexual Misconduct Proceeding,
December 5, 2014
James Ryan Interviewed in USA Today Concerning NFL Concussion Suit Settlement, November 4, 2014
James G. Ryan is named as a 2014 "Top Rated Lawyer" in the area of litigation by Martindale-Hubbell and
the New York Law Journal., September 30, 2014
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Cullen and Dykman Partner named 2014 "Top Rated Lawyer" in Litigation, August 25, 2014
Wall Street Journal quotes Cullen and Dykman LLP partner, James G. Ryan, in racial profiling case brought
against Barneys, Wall Street Journal, August 12, 2014
James Ryan Quoted by Associated Press on O'Bannon-NCAA Litigation
James Ryan, Thomas Wassel and Robert Wakeman Conduct Seminar on "Wage/Hour Issues and SelfDirected Services" for Interagency Council, June 11, 2014
James Ryan and Thomas Wassel Conduct Seminar on Wage and Hour Issues for NYSARC, February 21,
2014
Eight Cullen and Dykman Attorneys Named 2013 Super Lawyers, October 3, 2013
James G. Ryan named a 2013 Top Rated Lawyer in Labor & Employment, The American Lawyer &
Corporate Counsel magazine - February 2013 issue
James G. Ryan an Invited Speaker at the Thirty-Fifth Annual American Gas Association Legal Forum, July
17, 2012
James G. Ryan a Featured Presenter to the Nassau County Bar Association, May 30, 2012
Hiring and Firing: Background Checks, Social Media and Other Arresting Developments, October 25,
2011
Two Cullen and Dykman Partners Invited to Serve on New York State Chief Administrative Judge Ann
Pfau’s Task Forces Involving Electronic Discovery and Foreclosures, 2011
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